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Professor Andrew B. Kahng, Chair

In the late-CMOS era, system-on-chip design and manufacturing margins continue to increase in light of process variability, circuit reliability and wide operating conditions. Despite continuing enhancements to both manufacturing and design technologies, substantial IC product value in terms of manufacturing yield, circuit area and power, and design turnaround time is left on the table due to conservatism in the design and manufacturing flows. These margins are now extremely costly, as the benefits from deployment of the next technology node are now only approximately 20% in circuit performance, power and density. To reduce margins, accurate modeling and assessment of the impacts of variability and reliability are essential. Meanwhile, innovative manufacturing and design techniques must be developed based on a comprehensive understanding of the benefits and costs of such new measures. This thesis presents new techniques to mitigate variability and reliability margins in leading-edge SoC design and manufac-
turing. These techniques can be grouped into three main thrusts: (i) design for manufacturability and reliability; (ii) signoff condition optimization; and (iii) design-aware manufacturing optimization.

In the design for manufacturability and variability thrust, this thesis presents two performance sensor designs for adaptive voltage scaling, which can be used to mitigate the impact of process variations. To reduce design margins for time-dependent dielectric breakdown reliability, this thesis presents a layout optimization technique and a design-dependent reliability analysis framework.

In the signoff condition optimization thrust, this thesis presents analyses of the design overheads due to suboptimal signoff conditions with respect to (i) circuit operating voltage and performance; (ii) modeling of timing impacts of circuit aging; and (iii) corner models of wire parasitic resistance and capacitance. Tradeoffs between design quality and signoff margins, as well as methods to optimize signoff conditions, are also addressed.

In the design-aware manufacturing optimization thrust, this thesis presents three distinct techniques to improve manufacturing yield by considering the impact of manufacturing variations on the design’s timing and leakage power. First, the electrical process window provides a more accurate method to quantify the impact of lithographic variability on circuit performance and leakage. Second, design-dependent monitoring provides a cost-effective way to estimate circuit parametric yield based on test structures deployable in the early stages of a manufacturing flow. Finally, analysis of the impact of overlay error in double-patterning lithography provides guidelines to reduce circuit performance variation.
Chapter 1

Introduction

The maximum on-chip clock frequency of microprocessor (MPU) and system-on-chip (SoC) IC product classes has been a key metric of semiconductor technology scaling. Figure 1.1 shows how the frequency roadmap of the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) [233] has been slowing down [103], closely reflecting product data from the Stanford CPUDB repository [246]. The evolution of the MPU frequency roadmap may be deconstructed as follows. Before 2001, aggressive architectural pipelining and device improvements double clock frequency per technology node (41%/year improvement). Starting in the early 2000s, from the point where the pipelining knob runs out of steam (only ~12 fanout-of-4 inverter delays can practically fit in a clock cycle), frequency scaling is based solely on device speed improvement, and reduces to 17%/year. The frequency scaling is subsequently constrained to 8%/year as products reach the power limits of the high-performance MPU (desktop or server) platform, and is further slowed as transistor performance improvement comes at too high a cost in leakage power at the most recent technology nodes.

Designers continue to extract value from Moore’s Law by scaling density (i.e., layout area per DRAM bit, SRAM bitcell, or logic gate) even when frequency scaling has slowed down. Density scaling is mainly driven by lithography improvements, which reduce the minimum metal pitch (i.e., a wire width plus a wire spacing). When the metal pitch scales by 0.7\times in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions of a two-dimensional layout, the area scales by 0.49\times, and the “available” density is approximately doubled. In the past decades, such 0.7\times geometric scaling in each successive technology node [234] has enabled doubling of transistor count in a constant die area. However, the data in Figure 1.2 shows that although lithography has delivered the “available” 2\times per node density scaling, the “actual” density scaling in products has slowed
Figure 1.1: Overlay of the ITRS [233] maximum on-chip clock frequency roadmap with data from the Stanford CPUDB repository [246]. This figure is reproduced from [103].

down to 1.6× per node since 2007. Such frequency and density scaling trends (i.e., Figures 1.1 and 1.2) are indicators of a late CMOS era in which the recent benefits of technology scaling are significantly less than what would have been expected according to historical trends. Today, moving to a new technology node is very costly, and returns on investment are unclear as it becomes more challenging to obtain even 20% improvements in power, performance and area at the new node. In this regime, SoC product companies cannot afford to overlook or sacrifice even a small percentage of potentially available power, performance or area improvements. This motivates the focus of this thesis research on mitigation of margins in IC implementation.

Figure 1.2: Gap between “available” density scaling (gray arrow) and “actual” density scaling (red squares) [103].
In the remainder of this chapter, we review background of manufacturing variability and reliability in Sections 1.1 and 1.2 respectively. Section 1.3 discusses issues related to over-margining. Section 1.4 discusses previous techniques in the three areas of manufacturing-aware design, design-aware manufacturing, and adaptivity mechanisms. Section 1.5 presents the organization of the remainder of this thesis.

1.1 Variability

To mitigate the impacts of process, voltage and temperature variations on circuit performance, a circuit is typically overdesigned to ensure that it will function correctly across all possible manufacturing and operating contexts. This incurs circuit area and power overheads. In this section, we review sources of variations and the corresponding variability models.

1.1.1 Process Variation

Process variation has been a critical aspect of semiconductor manufacturing [117]. When new process technologies are introduced, process variation causes manufactured chips to exhibit wide performance spread [21], with yields of good die as low as 30% to 50% [207]. The process variations can be broadly classified into those that occur in the front-end-of-line (FEOL) and those that occur in the back-end-of-line (BEOL).

In the FEOL, variations in transistor gate length, gate oxide thickness, transistor-channel doping, etc. cause transistor delay and leakage variations. To model the FEOL variations in a digital IC implementation flow, several different methods may be used. The most widely used, conventional method provides a set of corners with biased process parameters to represent the impact of process variations on transistor delay and leakage. Since variations in the NMOS and PMOS transistors may be different, the foundry usually provides combinations of slow (S) and fast (F) corners, as well as a typical (T) corner: \{SS, SF, TT, FS, FF\}. The FEOL corners are depicted in Figure 1.3. Note that each of these FEOL corners corresponds to an ordered pair of (NMOS, PMOS) device models. The key aspect of this corner-based approach is the implied assumption that the FEOL variations are bounded within the “dotted box” defined by the four extreme corners as shown in Figure 1.3.

As the number of independent and significant variation sources increases, design signoff using a corner-based static timing analysis (STA) may become both pessimistic (i.e., leading to overdesign that wastes area and power for a given level of performance) and risky (i.e., with
some manufactured die still failing to meet timing requirements) [201]. This challenge can be addressed by using statistical static timing analysis (SSTA) in which the gate delays are specified as distributions rather than as deterministic values. By calculating the distribution of signal arrival times at timing endpoints, timing slack distributions can be computed with a prescribed confidence level. Initial works on SSTA date from the 1960s [114] and the early 1990s [14] [22] [62] [98]. Subsequently, many algorithmic innovations have improved the efficiency and accuracy of SSTA [2] [5] [43] [78] [163] [202]. Although SSTA can provide more accurate timing analysis, it has not been widely adopted by industry due to such technical issues as interconnect analysis, coupling noise, and complex delay modeling [18]. More importantly, fabless design houses and silicon foundries lack a business model that permits accurate communication of the statistics of the manufacturing process [18].

An alternative method to account for timing variability intentionally multiplies the delay of a data path and/or the clock latency by a derating factor, so as to finely tune the timing margins in the design. In an advanced on-chip variation (AOCV) methodology [115] [153] [249], timing analysis tools can extract the topology of a netlist and assign stage- and/or location- dependent derating factors accordingly. This implicitly allows designers to apply statistical timing methods to reduce the pessimism of the corner-based approach. For example, designers may apply a stage-dependent derating factor which decreases as the number of stages in a data path increases, i.e., the delay variation on a long data path becomes smaller due to the averaging of random variations.
The back-end-of-line in the IC manufacturing process fabricates a stack of metal and dielectric layers. Figure 1.4 shows a cross-section with three metal layers (M1, M2 and M3). W, T and H are the metal width, metal thickness and dielectric thickness, respectively. The parasitic resistance (R) and capacitance (C) variations in BEOL are typically modeled by BEOL corners in which all BEOL layers vary in the same way [91]. For example, Table 1.1 shows common BEOL corners (Y) in which the wire width (ΔW), wire thickness (ΔT) and dielectric thickness (ΔH) variations are biased to the minimum or maximum values to capture the extreme conditions. Such BEOL corners are very pessimistic because the probability that all BEOL layers are simultaneously skewed towards the extreme condition is extremely small. As wire geometries continue to shrink with each new process node, RC variations in BEOL have become major sources of variation especially when the gate delay is small (e.g., at high operating voltage) [155].

Table 1.1: Typical BEOL corners with skewed parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corner</th>
<th>ΔWm</th>
<th>ΔTm</th>
<th>ΔHm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ytyp</td>
<td>typical</td>
<td>typical</td>
<td>typical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ycb</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ycw</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yrcb</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yrcw</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.4: Illustration of the cross-section of a typical metal stack.

Both FEOL and BEOL variations can have systematic and random components. Systematic variation is the portion of the variation which can be deterministically modeled. Other variations which cannot be modeled are lumped and denoted by random variation [49].
1.1.2 Lithography

Lithography in IC manufacturing is a major source of both FEOL and BEOL variations. The rapid pace of semiconductor scaling over the last decades, coupled with much slower advances in lithography technology, has forced 193nm optical lithography beyond its limit. Since the availability of the extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) remains unclear, double-patterning lithography (DPL) [67] has been adopted at the 20nm logic half-node (sub-80nm pitch), and it remains a strong candidate for BEOL patterning in more advanced technology nodes. There are generally two kinds of DPL, litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) and spacer-assisted double patterning (SADP) [67] [187].

![Figure 1.5: Overlay in LELE double patterning](image)

In LELE double-patterning lithography, layout features with a spacing less than the minimum coloring spacing are assigned opposite colors. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, a set of layout features with the same color are patterned through a lithography step (i.e., exposure and etch) followed by a similar lithography step for the second set of layout features. Because of the two

![Figure 1.6: Bimodal CD variation in LELE. The figure is reproduced from [67].](image)
separate lithography steps, the pitch of the features in a given mask layout is effectively “doubled” i.e., significantly relaxed, with respect to the pitch of features in the final fabricated design. However, overlay error can lead to two distinct distributions of critical dimensions (CD) depicted in Figure 1.6. Such a bimodal CD distribution [35] [92] [102] causes large CD variations that induce wire width and spacing variations in the BEOL, and gate length variations in the FEOL.

In SADP, layout features are decomposed into the mandrel and trim masks. As illustrated in Figure 1.7, each mandrel pattern will be surrounded by spacer material. Note that additional mandrel features are added to control the spacing between spacers. As shown in the figure, the final pattern will be formed by the region which is covered by the trim mask, but not covered by spacer Compared to LELE, SADP has relatively smaller overlay, but the mask decomposition problem is more complex [66].

![Figure 1.7: Example of SADP decomposition. This figure is reproduced from [66].](image)

On the other hand, lithographic resolution enhancement techniques (RETs) such as optical proximity correction (OPC), subresolution assist features and phase shift masks have become a necessity to ensure the printability of subwavelength feature sizes [113] [134] [133]. Despite the RETs, there are CD variations because of varying exposure, focus or overlay in lithography. To account for and, more importantly, to bound these CD variations, the process window represents a (Cartesian product of) range(s) of manufacturing process parameters, such that chips produced by a process that remains within these tolerances will meet desired specifications [141]. Typically, the process window is defined so as to ensure that the CD of any feature dimension does not deviate from its nominal value by more than a predefined (dimensional, geometric) tolerance [133] [141].
1.1.3 Environmental Variations

Supply voltage ($V_{dd}$) and temperature variations are the common environmental variations in IC. Depending on the circuit activities at different parts of a chip, there can be nonuniform current demand across the chip. $V_{dd}$ variation occurs when the nonuniform current demand, in conjunction with the design of the power distribution network, causes a nonuniform IR drop (IR drop is the $V_{dd}$ difference due to the product of current demand and resistance in the power distribution network). For example, Figure 1.8 shows that the $\Delta V_{dd}$ varies across the chip. Meanwhile, because of the power dissipated by circuit activity, there is also temperature variation across the chip. Such $V_{dd}$ variation can be mitigated through synthesizing a more robust power delivery network at the cost of routing resources.

![Figure 1.8: Voltage and temperature variations for a chip. This figure is reproduced from [63].](image)

1.2 Reliability

A reliable IC must be able to withstand various wearout mechanisms throughout its lifetime. The major wearout mechanisms in advanced CMOS technology include bias temperature instability (BTI), gate oxide breakdown, BEOL time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), electromigration (EM), hot carrier injection (HCI) and stress-induced voiding (SIV). BTI, HCI and gate oxide breakdown are FEOL reliability issues which affect transistors’ performance or operation. TDDB, EM and SIV are BEOL reliability issues which can cause shorts or opens in interconnects. Among these wearout mechanisms, we focus on FEOL BTI and BEOL TDDB because they are well-recognized as critical obstacles for technology scaling [13] [206].

1.2.1 Bias Temperature Instability

BTI is manifested as an increase in a transistor’s threshold voltage ($|V_{th}|$) and, consequently, as an increase in transistor delay, whenever a transistor is under stress, i.e., when the
voltage at a transistor’s gate (|V_{gs}|) is larger than |V_{th}|. Relaxation of the stress (V_{gs} = 0) can recover only part of the V_{th} degradation [3], causing an overall increase in transistor delay over time (i.e., BTI degradation). If not appropriately provisioned for, increased delay can result in timing failures on critical paths [71]. The BTI effect can occur in both NMOS and PMOS transistors; respectively, this is known as positive-bias temperature instability (PBTI) and negative-bias temperature instability (NBTI). BTI degradation is frequency-independent but increases with electric field and temperature [3] [197]. Also, due to the underlying physical phenomena that cause BTI, the degradation is “front-loaded” by nature. As illustrated in Figure 1.9, the rate of NBTI degradation is rapid during the early lifetime of the transistor and slows down considerably under continued stress. As technology scales, the increased electric field across the gate oxide [128] [235] accelerates BTI degradation [76].

1.2.2 Back-End-of-Line Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

In an integrated circuit, signals are transmitted using interconnects (i.e., vias and wires) fabricated on metal layers. The interconnects in an IC are isolated by insulating dielectric material. The insulating property of a dielectric degrades when there is an electric field across the dielectric. Dielectric breakdown occurs when the degraded dielectric eventually forms a conducting path between interconnects. Such time-dependent dielectric breakdown causes a short circuit between interconnects and consequently results in a malfunctioning IC. Dielectric mean time to failure (MTTF) is defined as the expected time for the dielectric to form a conductive path between interconnects. The MTTF decreases as the electrical field across the dielectric
increases [15] [44] [56] [160] [183]. In other words, the MTTF of dielectric between interconnects decreases when the voltage difference between the interconnects increases or when the spacing between the interconnects decreases. Thus, TDDB will be a major reliability concern for BEOL dielectric due to the increasing electric field as technology scales. Indeed, at the 20nm node (sub-70nm local metal pitch) with LELE double patterning, TDDB reliability is a primary limiter to further wiring density improvement [13].

1.3 Problem: Over-Margining

Within the IC design process, signoff is a fundamental part of the design closure stage in which designers perform a set of canonical analyses based on models provided by the silicon foundry. If the design passes the analyses, then the assumption is that the manufactured chip will meet all functional and performance specifications. The analyses span a range of design criteria, including functionality, timing, power, reliability, etc. To account for circuit variability and reliability, designers tend to insert margins in the signoff analyses based on worst-case scenarios. Although it is necessary to have margins to cover uncertainties in the design and manufacturing steps, excessive margins reduce the benefits realized from technology scaling. Figure 1.10 illustrates the scenario in which the nominal design quality improves with each successive technology node. However, the signoff margin also increases due to increasing variability and reliability constraints, as well as pessimism in the circuit design implementation. As a result, the design can only gain a small fraction of the benefits from technology scaling. Since available, potential benefits from a given next-generation technology are already small in the late-CMOS era, the lost benefits due to over-margining are costly. For example, Weckx et al. [206] show that because of the increasing $V_{th}$ margin (due to both process variation and BTI degradation), it may be not beneficial for certain products to move to an advanced technology.

1.4 Previous Design and Manufacturing Optimization Techniques

We now review three relevant classes of techniques that mitigate the impacts of variability and reliability: (i) manufacturing-aware design (MAD) techniques which focus on compensating process variation; (ii) design-aware manufacturing (DAM) techniques which exploit design-side information to improve manufacturing yield; and (iii) adaptive body biasing (ABB) or adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) techniques which adaptively compensate for circuit performance variation.
Margins ⇒ lost benefits of technology

Figure 1.10: Excessive margin reduces the benefits of technology scaling.

1.4.1 Manufacturing-Aware Design

MAD is a paradigm in which design techniques are optimized based on better understanding of manufacturing processes such as lithography, etching, chemical-mechanical polishing, etc. Since the 90nm technology node, many new MAD methods have been conceived and deployed to mitigate increasing lithography-induced variation, as well as other variability issues that are not practically addressable through manufacturing process control [85]. Following are some examples of MAD techniques.

Focus Variation-Aware Design Techniques

*Focus variation* is one of the major sources in lithography which can occur due to changes in wafer flatness or lens imperfections. When there is focus variation, linewidth decreases for isolated lines (i.e., lines with large spacings) but increases for dense lines, as shown in Figure 1.11. Such linewidth variation can lead to transistor gate-length variation, which affects circuit performance. To mitigate the focus-dependent gate-length variation, Gupta et al. [85] propose a MAD methodology which mixes isolated and dense lines either across transistors within a cell or across cells on critical paths. Because of the cancellation of gate-length variations within cells or along critical paths, a circuit implemented using this MAD technique is insensitive to focus variation. This example shows that through a better understanding of the lithography process, it is possible to improve the design methodology to mitigate the impact of process variability. Note that the MAD concept can be applied to other circuit properties. For example, Kahng et al. [106] propose a leakage optimization method based on the same focus-dependent linewidth variation model.
Shallow-Trench Isolation Aware Design Techniques

*Shallow-trench isolation* (STI) is a commonly used technology that isolates the active regions of CMOS transistors. Because of STI-induced stress, the mobility of a transistor varies depending on the distance between the transistor channel and the nearest boundary of an STI region. In a digital design, this distance is determined by the placement of the standard cells. By modeling the impact of STI-induced stress, Kahng et al. [108] propose a STI width-aware design methodology which perturbs cell placement and inserts dummy features on the active layer to optimize circuit timing. A complementary work of Joshi et al. [97] proposes a stress-aware standard cell layout optimization that enhances the drive currents of transistors with minimal cell area penalty.

Layout Regularity

Due to imperfections in lithography and other process steps, the geometric dimensions of a fabricated transistor can deviate from the drawn transistor shape and affect circuit performance (e.g., due to STI-induced stress, well proximity, or short-channel effects). Such lithography-induced variation can be (partially) compensated when the design layout is restricted to regular patterns through strict design rules. For example, Figure 1.12 shows a classical flip-flop layout versus a regular layout for the same flip-flop. Although the regular layout may consume more silicon area, the layout regularity helps to reduce process variations because manufacturing processes can be heavily optimized for a smaller set of layout pitches and patterns. The reduced

**Figure 1.11**: Idealized Bossung plot representing linewidth variation with respect to focus variation for isolated and dense lines.
process variations translate to smaller margins in design implementation, which compensate for the increased silicon area in the regular layout [88]. A regular layout methodology can also improve manufacturing yield as it helps to avoid layout patterns that are prone to form short or open circuits.

![Figure 1.12: A classical flip-flop layout (left) versus a regular layout. This figure is reproduced from [88].](image)

### 1.4.2 Design-Aware Manufacturing

With subwavelength lithography, transistor channels become nonrectangular, which causes circuit performance and power variations [33]. To address this, many so-called electrically-driven techniques have been proposed. Zhang et al. [216] develop an analytical model to account for corner rounding in printed transistors and use the model to drive the OPC step. A similar method is also described in [9]. Further, Gupta et al. [86] use timing slacks obtained from the critical paths to reduce the complexity of post-OPC mask shapes. These methods achieve smaller circuit-performance variation and reduced mask complexity despite large geometric errors [176].

Another type of approach is exemplified by the work of Jeong et al. [94], who propose to exploit the capability of exposure dose control in the lithography system to optimize timing yield and leakage power. Given the placement of standard cells in a design and a corresponding timing analysis, the lithography exposure field is partitioned into a set of grids in which the exposure dose is optimized based on the timing criticality of the cells in the corresponding grid. For example, if a grid has standard cells on a setup timing-critical path, the grid will be given a larger exposure dose. As a result, gate lengths of the transistors in the grid will be smaller, and the cell delays are reduced. Similarly, the leakage power of the transistors can be reduced by selectively applying a smaller exposure dose in the grids without setup timing-critical paths.

Since the size of mask defects shrinks along with smaller layout feature size, mask
inspection tools must use smaller pixels and/or stronger sensitivities in order to detect mask defects, increasing runtime and manufacturing costs. To address this issue, Kagalwalla et al. [101] propose a design-aware mask inspection method to locate nonfunctional features in a post-OPC layout. Based on this design-derived information, the mask inspection tool can use the appropriate pixel size and sensitivity to reduce false and nuisance defects without missing any critical defects. As a result, the mask inspection time and writing cost can be reduced.

1.4.3 Adaptive Design Techniques

As technology scales, the impact of random variation increases [182]. Since the random variations are unpredictable (e.g., process variations vary for different chips), the impact of random variations cannot be compensated easily by MAD techniques. Furthermore, variation of operating conditions such as ambient temperature, or aging phenomena such as BTI, will affect performance and power consumption throughout chip lifeime. To address these challenges, adaptive circuits have been proposed.

Adaptive Body Biasing

The bodies of PMOS and NMOS devices in a digital circuit are normally connected to the supply ($V_{dd}$) and ground ($V_{ss}$) voltages, respectively. When the body voltages are biased to different values, the body voltage biasing effect changes the $V_{th}$ of the transistors. This phenomenon provides a useful knob with which to adjust the $V_{th}$ of a circuit. A circuit with adaptive body biasing (ABB) is designed such that the body voltages of the circuit can be properly calibrated post-silicon fabrication or dynamically adjusted during runtime [127]. Since the body bias of each die can be adjusted independently, even a die with strongly skewed $V_{th}$ due to manufacturing variation can be adjusted to meet the power and performance specifications. Such ABB-enabled $V_{th}$ adjustment techniques can be applied to optimize circuit performance and power consumption [122] [144] and improve manufacturing yields [195] [118]. Zhuo et al. [221] show that the benefits of a circuit with post-silicon ABB can be further improved through gate sizing and optimization of cell clustering for fine-grained ABB.

In advanced technology nodes, applying ABB becomes more difficult because the effect of body biasing becomes less significant. However, it is possible to increase the effect of body biasing through improved device engineering [159] [164].
Adaptive Voltage Scaling

AVS is a design methodology that regulates the supply voltage of an IC to optimize circuit performance and power consumption, as well as compensate for circuit wearout [11] [34] [65] [69] [119] [217]. Figure 1.13 shows different AVS approaches. The simplest AVS implementation is to scale $V_{dd}$ based on a precharacterized lookup table (LUT) [144]. This implementation leaves a large design margin because the LUT implicitly guardbands for process and temperature variations. To reduce margin due to process variation, post-silicon characterization can be used [196]. However, this kind of AVS can only compensate for process variation.

Closed-loop AVS is another class of AVS technique which has on-chip monitors to capture both process and temperature variations. In a closed-loop AVS, the monitor design is the key to success. The monitors can range from a generic ring oscillator (RO) [27] [36] or design-specific monitor [34] [65] [69] to an in-situ monitor which measures actual path delays [73]. Alternatively, one may also design the monitoring circuit to have error detection and correction abilities, enabling scaling of $V_{dd}$ until an error occurs, so as to minimize the design margin [59] [194]. Beyond hardware techniques, AVS can also optimize the frequency and $V_{dd}$ simultaneously based on instructions from software or the user [135].

When a chip runs faster than the required performance (e.g., due to process variation), AVS can be used to reduce the dynamic power. However, using AVS alone may be limited in

**Figure 1.13:** Different classes of adaptive voltage scaling techniques.
reducing the leakage power. Since ABB is more effective in managing leakage power consumption, AVS and ABB can be used simultaneously to control both dynamic and leakage power [144] [170]

1.5 This Thesis

To mitigate the margins for variability and reliability, innovative design and manufacturing techniques are urgently required by the semiconductor industry, and have been developed in the course of this thesis research. Figure 1.14 illustrates the scope and organization of this thesis, showing the grouping of variability and reliability mitigation techniques into three main thrusts which respectively correspond to the following three chapters:

- Design for manufacturability and reliability;
- Signoff condition optimization;
- Design-aware manufacturing optimization.

In the design for manufacturability and reliability thrust, this thesis presents two performance monitors for adaptive voltage scaling to mitigate process variation. To mitigate the margins for time-dependent dielectric breakdown, improved design-dependent reliability analysis and layout optimization techniques are included.

In the signoff condition optimization thrust, this thesis presents analyses on the design overheads due to suboptimal signoff conditions in (i) circuit operating voltage and performance, (ii) circuit aging timing models, and (iii) wire resistance and capacitance models. Meanwhile, the tradeoffs between design quality, signoff margins, and methods to optimize signoff conditions are also included.

In the design-aware manufacturing optimization thrust, this thesis presents three distinct techniques to improve manufacturing yield by considering the impact of manufacturing variations on the design’s timing and leakage power. First, the concept of electrical process window provides a more accurate method to quantify the impact of lithographic variability on circuit performance and leakage. Second, design-dependent monitoring provides a cost-effective way to estimate circuit parametric yield based on test structures available in the early stages of a manufacturing flow. Finally, analysis of the impact of overlay error in double-patterning lithography provides guidelines to reduce circuit performance variability.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

- Chapter 2 presents three distinct techniques for the mitigation of variability and reliability margins. First, we propose a systematic method to synthesize design-dependent ring oscillators (DDROs) which track design-specific performance variation. The DDROs can be used for process monitoring and as performance monitors for adaptive voltage scaling (AVS). To design the DDROs, we extract the sensitivities of critical path delay to process variation sources. Based on the extracted sensitivities, we synthesize the DDROs using an integer linear program (ILP). To validate the DDRO concept, we implement a testchip using 45nm silicon on insulator (SOI) technology. Second, we propose an alternative RO design for process-aware voltage scaling (PVS). Instead of designing performance monitors to track the timing performance of critical paths, we design the PVS ROs such that they require a relatively higher supply voltage compared to critical paths of an SoC so as to compensate process variation-induced circuit performance drift. Therefore, any SoC manufactured in the process can safely perform a closed-loop AVS by using these ROs as hardware performance monitors. Third, we propose to improve dielectric relia-
bility through a post-layout optimization. In the layout optimization, we locally shave and/or shift a fraction of wire width to increase the spacing between wires and/or between adjacent-layer vias and wires. Separately, we propose a signal-aware chip-level TDDB reliability estimation method which provides less pessimistic estimates of TDDB risk.

- Chapter 3 presents various techniques to optimize aspects of signoff, including (i) operating mode (i.e., an (operating frequency, voltage) pair), (ii) aging margin, and (iii) back-end-of-line (BEOL) corners. First, we propose a concept of mode dominance (see Section 3.1 for the detailed definition) which can be used as a guideline for signoff mode selection. Further, we propose a scalable, model-based adaptive search methodology for signoff mode selection. Second, to optimize the aging margin for a circuit with adaptive voltage scaling (AVS), we study the conditions under which a circuit with AVS requires additional timing margin during signoff. Then, we propose two heuristics for chip designers to characterize an aging-derated standard-cell timing library that accounts for the impact of AVS during signoff. Further, we compare circuits implemented with the aging-aware signoff method based on aging-derated libraries against those based on a flat timing margin. Third, to reduce timing margin for BEOL variations, we first analyze the pessimism in the conventional BEOL corner. From observations of the circuit properties of timing-critical paths, we propose a method to identify the paths which can be safely signed off using tightened BEOL corners that embody reduced pessimism.

- Chapter 4 presents three distinct techniques for manufacturing optimization. First, we introduce a method to calculate the electrical process window (EPW) of a design which accounts for electrical specifications. The EPW is more accurate and less pessimistic compared to the conventional geometric process window, which only considers CD variation. We analyze various layout-transparent methods to enlarge the EPW to improve manufacturing yield. We also propose approximate methods to evaluate the EPW; these can be used with little or no design information. Furthermore, we propose a method to extract representative layouts for large designs which can then be used to evaluate the EPW with much smaller runtime. Second, we propose a design-dependent process monitoring strategy which can predict design performance based on measurements obtained from test structures in wafer scribes. Since these measurements are available in the early stages of manufacturing, we propose to use the predicted design performance to prune bad wafers. Such early pruning can save test and back-end manufacturing costs. Third, we study the impact on BEOL electrical performance of stitching locations in LELE double-patterning
mask design. We derive analytical RC equations to model the impact of CD variation due to the overlay error in LELE double patterning. Based on the analytical equations, we propose guidelines for optimal stitching to reduce RC variations.
Chapter 2

Design for Manufacturability and Reliability

This chapter presents three distinct techniques for the mitigation of variability and reliability margins. First, we propose a systematic method to synthesize *design-dependent ring oscillators* (DDROs) which track design-specific performance variation. The DDROs can be used for process monitoring and as performance monitors for *adaptive voltage scaling* (AVS). To design the DDROs, we extract the sensitivities of critical path delay to process variation sources. Based on the extracted sensitivities, we synthesize the DDROs using an integer linear program (ILP). To validate the DDRO concept, we implement a testchip using 45nm silicon on insulator (SOI) technology. Second, we propose an alternative RO design for *process-aware voltage scaling* (PVS). Instead of designing performance monitors to track the timing performance of critical paths, we design the PVS ROs such that they require a relatively higher supply voltage compared to critical paths of an SoC so as to compensate process variation-induced circuit performance drift. Therefore, any SoC manufactured in the process can safely perform a closed-loop AVS by using these ROs as hardware performance monitors. Third, we propose to improve dielectric reliability through a post-layout optimization. In the layout optimization, we locally shave and/or shift a fraction of wire width to increase the spacing between wires and/or between adjacent-layer vias and wires. Separately, we propose a signal-aware chip-level TDDB reliability estimation method which provides less pessimistic estimates of TDDB risk.
2.1 Design-Dependent Ring Oscillator (DDRO) Performance Monitors

Circuit performance variability continues to increase due to process variation, wide operating ranges, and other factors. Performance variability can often be compensated by accurate circuit performance estimation and subsequent adaptation. For example, (i) circuit performance can be monitored in the manufacturing flow for process tuning, or (ii) systems with adaptive mechanisms can optimize the tradeoff between energy and performance based on feedback from runtime circuit performance monitors [83]. We define circuit performance monitoring as a process which estimates the worst-case delay of a circuit, based on the measurements obtained from on-chip monitors.

Generic monitors range from simple inverter-based ring oscillators (ROs) to more sophisticated process-sensitive ROs (PSROs) [17] [142] and alternative monitoring structures such as phase-locked loops (PLLs) [109]. However, such generic monitors are inadequate for capturing design characteristics such as the mix of device types, which differ in responses to process variations, on critical paths. As a result, delay estimation using generic monitors is less accurate, which leads to larger timing margins.

Design of monitoring structures that are correlated to circuit performance (design-dependent monitors) has been addressed in several ways. Liu and Sapatnekar [137] propose a method to synthesize a single representative critical path (RCP) for post-silicon delay prediction. The RCP is designed such that it is highly correlated to all the critical paths for some expected process variations. This approach uses only a single RCP to estimate the worst-case delay of multiple critical paths. Since the critical paths may have different sensitivities to process variations, using a single RCP may be inaccurate. The tunable replica circuit (TRC) method in [65] synthesizes different delay paths to more flexibly mimic circuit performance, but has larger design overhead compared to RO approaches. TRC also requires costly calibration to obtain configurations that correspond to different operating conditions. Alternatively, Chan and Kahng [36] propose tunable ROs which can be used as generic or design-dependent monitors. To obtain more accurate (design-dependent) performance estimations, the tunable ROs require calibrations at skewed process corners.

By coupling process parameters extracted from parametric monitors with a design-specific delay model, more accurate delay estimation can be obtained from generic test structures [28] [38] [169]. Such an approach is flexible because an arbitrary delay model can be used and calibrated at the post-manufacturing stage. Meanwhile, parametric monitors can be designed
such that they are highly sensitive to the targeted process variation. However, this approach requires a large amount of calibration and resources for storage and computation of parameters. Another class of design-dependent monitors – in-situ monitors – estimates circuit performance by measuring delays of the critical paths. However, use of an in-situ monitor for each critical path incurs a high area overhead. To reduce the number of monitors, Lai et al. propose to selectively measure the delays of nodes in a netlist to estimate critical path delays. Although in-situ monitors are accurate, they may increase design turnaround time because embedding in-situ monitors interferes with the timing of actual critical paths.

We propose a systematic methodology to synthesize multiple design-dependent ROs (DDROs) for circuit performance monitoring. A crucial and enabling observation is that the critical path delay sensitivities to variation sources form natural clusters (see Figure 2.3). Therefore, we can capture the design-specific delay sensitivities by synthesizing a monitor to match the delay sensitivities of each cluster. This approach has a lower implementation overhead compared to tracking each critical path because the number of clusters is much smaller than the number of the critical paths.

The potential benefits of our DDRO approach compared to the previous works are as follows.

- **DDROs are more accurate compared to conventional ROs** because they are synthesized to match the delay sensitivities of critical paths.
- **DDROs are more accurate compared to a single RCP** because multiple DDROs are used to account for the differences between critical paths.
- **DDROs are less intrusive compared to in-situ monitoring methods.**
- **The total number of ROs (silicon area) is greatly reduced** due to the clustering of critical paths. Only a few DDROs are required to provide accurate delay estimation.
- **DDROs can be used for early process tuning, post-silicon tuning and real-time performance monitoring.** Switching the monitoring purpose is simply a matter of redefining target variation sources (manufacturing or real-time variations) with minimal design modifications.

Since DDROs are *replica-like monitors*, they can only replicate the impact of global variation on critical paths. Thus, our monitoring approach is more suitable for long critical paths that pass
through many gates. If within-die variation dominates chip performance (e.g., chip performance is limited by hold-time critical paths and within-die variation is large), in-situ monitor is required for accurate performance estimation. Due to this inherent limitation of replica-like monitors, we only consider setup-timing critical paths.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- We propose a systematic methodology to design multiple DDROs. Our experimental results show that use of multiple DDROs can reduce delay overestimation by 15% to 25% compared to using only one DDRO.
- We tape out a testchip and obtain silicon measurement results showing that DDRO can reduce the mean delay estimation error by 35% compared to a generic inverter-based RO.
- We propose a method to estimate chip delay and minimize guardband margin by using multiple DDRO measurements. Our delay estimation method has negligible difference compared to a path-based estimation method, but the number of parameters used by our estimation method is significantly reduced.
- We propose a calibration method to reduce delay-estimation error due to a skewed process, voltage and temperature (PVT) corner.

All notations used in this paper are defined in Table 2.1.

2.1.1 Overview of DDRO Approach

![Figure 2.1: Overview of DDRO design methodology.](image)

An overview of our monitoring strategy is shown in Figure 2.1. First, given a netlist (die area for DDROs is preallocated), we extract the critical paths of a design by running static timing analysis using both fast corner (FF) and slow corner (SS) libraries. We consider a path to be critical if its setup timing slack differs by $\leq 10\%$ of the clock period from the minimum (worst) timing slack over all paths at the corresponding process corner. For example, when the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{mod}}$</td>
<td>Total number of gate-module types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{path}}$</td>
<td>Total number of critical paths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{var}}$</td>
<td>Total number of variation sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{DDRO}}$</td>
<td>Total number of DDROs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{cluster}}$</td>
<td>Total number of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{\text{gate}}$</td>
<td>Total number of gate instances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{gatenom},h}$</td>
<td>Nominal delay of the $h$th gate module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{ronom},y}$</td>
<td>Nominal delay of the $y$th DDRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{clustnom},x}$</td>
<td>Nominal delay of the $x$th cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{pathnom},j}$</td>
<td>Nominal delay of the $j$th critical path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{roy}}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $y$th DDRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{romeas},y}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $y$th DDRO measured from a chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{romeas},y,e}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $y$th DDRO measured from the $e$th chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{clustx}}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $x$th cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{pathj}}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $j$th critical path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{chipmax}}$</td>
<td>Maximum delay of a chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{chipmax},e}$</td>
<td>Estimated maximum delay of a chip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{chipmax},e,x}$</td>
<td>Estimated maximum delay of the $x$th cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_{\text{pathj,v}}$</td>
<td>Delay of the $j$th critical path when variation source $v$ is biased by one standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta D_{\text{roy}}$</td>
<td>Delay sensitivities of the $y$th DDRO to all $N_{\text{var}}$ variation sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta D_{\text{clustx}}$</td>
<td>Delay sensitivities of the $x$th cluster to all $N_{\text{var}}$ variation sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta D_{\text{pathj}}$</td>
<td>Delay sensitivities of the $j$th critical path to all $N_{\text{var}}$ variation sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta D_{\text{pathres},j}$</td>
<td>Residue of delay sensitivity in the $j$th cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta D_{\text{pathj,v}}$</td>
<td>Residue of delay sensitivity of the $j$th critical path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda_{h}$</td>
<td>Coefficient for the $y$th DDRO after decomposing delay sensitivities of the $j$th critical path according to delay sensitivities of DDROs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda_{x}$</td>
<td>Coefficient for the $x$th DDRO after decomposing delay sensitivities of the $x$th cluster according to delay sensitivities of DDROs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Lambda$</td>
<td>Correlation matrix for local variation of critical path delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g$</td>
<td>Global variation vector with all $N_{\text{var}}$ variation sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{\text{e}}$</td>
<td>Global variation vector of the $e$th chip with all $N_{\text{var}}$ variations sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{\text{path},j}$</td>
<td>Local variation of the $j$th critical path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{y}$</td>
<td>A random variable that represents delay noise of the $y$th DDRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{\text{path},j}$</td>
<td>Delay estimation uncertainty for the $j$th critical path</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{\text{clust},x}$</td>
<td>Local delay variation of the $x$th cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\zeta_{e,x}$</td>
<td>A constant coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{\text{y}}$</td>
<td>Standard normal random variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Expectation (mean) function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$erf(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Error function of Gaussian distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P(\cdot)$</td>
<td>Probability function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{user}}$</td>
<td>User-defined confidence, $0 \leq A_{\text{user}} &lt; 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{h}$</td>
<td>Integer variable for the $h$th gate module</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Design has a minimum timing slack of 10\(\text{ps}\) and clock period = 1\(\text{ns}\), paths with timing slack less than 110\(\text{ps}\) are considered to be critical paths. We then characterize delay sensitivities of the critical paths to variation sources using Synopsys HSPICE \cite{251} with a typical (TT) corner process model.\(^1\) Delay sensitivity of the \(j^{th}\) critical path \((\Delta D_{\text{path}}^j)\) is obtained by using finite differences, i.e.,

\[
\Delta D_{\text{path}}^j = \frac{1}{d_{\text{path}}^j} \left[ (d_{\text{path}}^j,1 - d_{\text{nom},j}^j), \ldots, (d_{\text{path}}^j,N_{\text{var}} - d_{\text{nom},j}^j) \right]
\]

(2.1)

where \(d_{\text{path}}^j\) is the delay of the \(j^{th}\) critical path when the \(v^{th}\) variation source is biased by one standard deviation from its nominal value, and \(d_{\text{nom},j}^j\) is the nominal delay of the \(j^{th}\) critical path. Second, we cluster the critical paths based on their path delay sensitivities, and synthesize one DDRO per cluster. We formulate DDRO synthesis as an ILP problem, in which we seek the set of gates (gate types and number of gates of each gate type) to be concatenated as a DDRO that matches cluster delay sensitivities. Since the gate delays are sensitive to the gate capacitance and slew of adjacent gates, we use gate modules (i.e., several identical gates connected in series) as basic building blocks for DDRO (see Section 2.1.3). To replicate the effect of interconnect, each gate module has variants with different wirelengths (e.g., INVX1 with 5\(\mu\text{m}\) and 20\(\mu\text{m}\) wirelengths). By matching DDRO and cluster delay sensitivities, we ensure that the synthesized DDROs have good correlation with the critical paths. Since we use standard cells to synthesize the DDROs, the design and placement of DDROs can be easily integrated with conventional implementation flows. By measuring on-chip DDRO delays, we can estimate chip delay during manufacturing or runtime.

A circuit performance monitor typically feeds back the estimated delay with some margin to ensure chip functional correctness. However, the margin should be minimized to avoid significant performance overhead due to a pessimistic delay estimation. Thus, our goal for circuit performance monitoring is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}} - d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \mathbb{P}(d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}} \geq d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}) > A_{\text{user}}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.2)

where \(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}\) is the actual chip delay, which is defined as the maximum delay across all critical paths. Also, \(d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}}\) is the estimated chip delay; \(\mathbb{P}(d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}} \geq d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})\) is the probability that

\(^1\)Improved critical-path selection algorithms have been proposed in \cite{210} \cite{222}. Study of alternatives for path selection is beyond the scope of this thesis.
\( d_{\text{chip,est}}^{\text{max}} \) is larger than \( d_{\text{chip}}^{\text{max}} \), and \( \mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max,est}}^{\text{chip}} - d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}) \) is the expectation of delay overestimation.

We use \( A_{\text{user}} \) to denote a user-specified confidence. For simplicity, we call critical paths as paths in the remainder of this Section 2.1 when there is no ambiguity.

### 2.1.2 Delay Estimation Using DDROs

Given a set of DDROs, different chip performance estimation methods lead to different estimation errors, runtime, memory requirements, etc. We first analyze a path-based delay estimation method based on a linear model. Then, we propose a cluster-based estimation method which achieves similar accuracy but runs significantly faster and consumes less memory.

#### Delay and Variation Model

We use the variation model in [49], whereby lot-to-lot, wafer-to-wafer, and die-to-die process variations are lumped and modeled as global chip variation. The global variation also includes die-to-die supply voltage and temperature fluctuations. Within-die gate delay mismatches are modeled as random delay variations. Spatial variation is ignored as it is small for most chips [49]. When the effect of spatial variation is significant, DDROs can be distributed within a die as in [192] to improve correlations between DDROs and the critical paths. We model the critical path delay (\( d_{\text{path}}^{\text{nom}} \)) as a linear function of the variation sources

\[
\begin{align*}
    d_{\text{path}}^{\text{nom}} &= d_{\text{path}}^{\text{nom},j} (1 + \Delta D_{\text{path}}^j \cdot g + l_{\text{path}}^j) \\
    \begin{bmatrix}
        l_{\text{path}}^1 \\
        \vdots \\
        l_{\text{path}}^{N_{\text{gate}}}
    \end{bmatrix} &= \Lambda \cdot 
    \begin{bmatrix}
        z_1 \\
        \vdots \\
        z_{N_{\text{path}}}
    \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.3)

where \( g \) is a \( N_{\text{var}} \times 1 \) vector that represents the global variation of \( N_{\text{var}} \) variation sources. \( l_{\text{path}}^j \) is the local delay variation of the \( j^{th} \) path. \( \Lambda \) is a \( N_{\text{path}} \times N_{\text{gate}} \) correlation matrix that represents the correlation between paths, where \( N_{\text{path}} \) is the total number of paths, and \( N_{\text{gate}} \) is the total number of gate instances in all \( N_{\text{path}} \) paths. \( z_1, \ldots, z_{N_{\text{path}}} \) are independent random variables, each of which follows a standard normal distribution.\(^2\)

\(^2\)We obtain \( \Lambda \) by running SPICE simulations [245] with a variation model that is embedded in the foundry PDK for the 45nm SOI process.
To verify the accuracy of our delay model, we first simulate a critical path using Synopsys HSPICE [251] with random global variations whose sources are as listed in Table 2.2 (100 trials). Then, we compare the simulated path delays with the delays calculated using the linear model in Equation (2.3). Figure 2.2 shows that path delays obtained from the linear model correlate very well with those from the SPICE simulations.

Since a RO has many identical gates, uncorrelated local variation is insignificant due to averaging of uncorrelated delay variation. Therefore, we do not model local variation in the DDROs, i.e., we use

\[ d_{y}^{ro} = d_{nom,y}^{ro}(1 + \Delta D_{y}^{ro} \cdot g) \] (2.4)

where \( d_{y}^{ro} \) is the delay of the \( y^{th} \) RO, \( d_{nom,y}^{ro} \) is the nominal delay of the \( y^{th} \) DDRO (obtained from simulation) and \( \Delta D_{y}^{ro} \) is a \( 1 \times N_{var} \) vector that represents the delay sensitivity of the \( y^{th} \) DDRO to the vector \( g \) of all \( N_{var} \) global process variations.

**Figure 2.2**: Rank correlation between delays obtained from SPICE simulation and the linear model of Equation (2.3).

**Path-Based Delay Estimation**

A straightforward delay estimation method is to extract global variation using multiple process variation-specific monitors and calculate chip delay based on the linear model in Equation (2.3). In other words, monitoring methods in [28] [38] and [169] can be combined and extended for delay estimation. However, we use this approach only as a reference because it requires a large amount of memory to store parameters, as well as long computation time.
Given $N_{ro}$ DDROs, we can decompose the vector of delay sensitivities $\Delta D_{j}^{\text{path}}$ as a linear combination of $\Delta D_{y}^{ro}$ ($y = 1, ..., N_{ro}$) to utilize measurements from the DDROs.

$$\Delta D_{j}^{\text{path}} = \sum_{y=1}^{Y} b_{j,y} \cdot \Delta D_{y}^{ro} + \Delta D_{\text{res},j}^{\text{path}} \quad (2.5)$$

where $b_{j,y}$ is a constant coefficient and $\Delta D_{\text{res},j}^{\text{path}}$ is a $1 \times N_{var}$ vector that represents the residue of the delay-sensitivity decomposition. The values of $b_{j,y}$ are obtained by solving a linear program (see Section 2.1.3). Substituting $\Delta D_{j}^{\text{path}}$ in Equation (2.3) as a linear combination of $\Delta D_{y}^{ro}$, we obtain

$$d_{j}^{\text{path}} = d_{\text{nom},j}^{\text{path}} (1 + \sum_{y=1}^{N_{ro}} (b_{j,y} \cdot \Delta D_{y}^{ro} \cdot g) + l_{tot}^{j} \quad (2.6)$$

where $l_{tot}^{j} = l_{j}^{\text{path}} + \Delta D_{\text{res},j}^{\text{path}} \cdot g$

Equation (2.6) shows that $d_{j}^{\text{path}}$ consists of a measurable term and an uncertainty term. While the value of the measurable term can be determined from the delays of DDROs, the value of the uncertainty term cannot be measured directly. To estimate the maximum chip delay with the uncertainty $l_{tot}^{j}$, we calculate the distribution of the chip maximum frequency, $d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}$, by using the method in [202]. Then, we can express $d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}$ as a normal distribution using a mean $E(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})$ and a standard deviation $\sigma(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})$. Also, the $d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}}$ can be readily obtained using the erf function for Gaussian distribution.

$$\text{erf}\left(\frac{\sigma(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}}) - E(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})}{\sigma(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})}\right) = A_{\text{user}} \quad (2.7)$$

**Clustering**

The next step is to minimize delay margin and find $\Delta D_{y}^{ro}$. Equations (2.6) and (2.7) show that a larger $\Delta D_{\text{res},j}^{\text{path}}$ will lead to a larger $d_{\text{max},\text{est}}^{\text{chip}}$. Therefore, it is desirable to select a set of $\Delta D_{k}^{ro}$ that minimizes $\Delta D_{\text{res},j}^{\text{path}}$. To address this problem, we find $\Delta D_{k}^{ro}$ by clustering critical paths with similar $\Delta D_{j}^{\text{path}}$ sensitivity vectors we then assign the centroid of the $x^{th}$ cluster as $\Delta D_{x}^{ro}$.

---

3Since there will be no residue when $N_{ro} = N_{var}$, it is preferred to have $N_{ro} < N_{var}$. We try $N_{ro} = \{1, 3, 5, 7, 12\}$ and show that $N_{ro} = 5$ is sufficient for our testcases with 12 variation sources ($N_{var} = 12$).
\( \Delta D_x^{ro} \). To cluster the paths, we use the *kmeans++* algorithm [7] and choose the best clustering solution among 100 random starts. The objective function of the clustering is defined as

\[
\text{minimize } \sum_{j=1}^{N_{\text{path}}} \left\{ \mathbb{P}(d_j^{\text{path}} > \text{clock period}) \right\} \times ||\Delta D_x^{ro} - \Delta D_j^{\text{path}}|| \}, \text{ path } j \in \text{ cluster } x
\]  

(2.8)

Since the maximum chip delay is usually determined by the slowest path, we impose a higher penalty for having mismatched delay sensitivities on a path with higher probability of timing failure, i.e., \( \mathbb{P}(d_j^{\text{path}} > \text{clock period}) \). For each path, the probability of timing failure is calculated based on the delay model in Equation (2.3) and the distributions of variation sources, \( g \).

Minimizing the cost function in Equation (2.8) helps reduce the upper bound of \( \Delta D_{\text{res},j} \) because the upper bound is defined by \( \Delta D_x^{ro} - \Delta D_j^{\text{path}} \). An example clustering result is shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Every dot in the figure represents a critical path’s delay deviation for one standard deviation in NMOS threshold voltage (\( V_{thn} \)) and PMOS threshold voltage (\( V_{thp} \)). We cluster the paths into three clusters (according to all 12 variation sources) and indicate the 3-way clustering by different marks.

**Cluster-Based Delay Estimation**

The path-based delay estimation method requires \( O(N_{\text{path}} \cdot N_{\text{gate}}) \) parameters for runtime delay estimation. To reduce the number of parameters, we represent path delays in a cluster by the maximum path delays within a cluster (\( d_{x}^{\text{cluster}} \)). We calculate the maximum delay of paths
in each cluster using the method in [202] and the path delay model of Equation (2.3). The outcome of this step gives us the expected maximum delay of cluster \( x \). But more importantly, it also extracts the sensitivities of the maximum delay to variation sources (\( \Delta D_{\text{clust}}^{\text{max}, x} \)). Similar to the path-based approach, we represent \( \Delta D_{\text{clust}}^{\text{max}, x} \) as a function of \( \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \):

\[
\Delta D_{\text{clust}}^{\text{max}, x} = \sum_{y=1}^{N_{\text{ro}}} \{ a_{x,y} \cdot \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \} + \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}}
\]  

(2.9)

where \( a_{x,y} \) is a constant coefficient, and \( \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}} \) is the residue of the delay-sensitivity decomposition. Note that when \( \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \) is equal to \( \Delta D_{\text{clust}}^{\text{max}, x} \), \( \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}} = 0 \). However, the synthesized \( \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \) are usually slightly different from \( \Delta D_{\text{clust}}^{\text{max}, x} \). Thus, having \( a_{x,y} \) is useful to reduce \( \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}} \). The approximate delay of the \( x \)th cluster is given by

\[
d_{\text{clust}}^{x} = d_{\text{nom}, x}^{\text{clust}}(1 + \sum_{y=1}^{N_{\text{ro}}} (a_{x,y} \cdot \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \cdot g)) + \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}} \cdot g + l_{x}^{\text{clust}}
\]  

(2.10)

where \( d_{x}^{\text{clust}} \) denotes the delay of the \( x \)th cluster, \( d_{\text{nom}, x}^{\text{clust}} \) represents the nominal delay of the \( x \)th cluster, and \( l_{x}^{\text{clust}} \) represents the random local delay of the \( x \)th cluster. After measuring DDROs, we can obtain the mean and standard deviation of \( d_{x}^{\text{clust}} \) as in Equation (2.11).

\[
\sigma(d_{x}^{\text{clust}}) = \sqrt{\sigma(\| \Delta D_{\text{res}, x}^{\text{clust}} \cdot g \|^2 + \sigma(l_{x}^{\text{clust}})^2)}
\]

\[
E(d_{x}^{\text{clust}}) = d_{\text{nom}, x}^{\text{clust}}(1 + \sum_{y=1}^{N_{\text{ro}}} (a_{x,y} \cdot \Delta D_{\text{ro}}^{y} \cdot g))
\]  

(2.11)

Then, we can calculate the maximum delay distribution of a chip, \( d_{\text{chip}, \text{max}}^{\text{chip}} \), using the method in [202] and find the value of \( d_{\text{chip}, \text{max}, \text{est}}^{\text{chip}} \) using Equation (2.7). Although the number of clusters need not be the same as \( N_{\text{ro}} \), we let each cluster correspond to one DDRO. Using this cluster-based approximation method consumes less memory compared to the path-based method because the total number of parameters is reduced from \( O(N_{\text{path}} \cdot N_{\text{gate}}) \) to \( O(N_{\text{ro}}^2) \), where \( N_{\text{ro}} \ll N_{\text{path}} \ll N_{\text{gate}} \). Moreover, the number of operations to calculate the maximum of two delay distributions is reduced from \( O(N_{\text{path}}) \) to \( O(N_{\text{ro}}) \). This reduces maximum-delay calculation time from a minute (with the path-based method) to less than a second (with the
The cluster-based (fast) delay estimation method could enable the use of DDROs for real-time performance monitoring, which requires monitors to feed back chip performance variation (due to temperature or voltage variation) as soon as possible such that the chip can adapt to the variations. When DDROs are used for post-silicon tuning, the cluster-based delay estimation method can reduce calibration time.

2.1.3 Synthesis of DDROs

Given a delay sensitivity target ($\Delta D_{\text{ro}}$), we want to construct a DDRO such that the delay sensitivities of the DDRO match the targeted delay sensitivities. This DDRO synthesis problem is difficult because there can be many combinations of gates to construct a RO. Here, we describe an ILP formulation to solve the DDRO synthesis problem. Further, we describe various aspects which must be considered during DDRO synthesis.

ILP Formulation

Since each gate-module type is instantiated a discrete number of times, we formulate DDRO synthesis as an ILP problem:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \left| \sum_{h=1}^{N_{\text{mod}}} \left( d_{\text{nom},h}^{\text{gate}} \times A_h \right) \times \Delta D_{\text{ro}} - \sum_{h=1}^{N_{\text{mod}}} \left( d_{\text{nom},h}^{\text{gate}} \times A_h \times \Delta D_{h}^{\text{gate}} \right) \right| \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{h=1}^{N_{\text{mod}}} d_{\text{nom},h}^{\text{gate}} \times A_h \geq \text{minimum DDRO delay} \\
& \quad \sum_{h=1}^{N_{\text{mod}}} A_h \leq \text{maximum gate count}
\end{align*}$$

(2.12)

where $d_{\text{nom},h}^{\text{gate}}$ is the nominal delay of candidate gate-module type $h$ and $A_h$ is the integer variable that indicates the number of copies of gate-module type $h$ in the DDRO. $\Delta D_{h}^{\text{gate}}$ is delay sensitivities to all $N_{\text{var}}$ variation sources for the $h^{th}$ gate module. $N_{\text{mod}}$ is the total number of gate-module types. After solving the ILP, $|A_h|$ copies of gate-module type $h$ are used in the DDRO. If $|A_h|$ is zero, gate-module type $h$ is not used in the DDRO. In our experiments, solving the ILP with the $LP \_SOLVE$ solver [238] takes one hour on a 3GHz single-core CPU. Instead of minimizing the difference in relative delay sensitivity, the formulation in Equation (2.12) minimizes the absolute delay-sensitivity difference such that the objective function is linear in

$^{4}$In our experiment, calculating the maximum delay distribution of several hundreds of paths with a 3GHz single-core CPU takes up to a minute of CPU time.
A_h. This favors a solution with a smaller DDRO nominal delay, which may be suboptimal in term of normalized delay-sensitivity difference. To compensate this inherent bias in the ILP, we add a constraint to define a minimum allowed DDRO delay. We then sweep the value of minimum DDRO delay at across evenly-spaced values within its feasible range.

Selecting Major Variation Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V_dd</td>
<td>Supply voltage. V_dd nominal (V_nom) is 0.9V, 3σ = 0.05 × V_nom = 45mV.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Ambient temperature. Nominal temperature = 25°C, 3σ = 30°C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{gdo}</td>
<td>MOSFET gate overlap capacitance at drain junction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{gso}</td>
<td>MOSFET gate overlap capacitance at source junction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{dsw}</td>
<td>Channel series resistance per unit width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ_0</td>
<td>Mobility of MOSFET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{gate}</td>
<td>MOSFET gate length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{ox}</td>
<td>Oxide thickness of MOSFET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{thn,r}</td>
<td>Threshold voltage of RVT NMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{thp,r}</td>
<td>Threshold voltage of RVT PMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{thn,h}</td>
<td>Threshold voltage of HVT NMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{thp,h}</td>
<td>Threshold voltage of HVT PMOS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To identify major variation sources that affect delay sensitivity, we simulate a seven-stage RO using the foundry-supplied 45nm SOI SPICE model. The SPICE model has 13 process-related parameters for process variation analysis. In our experiment, we perturb all of these 13 parameters (one at a time), as well as the supply voltage and temperature. Based on the results in Figure 2.4, we can see that most of the variation sources have noticeable effect on the delay except for C_{gdl}, C_{gst} and C_{jswg}. Therefore, we only consider 12 out of the 15 major variation sources; these are summarized in Table 2.2.\(^5\) We do not include second-order sensitivities to the variation sources because their magnitudes are very small. This assumption is supported by the data in Figure 2.2.

In our experimental setup, the impact of interconnect is modeled by parasitic resistance and capacitance extracted from design layout. However, we do not model interconnect as a

\(^5\) Unless otherwise mentioned, the σ values of variation sources are taken from the foundry 45nm SOI process.
variation source because its impact is relatively small compared to that of active devices [32]. If interconnect variations are to be included, the DDRO must be built with components that are sensitive to interconnect variations.

![Normalized RO delay](image)

**Figure 2.4:** Delay sensitivities of an RO to different variation sources show that most of the sources have noticeable effect except for $C_{gdL}$, $C_{gsL}$ and $C_{jswG}$. Delays (y-axis) are normalized with respect to the nominal delay of the RO with no variation.

**Characterizing Gate Sensitivities**

Our ILP formulation in (2.12) assumes that delay sensitivity of a gate (standard cell) is not sensitive to other gates connected before and after it. This is a key assumption that simplifies the problem. If we model $\Delta D_{\text{gate}}^{h}$ as a function of its adjacent gate type, the total number of variables and the design space become intractable.

To decouple the load and slew interaction between the gates, we introduce gate modules as basic building blocks for DDRO. A gate module is defined as several identical gates connected in series as illustrated in Figure 2.5. Simulation results in Figure 2.6 show that the sensitivity difference due to different input slew and output load is reduced from 0.15% to 0.03%, as the number of stages in a gate module increases from 1 to 15. We use five-stage gate modules as a result of tradeoff between stability of sensitivity and total area of a gate module.

For a gate with multiple input pins, gate delays through different input pins will have different delay sensitivities. Thus, each gate-module type is defined with respect to a specific input pin. For example, gate-module types NAND2X1_A and NAND2X1_B use the same gate type
(NANDX1) but the gate modules toggle different input pins. Extra input pins of a multi-input gate are assigned to high or low to make a gate module inverting or buffering (see Figure 2.5). To obtain a list of candidate gate-module types for DDRO synthesis, we use logic standard cells (e.g., AND, OR, XOR, INV gates) to build gate modules. For multi-input gates, we generate a gate-module type for each input pin. Since there are many gate-module types, we select those which have similar gate capacitance. This is because gate modules with similar gate capacitance have less impact on the delay sensitivities of adjacent gate modules when they are concatenated to form a DDRO.

![Figure 2.5: Illustration of a gate module in a DDRO.](image)

Since the interconnect also affects path delay sensitivity, we use different wirelengths in building our gate modules. Gate modules with different wirelengths are considered as different instance types even if they have the same gate type. Note that the gate-module wirelengths need to be defined based on both the technology and the critical paths that are to be monitored. In our experiment, the wirelengths of critical paths are typically less than 20µm (see Figure 2.7).
Figure 2.7: Wirelength distribution of each net on critical paths. The critical paths are extracted from an ARM Cortex-M3 processor implemented using a foundry 45nm SOI technology.

Thus, we use two types of interconnect lengths in our gate modules, i.e., the wirelength between consecutive gates in a module can be either short (5µm) or long (20µm). As depicted in Figure 2.8, we create custom interconnect cells with “snaking” routes to match the desired interconnect wirelengths as well as reduce the total area of DDROs. During physical implementation, we synthesize each DDRO using gate modules which consist of standard cells and custom interconnect cells. The gates modules in each DDRO are placed in two rows to form a loop. The standard cells and the custom interconnect cells in each gate module are placed in series.

Figure 2.8: Custom interconnect cell with a snaking route to reduce total area of long interconnect.
Extraction of $b_{j,y}$ and $a_{x,y}$

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, we represent $\Delta D^\text{path}_j$ and $\Delta D^\text{clust}_{\text{max},x}$ as linear combinations of $\Delta D^\text{ro}_y$, using $b_{j,y}$ and $a_{x,y}$, respectively. The $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$) extraction is achieved by solving Equation (2.5) (resp. Equation (2.9)) using simple least-squares fitting to minimize the resulting residue, $\Delta D^\text{path}_{\text{res},j}$ (resp. $\Delta D^\text{clust}_{\text{res},x}$). However, the simple fitting approach can lead to overfitting when $N_{\text{ro}} \approx N_{\text{var}}$, which results in large $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$) values and increases delay-estimation error. For example, Figure 2.9(a) (left) shows that solving Equation (2.5) using a linear least-squares method without constraints on $b_{j,y}$ leads to little delay overestimation when we consider global variation only. However, Figure 2.9(a) (right) shows that this is not true when we repeat the experiment with global and local variations, as well as other variations that are absent in our delay model. This is because the large $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$) values magnify delay noise, i.e., the differences between the actual delays and the delays calculated using the linear delay model in Equation (2.3). The delay noise is mainly due to the fact that critical path and DDRO delays have nonlinear dependence on parameters in Table 2.2, when subjected to PVT variations.

To reduce the impact of large $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$) values, [34] formulates the extraction problem as a linear program with upper and lower bounds on $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$). Although the method of [34] avoids large estimation error, the upper and lower bounds are determined by trial-and-error to minimize delay-estimation error.

We consider both RO delay-sensitivity decomposition residue and delay noise as errors and formulate the $b_{j,y}$ (resp. $a_{x,y}$) extraction problem as a linear program.

$$
\text{minimize } \Delta D^\text{path}_{\text{res},j} \cdot g + \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\ z'_1 \\ \vdots \\ z'_{N_{\text{ro}}} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} b_{j,1} & \cdots & b_{j,N_{\text{ro}}} \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} \vdots \\ z'_1 \\ \vdots \\ z'_{N_{\text{ro}}} \end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.13)

where $z'_y$ is a random variable that represents the delay noise of DDRO $y$ introduced by the linear delay approximation in Equation (2.4). Note that the $z'_y$ also includes higher-order delay sensitivities, any unmodeled variation, as well as the local variation in DDRO due to process variations.

The value of $z'_y$ can be estimated by calculating the difference of the delay obtained from SPICE Monte Carlo simulation and that from Equation (2.4). Alternatively, we can define $r_{g,z}$...
as the ratio between $g$ and $z'_y$ and simplify the linear program in (2.13) as

$$\text{minimize} \quad \| \Delta D_{r_{g,z}}^{\text{path}} \|_2 + r_{g,z} \cdot \left\| \begin{bmatrix} b_{j,1} & \ldots & b_{j,N_{\text{ro}}} \end{bmatrix} \right\|_2$$

(2.14)

(a) Linear model results (left) versus SPICE results (right) using linear least-square method on $b_{j,y}$ for MIPS testcase. Linear least-square method works for linear model but becomes unstable with SPICE results.

(b) Linear model results (left) versus SPICE results (right) using our method for MIPS testcase with $r_{g,z} = 0.02$. With our method, the results are consistent for both linear model and SPICE results.

(c) SPICE model results with (left) $r_{g,z} = 0.01$ and (right) $r_{g,z} = 0.1$. Our method is robust and insensitive to the value of $r_{g,z}$.

**Figure 2.9:** Estimation error of a testcase (MIPS) with different setups.

Based on our empirical results, we set $r_{g,z} = 0.02$. Results in Figure 2.9(b) show that by using $a_{x,y}$ extracted by solving the problem in (2.14), the delay estimations are not sensitive to delay noise caused by circuit nonlinearity and other variations. Moreover, Figure 2.9(c) shows that the delay-estimation errors are not sensitive to $r_{g,z}$. Thus, the formulation in (2.14) is more robust than that in [34].
Synthesis Results

![Chart showing delay sensitivities of synthesized DDROs](chart.png)

**Figure 2.10**: Delay sensitivities of synthesized DDROs of testcase Cortex-M0, Cluster number = 3. The delay sensitivities (y-axis) is normalized to DDRO delay with no variation.

Figure 2.10 shows examples of synthesized DDROs for testcase Cortex-M0 with $N_{\text{DRO}} = 3$. As shown in the figure, the synthesized DDROs have three sets of linearly-independent delay sensitivities. This is an important property because we will use linear combinations of the delay sensitivities to match the delay sensitivities of critical paths or path clusters (DDROs with linearly-dependent delay sensitivities are redundant).

Figure 2.11 shows that by using linear combinations of delay sensitivities of DDROs (i.e., $a_{x,y} \cdot \Delta D_{y}^{\text{DRO}}$), we can achieve smaller delay-sensitivity errors with respect to a critical path compared to using DDROs directly or simple inverter-based ROs. The standard cells in the DDROs are described in Table 2.3.

**Delay Estimation with Skewed PVT Corner**

The estimation methods in Section 2.1.2 assume that the nominal RO delays ($d_{\text{RO, nom}}^{y}$) are obtained from SPICE simulation at the nominal PVT corner, i.e., the measurable term in Equation (2.6) is defined as

$$\Delta D_{y}^{\text{RO}} \cdot g_{e} = \frac{d_{\text{meas, y, e}}^{\text{RO}}}{d_{\text{nom, y}}^{\text{RO}}} - 1$$

(2.15)
where \( d_{\text{meas},y,e}^{ro} \) is the delay of the \( y^{th} \) DDRO measured from the \( e^{th} \) chip and \( g_e \) is the global process variation of the \( e^{th} \) chip. If the actual operating PVT corner of the chips is significantly skewed compared to the nominal corner, \( d_{\text{path},y}^{\text{nom}} \) and \( d_{\text{ro},y}^{\text{nom}} \) obtained from SPICE simulation will be inaccurate. This is especially important for low-volume production runs. Therefore, we propose a method to calibrate \( d_{\text{path},y}^{\text{nom}} \) and \( d_{\text{ro},y}^{\text{nom}} \) when chip samples are available. Given a set of chip samples, we can obtain the mean RO delay across all samples \( (\mathbb{E}(d_{\text{meas},y}^{ro})) \). By replacing the \( d_{\text{nom},y}^{ro} \) in Equation (2.15) with \( \mathbb{E}(d_{\text{meas},y}^{ro}) \), we compensate for the error caused by a skewed process and/or mismatch between SPICE model and silicon data.

\[
\Delta D_{y}^{ro} \cdot g_{e} = \frac{d_{\text{meas},y,e}^{ro}}{\mu(d_{\text{meas},y}^{ro})} - 1
\]  

(2.16)

After applying the calibration in Equation (2.16), we can estimate the delay of the \( e^{th} \) chip \( (d_{\text{max,est},e}^{\text{chip}}) \) using Equation (2.11). Similarly, the chip delay is also susceptible to the skewed process as well as mismatch between SPICE model and silicon data. Moreover, chip delay can be skewed differently with respect to the DDRO. To minimize delay-estimation error resulting from the systematic mismatch between chip and DDRO delays, we propose to apply an additional calibration procedure during chip delay estimation. First, we obtain the expectation of actual chip delay \( (\mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max}}^{\text{chip}})) \) by calculating the average of sample chip delays. Second, we calculate the expectation of chip delay estimation \( (\mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max,est}}^{\text{chip}})) \) by averaging chip delay estimations \( (d_{\text{max,est},e}^{\text{chip}}) \) across all chip samples. In other words, \( (\mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max,est}}^{\text{chip}})) \) is defined as the average

\[ 
\mathbb{E}(d_{\text{max,est}}^{\text{chip}}) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{e=1}^{N} d_{\text{max,est},e}^{\text{chip}}
\]  

where \( N \) is the total number of chip samples.
of the expectation of estimated chip delay.

\[ \mathbb{E}(d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,est}}) = \frac{1}{\text{total samples}} \sum_e (d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,est},e} | A_{\text{user}}=50\%) \]  

(2.17)

The \textit{calibrated maximum-delay estimate} for chip \(e\) (\(d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,cal},e}\)) is given by

\[ d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,cal},e} = \frac{\mathbb{E}(d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max}})}{\mathbb{E}(d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,est}})} \cdot d^{\text{chip}}_{\text{max,est},e} \]  

(2.18)

\begin{table}[h]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copies</th>
<th>Wirelength</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>(V_{th})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>NAND2</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>AOI222</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>AOI31</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>INV</td>
<td>X1.2</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>OAI31</td>
<td>X2</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>OAI31</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>OAI31</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w20</td>
<td>XOR2</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w5</td>
<td>OAI2XB1</td>
<td>X1.4</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>w5</td>
<td>OAI31</td>
<td>X3</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DDRO1

| 5      | w20        | NAND2     | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 10     | w20        | AOI31     | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 5      | w20        | XNOR2     | X0.5 | HVT        |
| 20     | w5         | AOI31     | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 5      | w5         | OAI221    | X1.4 | HVT        |
| 15     | w5         | OAI31     | X2   | RVT        |
| 10     | w5         | OAI31     | X3   | RVT        |

DDRO2

| 5      | w20        | NAND2     | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 15     | w20        | AOI221    | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 5      | w20        | OA21A1O12 | X1.4 | HVT        |
| 5      | w20        | OA2111    | X1.4 | HVT        |
| 10     | w20        | OA2222    | X1.4 | HVT        |
| 5      | w20        | OA222     | X1.4 | RVT        |
| 5      | w20        | OAI31     | X2   | HVT        |
| 5      | w20        | OAI31     | X2   | RVT        |
| 5      | w20        | XNOR2     | X0.7 | HVT        |
| 15     | w20        | XOR2      | X0.5 | RVT        |
| 25     | w20        | XOR3      | X0.5 | HVT        |

DDRO3

\end{table}
2.1.4 Experimental Results

To validate our performance-monitoring methodology, we synthesized, placed and routed three benchmark circuits using a foundry 45\textit{nm} SOI technology. Details of the implemented benchmark designs are listed in Table 2.4. The benchmark circuits are obtained from \textit{ARM} [224] and \textit{OpenCores} [243]. Then, we follow the DDRO design flow in Figure 2.1. We first run static timing analysis using both FF and SS libraries. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, we consider a path to be critical if its setup timing slack at either FF or SS corner differs from the worst timing slack at the corresponding process corner by no more than 10\% of the clock period. We extract delay sensitivity of each critical path to each of the variation sources in Table 2.2 using SPICE, and a typical process model. Note that SPICE-based sensitivity characterization is not mandatory in our design flow, and that it can be replaced by other methods (e.g., the statistical method in [209]).

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Physical implementation results of benchmark circuits.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Benchmark circuit & Number of cells & Clock period & Number of critical paths \\
\hline
\textit{Cortex-M0} & 8169 & 1000ps & 218 \\
\textit{MIPS} & 8283 & 900ps & 107 \\
\textit{AES} & 10634 & 800ps & 420 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

To evaluate the quality of our DDRO synthesis and delay estimation methodologies, we run Monte Carlo experiments with global and local variations on the critical paths and DDROs. For SPICE simulation, we use the built-in Monte Carlo setup in the 45\textit{nm} SOI device model. Since each critical path is defined for a specific input and simulated independently, we cannot capture the correlation of local variation due to gate sharing among the critical paths. As an alternative, we run another set of Monte Carlo experiments using the linear model in Equation (2.3). In both simulations, we use the path and DDRO delay sensitivities extracted from SPICE simulation results to minimize the discrepancy between them. In the linear model experiment, we sample the values of variation sources by using the Gaussian random number generator in \textit{Matlab} [239]. The number of trials in the Monte Carlo experiment is 1000 and 100 for the linear model and for SPICE simulation, respectively. Unless otherwise specified, we set the user-specified confidence $A_{user} = 99\%$.\footnote{When the number of trials is small, our delay estimation is more sensitive to the instances of the trials, especially for a high confidence $A_{user} = 99\%$.}
Simulation Results

![Simulation Results](image)

**Figure 2.12**: Linear model simulation results with global variations only.

![Simulation Results](image)

**Figure 2.13**: Linear model simulation results with global and local variations.

**Experiments using linear model.** The simulation results in Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show that our approximate delay estimation method achieves similar results compared to the path-based method. The results also show that mean delay overestimation of all benchmark circuits reduces noticeably as the number of clusters increases from 1 to 12.\(^7\) This confirms our hypothesis that having multiple DDROs that correlate well with the critical paths can reduce chip delay overestimation. The results also show that delay overestimation is nonzero even when the number of DDROs = 12 (i.e., \(N_{ro} = N_{var} = 12\)). This is because \(\Delta D^\text{path}_{res,j}\) and \(\Delta D^\text{clust}_j\) are nonzero.

We further observe that the benefit of using multiple DDROs is more significant when the local variation is relatively less compared to the global variation. This is because replica-like monitors (e.g., PSRO, DDRO, PLL) can only replicate the impact of global variation on the critical paths. If local variation dominates, more intrusive monitoring is required to measure the impact of local variation. Based on the simulation results with global and local variations (Figure 2.13), minimum values of delay overestimations for the AES, Cortex-M0 and MIPS testcases are 2.5%, 2.7% and 3.4%, respectively. The results for \(N_{ro} = 12\) in Figures 2.12 and

\(^7\)When the number of clusters (\(N_{ro}\)) = 1, our DDRO method is similar to the RCP method in [137].
2.13 show that the achievable minimum delay overestimation is limited by the local variation of a design. Therefore our performance-monitoring method may be more suited for low-speed designs with longer critical paths that are less susceptible to local delay variations.

**SPICE simulations.**

![SPICE simulations](image)

Figure 2.14: SPICE results for global and local variations.

Results in Figure 2.14 are similar to the linear model results. Discrepancies between SPICE and linear model results are mainly due to the fact that our delay estimation does not account for nonlinearity in circuit delay. Despite a user-specified confidence of 99%, the results in Table 2.5 show that we underestimate the delays of 1.96% and 5.9% instances in the linear model and SPICE experiments, respectively (average across three benchmarks for cluster-based estimation). Since the results of the linear model experiment are free from nonlinearity error, the underestimation error is mainly due to the approximation in the *statistical maximum function* given by [202]. The SPICE results have more underestimated instances because local variation is not modeled correctly, i.e., SPICE simulates the critical paths with uncorrelated local random variation but our delay estimation accounts for correlation between local variations. As a result, our delay estimates are slightly smaller than the path delays obtained from SPICE simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Linear model</th>
<th>SPICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global and local variations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AES</strong></td>
<td>25.9/1000 (2.59%)</td>
<td>10.8/100 (10.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cortex-M0</strong></td>
<td>12.8/1000 (1.28%)</td>
<td>5.1/100 (5.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MIPS</strong></td>
<td>20.2/1000 (2.02%)</td>
<td>1.7/100 (1.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>59.9/3000 (1.96%)</td>
<td>17.6/300 (5.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.5: Average underestimated instances across $N_{ro} = \{1, 3, 5, 7, 12\}$. 
Delay Estimation with Calibration

We setup two experiments to evaluate our calibration method in Section 2.1.3. First, we shift both chip and DDRO supply voltages from nominal supply voltage (0.9V) to 0.8V. This experiment setup represents the typical scenario where the nominal PVT corner is shifted. Second, we keep the chip supply voltage at 0.9V but shift all DDRO supply voltages to \{0.8V, 0.9V, 1.0V\}. This experiment setup captures the scenario where there is systematic within-die variation between the chip’s critical paths and the DDROs (e.g., voltage drop in chip’s power delivery network).

For each testcase, we simulate the critical paths (obtained from MIPS) and DDRO delays using Monte Carlo SPICE with 100 trials. Based on the simulation results, we estimate chip delay using the cluster-based method in Section 2.1.2 with five DDROs ($A_{user} = 50\%$) and compare it with the simulated chip delay. Among the 100 trials, we randomly choose a subset of the chip samples and apply the calibration procedure described in Section 2.1.3. Since the delay estimation is affected by the selection of chip samples, we repeat this experiment 50 times and report the average values of mean delay-estimation error.

Results in Table 2.6 show that when both chip and DDROs’ voltages are at the nominal corner (0.9V) the mean delay-estimation error is only 1.25% without applying any calibration. Even when both chip and DDROs’ voltages are shifted to 0.8V, the estimation error is only 1.70%. However, if chip voltage remains at 0.9V but DDRO voltage is shifted to 0.8V or 1.0V, the estimation error increases significantly (12% to 21%). The estimation error can be reduced significantly when we apply our calibration method (Section 2.1.3). As the number of samples increases, the average mean delay estimation error reduces rapidly. For instance, the maximum of the average mean delay-estimation error is less than 2.5% with 30 samples.

Proof of Concept Silicon Results

We have taped out a testchip with DDRO-based performance monitoring using a foundry 45nm SOI technology with dual-$V_{th}$ libraries. The testchip has an ARM Cortex-M3 microprocessor [225] with DDROs. To synthesize the DDROs, we extract the critical paths from the microprocessor and cluster their sensitivities into five clusters by using the kmeans++ algorithm [7]. The results of the path sensitivities clustering is shown in Figure 2.3.\(^8\) Then, for each cluster, we synthesize a DDRO which has delay sensitivities similar to the mean delay sensitivities of paths in the cluster. The synthesis method is the same as that in Section 2.1.3.

\(^8\)At the time of our testchip tapeout, the clustering method for the problem in (2.8) had not yet been developed.
Table 2.6: Average of mean delay-estimation error normalized to mean chip delay. *MIPS* with 100 SPICE Monte Carlo trials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of samples</th>
<th>Chip voltage = 0.8V</th>
<th>Chip voltage = 0.9V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DDRO voltage</td>
<td>DDRO voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.8V</td>
<td>0.8V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.82%</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.21%</td>
<td>6.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.06%</td>
<td>7.17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.21%</td>
<td>2.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2.56%</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.05%</td>
<td>2.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.99%</td>
<td>2.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
<td>1.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>1.88%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.77%</td>
<td>1.84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.74%</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No calibration</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
<td>20.68%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.15: RO block schematic. In this testchip, we use a 12-stage frequency divider.
To control DDRO oscillation, a NAND (or AND) gate is added in each RO as shown in the schematic in Figure 2.15. An on-chip digital counter is used to obtain the RO frequencies, i.e., the counter will count the number of cycles of a RO within a measurement window. We repeat RO measurements with 40ms and 100ms measurement windows and measure the ROs in different sequences to make sure that the results are consistent and that systematic measurement error is minimized. For comparison, we have also implemented inverter-based ROs. The design information of the Cortex-M3 and ROs is listed in Table 2.7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cell count</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cortex-M3</td>
<td>50196</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO1</td>
<td>13+100</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO2</td>
<td>13+85</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO3</td>
<td>13+100</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO4</td>
<td>13+90</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO5</td>
<td>13+85</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter RO1</td>
<td>13+21</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter RO2</td>
<td>13+21</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter RO3</td>
<td>13+61</td>
<td>RVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter RO4</td>
<td>13+61</td>
<td>HVT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverter RO5</td>
<td>13+61</td>
<td>mixed VT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RO cell count includes the additional NAND (or AND) gate and a 12-stage frequency divider (total 13 cells). The testchip layout and die photo are shown in Figure 2.16. We measured the processor maximum operating frequency and RO frequency using the testbed shown in Figure 2.17. There are two microcontroller units (MCUs) on the testbed. One of the MCUs is used to control the digital counter of the RO block and to measure the frequency of the ROs. The other MCU is used to control the processor and the on-chip PLL. We measure chip frequency by running a test program (fast Fourier transform) and increasing the processor’s clock frequency (through PLL) until the processor generates incorrect results compared to the precalculated golden results. For each chip, we supply both RO and processor with the same supply voltage.

The measured mean chip and RO delays (14 testchips) are about two times of the corresponding simulation results. This suggests that the chips are operating at a very skewed PVT corner compared to the SPICE simulation. Therefore, we use the calibration method described in Section 2.1.3 to estimate chip delays. To minimize the estimation error we use all 14 chips for
**Figure 2.16:** Testchip die photo and layout illustration.

**Figure 2.17:** Testbed for RO frequency measurement and processor frequency measurement. Two microcontroller units are designed to control the processor and RO blocks, respectively.
the calibration. For each inverter-based RO, we treat it as one DDRO designed for the all critical paths, i.e., \( x = y = 1 \). Then we apply the same calibration as in Section 2.1.3 and estimation method as in Section 2.1.2 for the inverter-based ROs (with \( \alpha_{x,y} = 1 \)). The results of the mean delay-estimation error are shown in Figure 2.18 \( (A_{user} = 0.5) \). The measurement results show that by using five DDROs, we can reduce the mean delay-estimation error by 35% (from 2.3% to 1.5%) compared to generic inverter-based ROs. To ensure that our results are not sensitive to measurement errors, we repeat the analysis by injecting random noise (standard normal distribution with \( \sigma = 1\% \), 3% and 5% with respect to RO frequency) into all RO measurements. Results in Table 2.8 show the average mean delay-estimation error of DDRO and inverter-based ROs across 30 random trials. The improvement of DDRO over inverter-based ROs is approximately 25% to 30%, which is consistent with our observation drawn from Figure 2.18.

![Figure 2.18: Mean delay-estimation error obtained from DDROs and inverter-based ROs. Estimation errors are calculated by taking the absolute difference between normalized estimation and normalized chip delay.](image)

We also deploy ROs with different numbers of stages to estimate the effect of local variation. The results in Figure 2.18 show that the errors of 61-stage inverter ROs are similar to those of their 21-stage counterparts. This suggests that random local variation in ROs has little impact on the estimation error in our experiment. In Figure 2.19 we plot the statistics of the delay estimations. The results show that the minimum and maximum delay-estimation errors using DDROs are smaller compared to those obtained using the inverter-based ROs. Note
### Table 2.8: Measurement error sensitivity analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean delay-estimation error (σ noise = 1%)</th>
<th>Mean delay-estimation error (σ noise = 3%)</th>
<th>Mean delay-estimation error (σ noise = 5%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg Improvement (%)</td>
<td>Avg Improvement (%)</td>
<td>Avg Improvement (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDRO</td>
<td>1.60 NA</td>
<td>2.40 NA</td>
<td>3.30 NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-stage RVT inverter RO</td>
<td>2.60 38</td>
<td>3.20 25</td>
<td>4.40 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-stage HVT inverter RO</td>
<td>2.30 30</td>
<td>3.20 25</td>
<td>4.50 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-stage RVT inverter RO</td>
<td>2.50 36</td>
<td>3.20 25</td>
<td>4.40 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-stage HVT inverter RO</td>
<td>2.70 41</td>
<td>3.60 33</td>
<td>4.70 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61-stage mixed VT inverter RO</td>
<td>2.60 38</td>
<td>3.40 29</td>
<td>4.40 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.8: Measurement error sensitivity analysis.

that our results are based on measurements on 14 testchips from a single wafer. With multiple wafers from different lots, we expect that the improvements may be different (improvement is likely to be higher since the magnitude of global variation will increase compared to that of local variation).

**Figure 2.19:** Maximum and minimum delay overestimation obtained from DDROs and inverter-based ROs. The edges of the boxes are the corresponding 25th and 75th percentiles of the data.

**Comparison with Other Monitoring Methods**

Table 2.9 summarizes the differences among different replica-like design-dependent monitoring methods. The method proposed in [137] has small implementation overheads be-
cause it uses a single representative critical path to estimate chip delay. Although this method does not require any calibration, it is relatively less accurate because it relies on a single representative critical path to estimate a set of critical paths. The method of [36] also has small implementation overheads because it requires only a set of simple ROs. However, one-time calibrations at skewed process corners are required to make the ROs to be design-specific. Even with calibration, the method in [36] is not necessarily accurate because it calibrates the configurations of ROs to guardband for the worst possible delay. Tunable replica circuits in [65] are more accurate but require more complex circuits and calibration steps. By contrast, we propose a method which also has small implementation overheads because the monitor consists of only a few DDROs. Our method requires a calibration step to compensate for any difference between simulation model and actual silicon as described in Section 2.1.4. We expect that our method is more accurate than the method of [137] because we use multiple DDROs to track the delays of critical paths. Our method is also more accurate than [36] because we estimate the critical path delays instead of the worst-possible delay. Although our method may be less accurate than the tunable replica circuit, our method does not require calibration for every chip and also has less implementation overhead.

### Table 2.9: Comparison of different replica-like design-dependent monitoring methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Implementation overheads</th>
<th>Calibration effort</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[137]</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>No calibration</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[65]</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1.5 Conclusions

We have proposed methods to systematically design multiple DDROs, and to estimate circuit performance (chip delay) based on the measurements from the multiple DDROs. Our study shows that our delay estimation method can achieve similar results as the path-based method with significantly less bookkeeping overhead. We also show that by using multiple DDROs we can reduce the mean delay overestimation by up to 25% (from 4% to 3%). The reduction is mainly limited by local variation, which cannot be captured by replica-like monitors. Further delay overestimation reduction will require in-situ type monitors, which have much higher area and design implementation overheads. We also observe that the benefit of using replica-like monitors (such as DDROs) is more significant when the local variation is relatively

---

\(^9\)This approach is similar to our DDRO method (see Chapter 2.1.3) with \(N_{ro} = 1\).
less compared to the global variation. If local variation dominates, then in-situ monitoring, although expensive, will fare better. With shrinking feature dimensions, increasing wafer sizes and changing device structures (e.g. fully depleted SOI, FinFETs), it is difficult to project which of the two components of variation is going to dominate in future technologies.

To verify the performance of DDROs and our delay estimation approach, we have taped out a testchip using foundry 45nm SOI technology together with an ARM Cortex-M3 CPU. Our silicon results show that DDRO can reduce the mean delay-estimation error by 35\% (from 2.3\% to 1.5\%) compared to generic inverter-based ROs.
2.2 Tunable Sensors for Process-Aware Voltage Scaling

Process variation is a critical aspect of VLSI circuit design because it causes wide performance spread [21] [117]. To recover excess margin allocated for process variation, many adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) techniques have been proposed [40] [69] [135] [148] [158].

AVS techniques can be classified as either open- or closed-loop. A typical open-loop AVS system utilizes a precharacterized lookup table (LUT) to find the corresponding minimum supply voltage for a given chip frequency target [40] [135]. Since the open-loop technique does not have a feedback mechanism, the LUT is heavily guardbanded to ensure reliable system operation. At the same time, characterizing the LUT is a time-consuming and expensive procedure, especially for a system-on-chip (SoC) design which has multiple operating modes and IPs.

A closed-loop AVS system adjusts supply voltage by probing actual chip performance, using on-chip monitors instead of using a LUT. To track timing performance of a chip, many critical path replica or in-situ monitor approaches have been proposed [60] [65] [69] [73] [137] [148] [174] [184]. However, the “critical paths” in a multiple-IP SoC design are not clearly defined, as chip performance depends on both operating modes and interactions among the IPs. Moreover, there are cases where exact input vectors to exercise worst-case timing paths in an SoC are not known during design time.

In this section, we propose an approach to design sensors for process-aware voltage scaling (PVS). Instead of designing performance monitors to track the timing performance of critical paths, we design ROs which have the worst-case voltage scaling characteristics across the entire process condition (see Section 2.2.1 for the details of voltage scaling characteristics). We design the PVS ROs such that they require a relatively higher supply voltage compared to critical paths of a SoC to compensate process variation-induced frequency drift. Therefore, any SoC manufactured in the process can safely perform a closed-loop AVS by using these ROs as hardware performance monitors. A new analysis of voltage scaling characteristics is a key enabler to our PVS methodology. Design ROs for worst-case voltage scaling characteristics is distinguished from a conventional RO-based monitoring method (e.g., [27]) which uses an arbitrary RO.

Application examples (scenarios) for the proposed ROs are shown in Figure 2.20. At the design stage, we design the PVS ROs using SPICE models and standard cells. Since there will be some difference between simulation and the silicon data, a silicon characterization step is required to calibrate the error between simulation and silicon data. At the silicon characterization stage, sample testchips at different process corners are provided by the foundry. In this stage, we
Figure 2.20: An application example for the proposed tunable ROs.

measure the ROs’ frequencies with nominal operating voltage ($V_0$). The frequencies measured at the signoff corner (e.g., SS corner) will be used as the target frequencies of the ROs during AVS (Scenario 1). In this application scenario, our ROs have no information about the design, and they are designed to guardband for the worst-case voltage scaling characteristics. Therefore, the AVS guided by our ROs will always overestimate the supply voltage needed for a chip to meet its operating frequency. The excess supply voltage can be reduced when chip maximum frequency $f_{\text{max}}$ is also measured during the silicon characterization stage (Scenario 2). In this scenario, we can tune the voltage scaling characteristics of the ROs such that for each chip in the silicon characterization stage, the supply voltage suggested by the AVS (guided by the ROs) is slightly higher than the minimum voltage ($V_{\text{min,chip}}$) needed for a chip to meet its required operating frequency. When all test chips manufactured for silicon characterization can safely operate at their respective operating frequencies using AVS guided by the PVS ROs, we record the configurations of the ROs. In this characterization step (Scenario 2), the testchips are manufactured at biased process corners. Thus, calibrating the ROs with these testchips will configure the ROs to account for circuit performance variation due to widely spread process variation. Sampling the testchip at different process corners is important because this allows the
configurations of the ROs to be applied in the subsequent production stage without additional calibrations.

To capture the within-die systematic process variation, we can place multiple copies of the ROs in a chip (e.g., a set of ROs for every $1 \text{mm}^2$ area on the chip). However, the effect of within-die random variation cannot be captured by our method due to the nature of the replica-type monitoring approach. Thus, additional timing or voltage margin must be added to ensure reliable circuit operation. Meanwhile, by having multiple copies of the ROs in a chip, the effect of within-die temperature variation on circuit performance can be also captured by the ROs.

During mass production, the previously obtained ROs’ configurations will be stored in every production chip. Then, we run AVS tests with the stored ROs’ configurations and RO target frequencies. If a chip fails to meet its target frequency with the AVS guided by PVS ROs, this means that either the calibration during silicon characterization is inaccurate or the chip has failed due to other reasons. After studying the root cause of the failure, the silicon characterization step can be modified if necessary (e.g., adjust ROs’ configurations such that the AVS is less aggressive in reducing supply voltage).

Note that in Scenario 1, we skip the procedures of Scenario 2, and all ROs are configured to the worst-case voltage scaling condition. Although this approach leads to a more pessimistic AVS, the tunability of the ROs allows the chip customer to recover the pessimism in AVS by calibrating RO configurations. Since the PVS ROs are design-independent, a PVS IP can be embedded in different SoCs to support AVS. For example, PVS ROs can be deployed within a performance monitor block in a power management IP such as [257].

Our method is different from critical path-driven tunable circuits [65] [69]. First, critical path replica techniques design the replica to be flexible to match the timing performance of a set of critical paths. Because of the inherent design intention to match the timing performance, the design of a critical path replica is dependent on the circuit to be matched (e.g., the TRC must have the flexibility to match the total critical delays). By contrast, we design our tunable ROs such that they can be configured to have different voltage scaling characteristics. This difference in design intention is important because, as we will show, matching the voltage scaling characteristics of different circuits can be achieved by having a set of tunable ROs which are design-independent. As a result, we can optimize the ROs and reuse them in other designs. Second, our proposed method only calibrates the ROs at the silicon characterization stage. After this calibration step, the settings will be applied to all production chips instead of calibrating the ROs for every production chip. Since per-chip calibration is not required, our method saves
testing time during chip production. We summarize our contributions as follows.

- We propose a simplified process-aware voltage scaling methodology and analyses of the worst-case condition of voltage scaling under process variation.
- We propose circuit techniques to tune the voltage scaling characteristic of the sensor such that it has flexibility to mimic the voltage scaling characteristics of a chip across a range of process variations. With the tunability, we can reduce the supply voltage by up to 30mV (compared to non-tunable ROs) without causing any timing violation.
- Our tunable sensor is design-independent, and can therefore be embedded in any other IPs.

2.2.1 Process-Aware Voltage Scaling

Overview of PVS

Figure 2.21 shows the basic idea of the PVS methodology, wherein we model the frequency of a critical path as a linear function of supply voltage ($V$). We denote the frequency of a critical path by $f_{\text{path}}(j, k, V)$ where $j$ is the index of a critical path, $k$ denotes the process condition, and $V$ is the supply voltage. Similarly, we define the frequency of an RO by $f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V)$, where $y$ is the index of a RO.

We define the target frequency of the critical paths $f_{\text{tar, path}}$ as the minimum frequency of all critical paths at nominal voltage $V_0$. Note that the target frequency is specific to the signoff corner. Unless otherwise specified, we define the target frequency at the SS corner, i.e.,

$$f_{\text{tar, path}}^{\text{SS}} = \min_{j=1}^{N_{\text{path}}} f_{\text{path}}(j, \text{SS}, V_0)$$

where $N_{\text{path}}$ is the total number of critical paths, $V_0$ is the nominal voltage and $f_{\text{tar, path}}^{\text{SS}}$ is the target frequency of the chip at the SS signoff corner.

When a circuit is manufactured at process condition $k$ (dashed line in Figure 2.21), the frequency of the circuit is significantly higher than $f_{\text{tar, path}}^{\text{SS}}$. Thus, we can perform voltage scaling to reduce the power of the circuit as long as the circuit meets the targeted frequency. The minimum voltage required for a critical path $j$ to meet its targeted frequency at a process condition $k$ is denoted as $V_{\text{min, path}}(j, k)$. When there is more than one critical path, the minimum

\[10\] This approximation simplifies calculation while introducing small error [69].
voltage for a circuit \( V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) \) is given by

\[
V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) = \frac{1}{N_{\text{path}}} \max_{j=1}^{N_{\text{path}}} V_{\text{min,path}}(j, k)
\]

(2.19)

As mentioned above, finding the exact critical paths in an SoC to calculate \( V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) \) is very difficult. Therefore, we propose to adjust the supply voltage of a circuit by measuring the frequencies of on-chip ROs. As shown in the lower part of Figure 2.21, the frequency of the \( y^{th} \) RO is represented as \( f_{ro}(y, k, V) \). The target frequency of each on-chip RO \( (f_{\text{tar,ro}}^{ss}(y)) \) is defined at the same signoff corner as the circuit, e.g., \( f_{\text{tar,ro}}^{ss}(y) = f_{ro}(y, SS, V_0) \), and each RO has a specific target frequency. We denote \( V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k) \) as the minimum voltage for the \( y^{th} \) RO to meet its targeted frequency, where \( k \) represents the process condition of the RO. By measuring the RO frequencies at two or more supply voltages, we can extract each RO’s frequency versus voltage “slope”, and calculate \( V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k) \) from the equation

\[
V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k) = V_0 - \frac{(f_{ro}(y, k, V_0) - f_{\text{tar,ro}}^{ss}(y))\Delta V}{f_{ro}(y, k, V_0 + \Delta V) - f_{ro}(y, k, V_0)}
\]

(2.20)

where \( \Delta V \) is the difference between the nominal voltage and chip’s supply voltage during RO
measurement. After obtaining $V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k)$, we can use it as a reference to scale the supply voltage of the chip. A chip will still meet its performance target as long as $V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k)$ is larger than $V_{\text{min,chip}}(k)$. Thus, the “safe voltage scaling condition” for a chip is defined as

$$V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) < \max_{y=1}^{N_{\text{ro}}}{V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k)}, \forall k$$

(2.21)

where $N_{\text{ro}}$ is the total number of ROs. To ensure that the chip meets its targeted frequency, we scale the supply voltage of the chip to

$$V_{\text{min,est}}(k) = \max_{y=1}^{N_{\text{ro}}}{V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k)}$$

(2.22)

**Fundamental Properties of PVS**

Equation (2.20) shows that the minimum scaling voltage of a RO (or a critical path) is determined by two fundamental properties:

1. **Process distance**: $f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V_0) - f_{\text{tar,ro}}(y)$

2. **Scaling rate**: $(f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V_0 + \Delta V) - f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V_0))/\Delta V$

*Process distance* is the process-induced frequency shift relative to target frequency. This property is usually modeled as a random variable due to the randomness in manufacturing processes. However, it is also affected by the design of the circuit. For example, different critical paths have different sensitivities to sources of process variation. Another fundamental aspect of PVS is its formulation based on a *scaling rate* of frequency with respect to supply voltage. Clearly, this is also a circuit-related property which varies depending on the process condition.

Note that voltage scaling for a circuit is defined by relative value of the process distance and the scaling rate (i.e., process distance/scaling rate). Based on these properties, we can derive the voltage scaling characteristic of an arbitrary circuit. We are interested in studying the following questions.

1. Given a process technology, what is the range of voltage scaling defined by process distance and scaling rate?

2. What circuit techniques can be used to design a monitoring circuit with tunable voltage scaling characteristics?
Answering the first question helps to identify the worst-case voltage scaling condition, which is the design goal of our PVS ROs. Answering the second question gives us feasible design options to design PVS ROs to achieve the goal.

2.2.2 Circuit Analysis

Voltage Scaling Sensitivity

As mentioned above, the voltage scaling characteristic of a critical path is given by

\[
\text{voltage scaling} \equiv \frac{\text{process distance}}{\text{scaling rate}} \equiv \frac{f_{\text{path}}(y, k, V_0) - f_{\text{tar,path}}^{ss}(y)}{f_{\text{path}}(y, k, V_0 + \Delta V) - f_{\text{path}}(y, k, V_0)}
\]  

(2.23)

To gain intuition about the sensitivity of voltage scaling to circuit parameters, we model \(f_{\text{path}}(.)\) using the Elmore delay model [70].

\[
f_{\text{path}}(y, k, V_0) = \frac{2}{d_{\text{nm}}(y, k, V_0) + d_{\text{pm}}(y, k, V_0)}
\]

\[
d_{\text{nm}}(y, k, V_0) = \frac{R_{\text{nm}}(k, V)}{W_{\text{nm}}} (1 + \beta) \cdot [W_{\text{nm}}(\beta + 1)C_{\text{gate}}(k)N_{\text{fanout}} + L * C_{\text{wire}}]
\]

\[+ L^2 R_{\text{wire}} C_{\text{wire}} + LR_{\text{wire}} (\beta + 1) C_{\text{gate}}(k) N_{\text{fanout}}\]

(2.24)

\[
d_{\text{pm}}(y, k, V_0) = \frac{R_{\text{pm}}(k, V)}{W_{\text{pm}}} (1 + \beta) [W_{\text{pm}}(\beta + 1)C_{\text{gate}}(k)N_{\text{fanout}} + L * C_{\text{wire}}]
\]

\[+ L^2 R_{\text{wire}} C_{\text{wire}} + LR_{\text{wire}} (\beta + 1) C_{\text{gate}}(k) N_{\text{fanout}}\]

where \(L\) is wire length, \(W_{\text{nm}}\) is channel width of NMOS, \(N_{\text{fanout}}\) is the fanout of the driver, \(R_{\text{wire}}\) is wire resistance per \(\mu m\), \(C_{\text{wire}}\) is wire capacitance per \(\mu m\), \(\beta\) is the beta ratio between PMOS and NMOS channel width, \(C_{\text{gate}}(k)\) is gate capacitance per \(\mu m\) channel width, and \(R_{\text{nm}}(k, V)\) and \(R_{\text{pm}}(k, V)\) are effective drive resistance of NMOS and PMOS, respectively.

To study the sensitivity of voltage scaling, we extract parameters in Equation (2.24) from an inverter of a 65nm foundry library. The values of \(R_{\text{nm}}(k, V)\) and \(R_{\text{pm}}(k, V)\) are calculated by using effective current approximation [6],

\[
R_{\{\text{nm}, \text{pm}\}}(k, V) = \frac{2V}{I_L + I_H}
\]

\[
I_L = I_{ds} \text{ when } V_{gs} = V/2, V_{ds} = V
\]

\[
I_H = I_{ds} \text{ when } V_{ds} = V/2, V_{gs} = V
\]
where $I_L$ and $I_H$ are the drive currents ($I_d$) of a MOS transistor at different bias conditions. The parameters and effective currents are summarized in Table 2.10.

**Table 2.10: Technology parameters of a 65nm library.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Process corners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{nmos}$ ($\mu m$)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{wire}$ ($\Omega/\mu m$)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{wire}$ ($fF/\mu m$)</td>
<td>0.00017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{gate}$ ($fF/\mu m$)</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_L$ NMOS, 1.0V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_L$ NMOS, 0.9V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_H$ NMOS, 1.0V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_H$ NMOS, 0.9V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_L$ PMOS, 1.0V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_L$ PMOS, 0.9V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_H$ PMOS, 1.0V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_H$ PMOS, 0.9V ($\mu A$)</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the parameters in Table 2.10, from Equations (2.23) and (2.24) we calculate $V_{min}$ of the inverter for TT corner (i.e., $k = TT$) and its sensitivities. First, we calculate the nominal $V_{min}$ of the inverter with $L = 10\mu m$, $W_{nmos} = 1\mu m$, $\beta = 1.5$, $N = 1$. Then, we sweep the value of the $L$, $W_{nmos}$, $\beta$, $N$, $R_{nmos}$ and $R_{pmos}$ parameters, one at a time (other parameters remain at their nominal values), from 0.2 to 4 times of their nominal values, to evaluate the effect of each parameter on $V_{min}$. The results in Figure 2.22 show that $V_{min}$ is most sensitive to $R_{nmos}$ and $R_{pmos}$, followed by $\beta$, $L$, fanout, and $W_{nmos}$. We also observe that when the value of each parameter is increased, its impact on the value of $V_{min}$ becomes smaller. $V_{min}$ changes rapidly as the (normalized) parameter values scale below 1.0. There are also practical lower limits for the parameters. For example, the driver size ($W_{nmos}$), fanout, $R_{nmos}$, etc. cannot scale down to zero. Hence, voltage scaling of a circuit has finite bounds. From our studies, we also observe that $V_{min}$ can be significantly lower (resp. higher) when we only consider $d_{nmos}$ (resp. $d_{pmos}$) in Equation (2.24).

**Voltage Scaling Analysis Using SPICE Simulation**

Although the previous analysis provides useful information regarding the sensitivities of $V_{min}$ to circuit parameters, many effects are not captured by the simplified equations. To
investigate the range of voltage scaling as well as the effect of circuit parameters, we simulate different ROs with different configurations.

First, we evaluate the effect of fanout by adding dummy gates in every stage in the RO. Figure 2.23 shows that $V_{\text{min}}$ extracted from the ROs is not sensitive to fanout for ROs implemented with different standard cells. Second, we increase the series resistance along the signal transition path of the ROs with fanout = 1. Figure 2.23 shows that series resistance can affect $V_{\text{min}}$ when the resistance value is large. For 65nm technology, the wire resistance per $\mu$m is approximately 0.16$\Omega$. Therefore, $V_{\text{min}}$ at 400$\Omega$ corresponds to the case where a 2.5$mm$ wire is connected to the output of a driver. Since reasonable design usually does not permit such a long wire, it is safe to assume that wire resistance will not affect $V_{\text{min}}$. This implies that the voltage scaling characteristic of a chip is not affected by wire parasitics.

Third, we add passgates at the output of each driver of the ROs to study their effects on $V_{\text{min}}$. To study different scenarios, we also change the effect of the passgates by adding more passgates in parallel or in series. Results in Figure 2.24 show that adding passgates in parallel can change the $V_{\text{min}}$ significantly. $V_{\text{min}}$ increases when the number of parallel passgates is increased. This is because more passgates in parallel reduces the series resistance of the ROs. This result agrees with the estimations obtained in Equation (2.24), in which increasing $L$ reduces $V_{\text{min}}$. Figure 2.24 shows that $V_{\text{min}}$ changes only slightly when the number of series passgates is increased. This is because the effect of adding series resistances saturates as the sum of series resistance increases.

Equation (2.24) shows that $R_{\text{nmos}}$ or $R_{\text{pmos}}$ has significant impact on $V_{\text{min}}$. To study this, we simulate ROs with different standard-cell types. Results in Figure 2.25 show that $V_{\text{min}}$
Figure 2.23: SPICE simulations of ROs implemented with INV, NAND and NOR standard cells. The results show that $V_{\text{min}}$ is not sensitive to the fanout and series resistance (except for large resistance values).

varies over ROs with different cell types. For example, we see that $V_{\text{min}}$ of NOR-based ROs is larger than that of INV-based ROs. This is because the NOR-type standard cell has a stacked pull-up network with a larger $R_{\text{punos}}$ compared to the balanced pull-up and pull-down networks of an inverter. On the other hand, $V_{\text{min}}$ of NAND-based ROs is smaller than that of INV-based ROs especially at TT and FS process corners. This agrees with the estimations obtained from Equation (2.24), where $V_{\text{min}}$ is smaller for a larger $R_{nmos}$ (a NAND gate has a larger $R_{nmos}$ compared to an INV gate). However, the trend is not obvious at FF process corner. This may be due to layout parasitics and other second-order effects which are not modeled in our analysis.
Figure 2.24: $V_{\text{min}}$ increases when the number of passgates in parallel is increased. Adding more passgates in series has little effect on $V_{\text{min}}$.

Note that $V_{\text{min}}$ increases sharply when the driver is increased from the minimum size (X0) to larger sizes. This is due to the diffusion height of the minimum-sized cell being significantly less than the row height of the standard cell. Thus, the layout parasitics of cells with the minimum driver size are typically different from those of other cells. Note that the maximum value of $V_{\text{min}}$ at different corners is determined by the $V_{\text{min}}$ of different cell types. For example, the NAND-based RO has the largest $V_{\text{min}}$ at SF corner while the NOR-based RO has the largest $V_{\text{min}}$ at FS corner. Therefore, we require ROs implemented with different cell types to ensure that we capture the worst-case scenario in voltage scaling.
2.2.3 Design of a Sensor with Tunable Voltage Scaling Characteristics

From the studies in the previous subsection, we observe that the voltage scaling characteristic of a circuit (RO) is mainly affected by the cell type. Among the circuit parameters, we only see significant changes in $V_{\text{min}}$ when we add passgates in parallel to the ROs. Thus, we design our PVS sensor with different cell types and use passgates in parallel to tune the characteristic of the ROs. Our PVS sensor design seeks to achieve two main goals:

1. maximize the range of $V_{\text{min}}$; and
2. ensure that tunability of the sensor ($V_{\text{min}}$ versus RO configuration) is consistent across different process corners.

Here, we present two of the circuit approaches that we have investigated to achieve these goals. The circuits are illustrated in Figure 2.26.

In the first approach, we add a pair of passgates in parallel at every stage of a RO, one with minimum-sized devices and the other with large device sizes. In this design, we can choose to turn on one passgate through a control pin assigned to the passgate. When we choose to turn on the passgate with minimum-sized devices, the high resistance passgate will reduce $V_{\text{min}}$ and vice-versa when we turn on the passgate with larger device sizes. Although we can assign a control pin for each stage of the RO to achieve fine granularity, having a large number of control pins will incur higher design and area overheads. Since the voltage levels in an AVS system are discrete with coarse granularity, there is no need to have very fine granularity for the sensor. We divide the 33 stages of the RO into nine subsections (the last subsection has five stages whereas
all other subsections have four stages), with all passgates in each subsection sharing a control pin. Thus, only nine control pins are required instead of 33.

In the second approach, we divide an RO into several subsections with different number of stages ($N_{\text{stage}1}, N_{\text{stage}2}, ...$) and connect the output of the subsections to a MUX such that we can choose which subsection is included in the oscillation. For example, when we set the MUX select bits to $\{0, 0\}$, the output of the MUX is connected to “IN 1”. As a result, only the first subsection is included in the oscillation. If we change the select bits to $\{0, 1\}$, then the first and second subsections are included. The advantage of this method is that through the MUX and select bits, we can bypass the cells with passgates, and achieve the maximum $V_{\text{min}}$ of the RO.

(a) We can use a MUX-like structure to control the ratio between different gates. Since $V_{\text{min}}$ varies from one gate to another, we can connect different gates in series to achieve tunability of $V_{\text{min}}$.

(b) By controlling the select bits, we can change the number of series transistors along the signal transition path of the RO. This changes the effective resistance when the RO charges or discharges a node. As a result, this changes the $V_{\text{min}}$ of the sensor.

**Figure 2.26**: Proposed tunable circuits.
(adding passgates will reduce $V_{\text{min}}$). Since the $V_{\text{min}}$ of the RO is determined by the ratio of cells with passgates to cells without passgates, always including the first subsection could limit the tunability. For example, we need a large number of stages with passgates (and area) to increase the ratio of cells with passgates to cells without passgate.

**Figure 2.27:** $V_{\text{min}}$ is minimum when the RO consists of standard cells with passgates. By controlling the values of $N_{\text{stage}1}$, $N_{\text{stage}2}$, etc., we can control the percentage of cells with passgates, and achieve a linear relationship between $V_{\text{min}}$ and the decimal values represented by the select bits of the MUX.

Simulation results in Figure 2.27 and Figure 2.28 show that both of these circuit approaches achieve similar ranges of tunability. Since the first approach has lower area overhead, we choose it for use in our simulation experiments. Based on the analysis in Figure 2.25, we observe that the maximum $V_{\text{min}}$ is determined by different gate types, depending on the process conditions. To ensure that the ROs can have the maximum $V_{\text{min}}$ across different process conditions, we choose to build the RO in Figure 2.26(b) with INVX3, NAND3X3 and NOR3X3 instances.\(^\text{11}\) As mentioned above, the circuit option in Figure 2.26(b) has a slightly lower $V_{\text{min}}_{\text{ro}}$ due to the passgates in the ROs. To ensure that $V_{\text{min}}_{\text{ro}}$ of the ROs includes the worst-case voltage scaling characteristic, we add an additional $5mV$ margin to the $V_{\text{min}}_{\text{ro}}$ in our simulation experiments.

\(^{11}\)For gates with multiple inputs, we connect the inputs as a single net.
Figure 2.28: $V_{\text{min}}$ of the proposed circuit for different standard cells. By controlling the percentage of cells with higher resistance, we can tune the $V_{\text{min}}$ of the RO.

### 2.2.4 Experimental Results

In our experiments, we use three modules of the OpenSPARC T1 processor [242] (Table 2.11). Module designs are implemented with a 65nm foundry library. The netlists are synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler [250]. We extract critical paths of the modules in Table 2.11 at SS, TT and FF corners with Synopsys PrimeTime vC-2009.06-SP2 [254]. For each process corner, we extract the top 100 critical paths and their corresponding SPICE netlists. We then simulate all the critical paths with Synopsys HSPICE [251] at SS corner, $V_0 = 1.0V$ and $125^\circ C$ to obtain the $f_{\text{tar.path}}^{ss}$ of each module. The $f_{\text{tar.path}}^{ss}$, power and area values of the implemented modules are given in Table 2.11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Area (mm$^2$)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{tar.path}}^{ss}$ (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_FPU</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>710.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_TLU</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>506.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_MUL</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>1042.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.11: OpenSPARC T1 modules ($V_0 = 1.0V$).
Guardband Voltage Scaling

We perform an experiment to validate that our PVS sensors satisfy the “safe condition” in Equation (2.21) when the ROs are configured to have maximum $V_{\text{min,ro}}$ (i.e., all passgates in the ROs have low resistance). To emulate process variation, we model threshold voltage of NMOS ($V_{\text{thn}}$) and PMOS ($V_{\text{thp}}$), channel length and oxide thickness as independent Gaussian random variables. The $3\sigma$ values of these variation sources are extracted from the foundry device model. The mean ($\mu$) and standard variation ($\sigma$) of the random variables are summarized in Table 2.12.

Table 2.12: Global variation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation source</th>
<th>$\mu$</th>
<th>$3\sigma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_{\text{thn}}$</td>
<td>0 mV</td>
<td>30 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta V_{\text{thp}}$</td>
<td>0 mV</td>
<td>30 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ channel length</td>
<td>0 nm</td>
<td>5.00 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ oxide thickness</td>
<td>0 nm</td>
<td>0.06 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To estimate timing performance of the critical paths and ROs under process variations, we sample the variation sources randomly. We then apply the variations when running an SPICE simulation, and repeat this 100 times. This Monte Carlo experiment only includes global variation because our simulation setup does not support a local variation model.

Based on the simulated critical paths and RO delays, we calculate $V_{\text{min,chip}}$ and $V_{\text{min,est}}$ based on their definitions in Equations (2.19) and (2.22). Since there are INV-, NAND- and NOR-based ROs, $V_{\text{min,est}}$ is the maximum $V_{\text{min,ro}}$ of the three ROs. For comparison, we also include the results of non-tunable INVX3-, NAND3X3- and NOR3X3-chained ROs. These ROs are similar to our ROs, but there is no passgate in between consecutive stages.

Figure 2.29 shows that the voltage difference between $V_{\text{min,est}}$ and $V_{\text{min,chip}}$ is always positive. This implies that the sensors can be used to guardband the modules without calibration.

Optimizing Target Frequency for Margin Reduction

Our next experiment considers a scenario where $V_{\text{min,chip}}$ of every chip is available to calibrate the PVS sensors. Hence, we can optimize the configuration (control bits) of the tunable

---

12 We assume that process parameters at SS and FF corners define the $\mu \pm 3\sigma$ of the variation sources.
ROs to reduce supply voltage. The problem can be formulated as follows.

\[
\minimize \sum_k \{ V_{\text{min,est}}(k) - V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) \}
\]

subject to \( V_{\text{min,est}}(k) > V_{\text{min,chip}}(k), \forall k, y \)

\[
\max_y [V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k) | \psi(y)] = V_{\text{min,est}}(k)
\]

\[
V_{\text{min,ro}}(y, k) | \psi(y) = V_0 + (f_{\text{tar,ro}}(y) | \psi(y) - f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V_0) | \psi(y)) \cdot \frac{1}{\alpha(y) \psi(y)}
\]  

(2.25)

where \( \alpha(y) \) and \( \psi(y) \) respectively denote the scaling rate and configuration of the \( y^{th} \) RO. Note that \( f_{\text{tar,ro}}(y), f_{\text{ro}}(y, k, V_0) \) and \( \alpha(y) \) are all specific to \( \psi(y) \). This ensures that \( V_{\text{min,est}} \) guided by our ROs is always less than \( V_0 \). This property is a key reason why the tunability in our circuit is different from using \( f_{\text{tar,ro}} \) as a means to adjust voltage scaling. For example, increasing \( f_{\text{tar,ro}} \) will cause the chip at SS corner to operate at a voltage higher than \( V_0 \), which may cause reliability-related failures. Since each INV-, NAND- or NOR-based RO has nine configurations, we calculate \( V_{\text{min,est}}(k) \) for all 729 combinations. After that, we compare the \( V_{\text{min,est}}(k) \) with \( V_{\text{min,chip}}(k) \), and discard solutions that violate the safe condition in Equation (2.21). Finally, for each \( V_{\text{min,est}}(k) \) that satisfies the safe condition, we calculate the average of its resultant \( V_{\text{min,est}}(k) \) across \( k \) process conditions.

The results in Table 2.13 show that the tunable sensor can achieve a lower supply voltage compared to the normal (non-tunable) ROs in all cases. From the experimental data, we see that the benefits of the tunability vary depending on the difference between \( V_{\text{min,est}} \) and \( V_{\text{min,chip}} \). For example, Figure 2.29 shows that the \( V_{\text{min,est}} \) values obtained from the non-tunable ROs are very close to the \( V_{\text{min,chip}} \) values, especially for the \( \text{SPARC.FPU} \) and \( \text{SPARC.MUL} \) modules.

![Figure 2.29](image_url)

**Figure 2.29**: Distributions of \( (V_{\text{min,est}} - V_{\text{min,chip}}) \) for different circuit modules. The results show that \( (V_{\text{min,est}} - V_{\text{min,chip}}) \) is always positive. This implies that the tunable ROs can be used for voltage scaling without causing any timing violations.
Table 2.13: $V_{\text{min.est}}$ reduction enabled by the tunability of PVS ROs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$V_{dd}$ reduction</th>
<th>Mean $V_{\text{min,chip}}$ (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average (mV)</td>
<td>Maximum (mV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_FPU</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_TLU</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_MUL</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>16.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, there is not much room left in which to reduce $V_{dd}$ without causing a timing violation. When $V_{\text{min.est}}$ is larger than $V_{\text{min,chip}}$, we can recover the wasted voltage margin by tuning the configurations of PVS ROs. Figure 2.30 shows that by tuning the configuration of the PVS ROs, we can obtain a more aggressive AVS configuration for voltage reduction. For the maximum voltage reduction configuration shown in the figure (green color), we can achieve about 13 mV voltage reduction compared to the non-tunable ROs, on average (mean of 100 Monte Carlo samples). Note that the voltage reduction varies depending on the process variation. For example, the maximum $V_{\text{min}}$ reduction compared to the non-tunable ROs is 31.3 mV for a specific instance.

In summary, our experimental results confirm that our methodology allows selection of standard cells to build ROs with worst-case voltage scaling characteristics, which can be used as performance monitors for AVS. The overhead ($V_{\text{min.est}} - V_{\text{min,chip}}$) of these ROs varies depending on the circuit. Although our study uses single-$V_{th}$ devices, the methodology can be extended to designs with multi-$V_{th}$ devices by having a set of ROs for each $V_{th}$. Since the $V_{\text{min.est}}$ in our methodology is defined by the maximum $V_{\text{min,ro}}$ of all ROs, the $V_{\text{min,chip}}$ defined by mixed-VT cells will always be less than $V_{\text{min.est}}$.

2.2.5 Conclusions

We have presented a different approach to enable process-aware voltage scaling. In contrast to the conventional monitoring approaches that attempt to track critical paths, we propose to enable process-aware AVS by synthesizing a set of ROs which achieve a worst-case voltage scaling property across different process conditions. Since the ROs always require a relatively higher voltage to meet their target frequencies than that required by critical paths, a closed-loop AVS guided by these ROs will always scale voltage to a (safe) value that is higher than what is needed by the critical paths. Our experimental results also confirm that through detailed analysis of voltage scaling characteristics, we can design ROs for AVS without any information regarding the critical paths or timing performance of a specific design. At the same time, the proposed method could be too pessimistic, and hence we propose circuit design techniques to tune the
Figure 2.30: Distribution of \((V_{\text{min,est}} - V_{\text{min,chip}})\) for the \textit{SPARC TLU} testcase with different PVS RO configurations. By tuning the configuration of the ROs, we can change the voltage scaling characteristics \((V_{\text{min,est}})\). An optimized configuration can reduce \(V_{\text{min,est}}\) by 13\(mV\) compared to normal ROs.

voltage scaling characteristics of the ROs. We show that the tunability can be used in a scenario where chip frequency is available during ROs characterization. By calibrating the ROs, we can enable up to an additional 30\(mV\) of supply voltage scaling on a per-instance (per-chip) basis, and up to an average of 13\(mV\) for a given design. We note that our experiments have been conducted with parameters from a mature (65\(nm\)) process. The benefit of tunability in the PVS monitors is likely to be larger in less-mature processes which have larger variations around nominal conditions. Intuitively, this is because the voltage scaling characteristics vary more in the presence of process variations. On the other hand, if the cells in a technology have similar voltage scaling characteristics, we would not need the tunability because using the INV-, NAND- and NOR-chained ROs is sufficient to provide the voltage scaling information.

These ROs can also capture circuit delay degradation due to aging mechanisms (e.g., bias temperature instability and hot carrier injection) if the ROs have the same activity as the circuits being monitored. We can capture the aging effect by connecting the ROs and circuits to the same power rails such that the ROs and the circuits are turned on and off together. Alternatively, more sophisticated aging sensors can be used to quantify the additional voltage margin to guardband for circuit aging [112].
2.3 Back-End-Of-Line Layout Optimization for Improved Reliability

Time-dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB) is becoming a critical reliability issue, since the electric field across the inter-metal dielectric increases as technology scales. Moreover, dielectric reliability is aggravated when interconnect spacings vary due to via and/or wire mask misalignment. Although dielectric reliability can be improved by a larger interconnect pitch, such a guardband leads to significant area overhead.

In this section, we propose to improve dielectric reliability through a post-layout optimization. In the layout optimization, we locally shave and/or shift a fraction of wire width to increase the spacing between wires, and/or between adjacent-layer vias and wires. Separately, we also propose a signal-aware chip-level TDDB reliability estimation method which estimates TDDB stress time of interconnects using net signals obtained from a vectorless analysis.

2.3.1 Introduction

Signal levels on adjacent back-end-of-line (BEOL) interconnects induce an electric field \(E\) across the insulating dielectric. TDDB occurs when the electrically stressed dielectric forms a conducting path between the interconnects. The dielectric time-to-failure \(t_F\) due to TDDB can be empirically modeled as

\[
t_F = Ae^{-\gamma E w} = Ae^{-\frac{\gamma V w}{S}}
\]

(2.26)

where \(A\) is a fitting parameter, \(\gamma\) is the field enhancement factor, \(V\) is the voltage difference across the dielectric, \(S\) is the spacing between interconnects, and \(w\) is a model-dependent scalar. The common values of \(w\) are \(\{-1.0, 0.5, 1.0\}\), which correspond to the \(\{1/E, \sqrt{E} \text{ and } E\}\) models [15] [44] [56] [160] [183].

Figure 2.31 shows that the spacing and voltage trends projected by the ITRS [234] [235] lead to an increasing electric field as technology scales. Since \(t_F\) reduces with an increasing electric field, it is expected that TDDB will be a major reliability concern for BEOL dielectric. Indeed, at the 20nm node (sub-70nm local metal pitch) with litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) double-patterning, TDDB reliability is a primary limiter to further wiring density improvement [13]. Figure 2.32 shows that a 5% spacing increase can improve interconnect lifetime by 20% (in the year 2011) and that the improvement increases as technology scales.\(^{13}\)

\(^{13}\)We calculate interconnect lifetime using Equation (2.26) with \(w = 0.5\) and \(\gamma = 15.5(cm/MV)^{0.5}\) [130]. The
Figure 2.31: Scaling trend of electric field derived from spacing and supply voltage projections [234] [235].

Figure 2.32: Lifetime improvement due to a 5% spacing increase as technology scales.

Recent studies [126] [191] [208] show that mask misalignment between via and wire leads to smaller via-to-wire spacings compared to the wire-to-wire spacings. As a result, the dielectric between a via and wire has a higher electric field and a shorter lifetime. Since the lifetime of a chip is affected by the first dielectric that fails, TDDB reliability improvement should focus on via-to-wire spacings. The study conducted by Xia et al. [208] further clarifies, based on measurement results, that TDDB is dominated by via-to-wire spacing (rather than wire-to-wire spacing). To illustrate the impact of a misaligned via, we simulate the electric field of the dielectric between interconnects using a commercial 3D field solver tool [255]. Figure 2.33 shows that when the via-to-wire spacing is reduced from 70nm to 60nm due to via misalignment, the electric field around the via is 25% higher than the average electric field between the wires. Moreover, the via-to-wire misalignment is expected to worsen in advanced technology when the vias must land on wires that are misaligned due to LELE double-patterning. Such a worsening TDDB reliability trend will limit the wiring pitch and/or the maximum allowed supply voltage.

Values of $V$ and $S$ are obtained from ITRS reports [234] [235].
Cross-section view

Figure 2.33: Misaligned via reduces the interconnect spacing and enhances the electric field.

To reduce design margin due to BEOL TDDB reliability, processing techniques such as self-aligned via patterning [23] and optimization of etch stop layer [42] have been proposed. We propose alternative approaches to reduce the margin through (1) signal-aware TDDB reliability estimation and (2) post-detailed routing layout optimization. First, conventional TDDB reliability estimation is based on the worst-case assumption in which each interconnect pair is under DC TDDB stress (i.e., each pair of wires always carries opposite logic signals). Such estimation is clearly pessimistic. To reduce the pessimism, we estimate total stress time for interconnects using state probabilities (i.e., the probability that an interconnect has a logic state ‘1’) that are available from simulation during the logic design phase of IC implementation. In particular, the state probabilities of all interconnects can be obtained from electronic design automation (EDA) tools through vectorless logic simulation [254]. Second, our post-routing optimization improves TDDB reliability by local shifting of the edges of small wire segments to enlarge the particular interconnect spacing (dielectric) that is at risk (see Figure 2.39). Our experimental results in Section 2.3.4 show that this layout optimization has negligible impact on both circuit timing and circuit design, and design-to-manufacturing flows because the layout optimization makes only small changes to segments of wire edges adjacent to vias.

In summary, our contributions are:

- A signal-aware TDDB reliability estimation that reduces pessimism in TDDB reliability analysis.
- A post-routing layout optimization technique to improve TDDB reliability.

2.3.2 TDDB Model

Equation (2.26) is commonly used to describe the relationship between electric field strength and the time-to-failure of a given TDDB test structure. To determine the lifetime of a
chip, we must account for the chip area vulnerable to TDDB as well as the statistics of TDDB. We use the chip-level TDDB model developed by Bashir and Milor [10] and extend it to include the effect of via misalignment as well as different stress time among the interconnects with small via-to-wire spacings.

**Chip-Level TDDB Model**

Under the same electrical field, identical dielectric may break down at different times. The statistics of dielectric breakdown time can be described by the Weibull or log-normal distributions [25] [47]. Chen et al. show that the Weibull distribution fits (large-sample-size TDDB measurement) data better than the log-normal distribution [47]. Therefore, we use the Weibull distribution to describe the statistics of breakdown time and model the failure rate of a dielectric between interconnects $i$ and $j$ as [10] [47]

$$F_{i,j}(t) = 1 - exp\left(-\frac{t}{\eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

where $\beta$ is the shape factor of the Weibull distribution, $t$ is the total stress time of the dielectric, $F_{i,j}(t)$ is the probability of the dielectric breaking down before time $t$, and $\eta_{i,j}$ is the characteristic lifetime of the dielectric, i.e., the total stress time until 63.2% of the dielectric samples fail. Given a via-to-wire test structure [208], the failure probability of the test structure ($F_{ref}(t)$) can be modeled as

$$F_{ref}(t) = 1 - exp\left(-\frac{t}{\eta_{ref}}\right)^{\beta}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

where $\eta_{ref}$ is the characteristic lifetime of the test structure, $w$ is the scalar of a TDDB model and $S_{ref}$ is the via-to-wire spacing. Since the via-to-wire spacings in a chip can be different from that in the test structure, we apply Poisson area-scaling law to model chip-level TDDB reliability [10]:

$$F_{i,j}(t) = 1 - exp[-\left(\frac{t}{\eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}]$$

$$= 1 - exp[-\left(\frac{t}{\eta_{ref}}\right)^{\beta}]$$

$$= 1 - exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\eta_{ref} \cdot \eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}\right]$$

$$= 1 - exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\eta_{ref} \cdot \eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}\right]$$

$$= 1 - exp\left[-\left(\frac{t}{\eta_{ref} \cdot \eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}\right]$$

where $\eta_{i,j} = (L_{ref}/L_{i,j})^{1/\beta} \cdot \eta_{ref} \cdot exp(-\gamma V_w (S_{i,j} w - S_{i,j} w_{ref}^{w}))$
Here, we use $S_{i,j}$ and $L_{i,j}$ to define the critical dielectric area in between via-wire pairs that is vulnerable to TDDB reliability risk. As shown in Figure 2.34, $W_j$ denotes the width of the $j^{th}$ wire segment, $S_{i,j}$ is the spacing between the $i^{th}$ via and the $j^{th}$ wire, and $L_{i,j}$ is the length of the critical dielectric area in between the via-wire pair. We define $L_{via}$ (resp. $W_{via}$) as the dimensions of a rectangular via in the preferred (resp. non-preferred) routing direction in the corresponding via layer. We only consider square vias; therefore, $L_{via}$ is always the same as $W_{via}$. Since the via can be misaligned in the direction parallel to the wire, we extend the length of the critical dielectric area by $L_b$ on each side of the via (in the direction parallel to the wire).

Note that we use several pairs of $S_{i,j}$ and $L_{i,j}$ to represent the critical dielectric area when the area is not rectangular. Similarly, $S_{ref}$ is the via-to-wire spacing in a test structure, and $L_{ref}$ is the total length of the critical dielectric areas in the test structure. We assume the dielectric in test structure is the same as the dielectric in actual chips. Thus, $A$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ of the chip are the same as those extracted from the test structure.

**Figure 2.34:** Descriptions of geometrical parameters of a via-wire pair.

Equation (2.29) shows that the characteristic lifetime of a dielectric, $\eta_{i,j}$, can be represented in term of test structure characteristic lifetime ($\eta_{ref}$) with a scaling factor, $\zeta_{i,j}$. To estimate chip-level failure probability, we apply the weakest link model which defines that a chip malfunctions whenever there is a single failure in any interconnect pair. That is,

$$F_{chip}(t) = 1 - \prod_{i,j} \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\eta_{i,j}}\right)^{\beta}$$

$$= 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{t}{\eta_{ref}}\sum_{i,j} \zeta_{i,j}^{-1}\right)^{\beta}$$

(2.30)

where $F_{chip}$ denotes the chip-level failure probability.
Signal-Aware TDDB Analysis

Note that the \( F_{\text{chip}} \) Equation (2.26) implicitly assumes that the dielectric is under DC stress, i.e., interconnects around the dielectric always have opposite logic signals. This assumption is clearly pessimistic because interconnect pairs in a chip may not always be stressed. To reduce the pessimism, we model that an interconnect pair is being stressed only when the interconnects have opposite signals. The chip-level failure probability that accounts for actual stress time is given as

\[
F_{\text{chip}}(t) = 1 - \exp(-\frac{t}{\eta_{\text{ref}}} \cdot \sum_{i,j} r_{\text{stress}_{i,j}} \zeta_{i,j}^{-1})^\beta
\]  

(2.31)

where \( r_{\text{stress}_{i,j}} \) is the ratio of total stressed time between the via \( i \) and the wire \( j \) to the lifetime of the interconnects.

Although Equation (2.31) is more accurate, extracting the exact stress ratios for all via-wire pairs in a chip is difficult. This is because the logic states of the interconnects (via and wires) are affected by input patterns of the chip, which may be inaccurate or unavailable during chip design time. Even if the input patterns are available, simulating the logic states and extracting the total stress time of all interconnects are time-consuming. To solve the problem of lack of input vectors and slow runtime, we propose to estimate total stress time for interconnects with state probabilities. The state probabilities of all interconnects can be obtained from EDA tools through vectorless logic simulation [254], which is much faster than cycle-by-cycle simulation based on input vectors. Since the state probability only specifies the probability of logic state ‘1’ but not the timing information of the logic state (i.e., when the logic state occurs, and the time duration of the logic state), we assume that the interconnects have the worst-case signal distribution along the time axis, such that the resulting stress time and lifetime estimation is conservative. Given the state probabilities of two interconnects, the worst-case scenario (maximum stress time) is when one interconnect has logic state ‘1’ at the beginning of a period of time and the other interconnect has logic state ‘0’ at the beginning of the same period of time. In this case, the interconnect pair is being stressed at the beginning and at the end of the time period. Based on this observation, we can calculate the worst-case stress ratio, \( r_{\text{stress}_{i,j}} \), for each interconnect pair. The stress ratio is defined as the fraction of the time when a pair of interconnects have opposite logic signals.

\[
r_{\text{stress}_{i,j}} = \begin{cases} 
q_i + q_j, & \text{if } (1 - q_i) > q_j \\
(1 - q_i) + (1 - q_j), & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(2.32)
where $q_i$ is the probability of the $i^{th}$ interconnect to be logic ‘1’. Estimation of the maximum stress time using Equation (2.32) is illustrated in Figure 2.35. In this example, the logic states of interconnect $i$ (resp. $j$) over time are “lumped” into a continuous logic “1” signal with a time duration proportional to $q_i$ (resp. $q_j$). By aligning the signals of interconnects $i$ and $j$ according to the worst case scenario mentioned above, we can estimate the stress ratio using Equation (2.32). We see that the stress ratio obtained by the proposed method is always pessimistic compared to the actual stress ratio.

![Figure 2.35: Worst-case stress time estimation based on state probabilities.](image)

**Modeling Via Misalignment**

BEOL via-to-wire spacing can vary due to mask misalignment, lithography-induced spacing variation, etc. To account for the impact of via-to-wire spacing variation on chip-level TDDB reliability, we model the via-to-wire as a normal distribution with zero mean and a standard deviation $\sigma_S$. The expectation of $\zeta_{i,j}$ under spacing variation ($\hat{\zeta}_{i,j}$) is given by

$$\hat{\zeta}_{i,j} = \int_{S_{i,j}=S_{i,j}-3\sigma_S}^{S_{i,j}=S_{i,j}+3\sigma_S} P(S_{i,j}) \cdot \left(L_{ref}/L_{i,j}\right)^{1/\beta} \cdot \exp(-\gamma V^w(S_{i,j}^{w} - S_{i,j}^{w})) dS_{i,j}$$

(2.33)

where $\hat{\zeta}_{i,j}$ denotes the expectation of $\zeta_{i,j}$, and $P(S_{i,j})$ is the probability of the spacing equal to $S_{i,j}$. Since there is no analytical closed-form solution for $\hat{\zeta}_{i,j}$, we approximate it by discretizing the distribution of $S_{i,j}$ into $N$ equal intervals from $S_{i,j} - 3\sigma_S$ to $S_{i,j} + 3\sigma_S$.

$$\hat{\zeta}_{i,j} \approx \sum_{n=1}^{N} \text{cdf}(S_{i,j}(n)) \cdot \left(L_{ref}/L_{i,j}\right)^{1/\beta} \cdot \exp(-\gamma V^w(S_{i,j}(n)^{w} - S_{i,j}^{w}))$$

(2.34)

Here, $S_{i,j}(n)$ is the $n^{th}$ interval of the discretized $S_{i,j}$, and $\text{cdf}(S_{i,j}(n))$ is the corresponding cumulative probability for the $n^{th}$ interval of the discretized $S_{i,j}$. 

![Diagram of interconnects and stress time](image)
2.3.3 Post-Route Layout Optimization

Equations (2.29) and (2.31) show that \( F_{chip}(t) \) can be reduced by increasing \( S_{i,j} \). We therefore propose to improve BEOL TDDB reliability by shifting a small fraction of the wire edges around vias to increase \( S_{i,j} \). Note that we want only to make small changes on the wire edges because major layout changes to a routed layout may incur additional design iterations and increase design turnaround time.

Overview

Figure 2.36: Proposed TDDB reliability estimation and layout optimization flow.

Figure 2.36 shows the overview of our layout optimization flow. Given a routed layout, we can extract the via-to-wire spacings \( S_{i,j} \) and \( L_{i,j} \) to calculate the chip lifetime, \( t \), that corresponds to a failure rate, \( F_{chip} \) (e.g., 0.5%). If the design netlist is provided (optimally, with input stimuli), we can also extract the state probabilities to account for the stress ratio between interconnects instead of assuming that the interconnects are always stressed. Based on the results of reliability estimation, a chip designer can decide whether layout optimization is needed. If the designer chooses to apply the layout optimization, the layout optimization will generate an optimized layout in which the via-to-wire spacings are increased. We can also generate marker layers in tapeout GDSII to represent the layout modifications. The marker layers can then be read by an OPC tool flow to shift targeted wire edge locations appropriately during mask data preparation.
Optimizing Layout

Given a routed layout, we collect the via-wire pairs which have via-to-wire spacing smaller than the safe distance, $S_{safe}$. We define $S_{safe}$ as the distance, i.e., spacing, beyond which a dielectric is safe from TDDB (e.g., $S_{safe} \approx 95\text{nm}$ in the 32/28nm foundry node with 80nm Mx pitch). We only consider via-wire pairs in which the via is located on the layer above the wire. This is because a via located on the layer below a wire is self-aligned to the wire in a typical dual-damascene process. These self-aligned via-wire pairs have small misalignments and we assume that they are less susceptible to TDDB [99]. For each via-wire pair, we identify movable wire edges on each side of the wire segment, such that we can increase the via-to-wire spacing and/or adjust the wire width by shifting the movable edges. As illustrated in Figure 2.37(a), we first define length of the movable wire edges to be the same as the via edge length ($L_{via}$) and align the movable wire edges to the via edges. Then, we extend each wire edge by $L_b$ at each end point to account for via misalignment in the direction parallel to the wire. Note that the $L_b$ for each end point can be different, to match the magnitude of via misalignment. For example, in Figure 2.37(a), $L_b$ at the top (larger $y$-coordinate) can be larger than that at the bottom (smaller $y$-coordinate) if the via misalignment magnitude is larger toward the top compared to the bottom. If movable wire edges are overlapped (see Figure 2.37(b)), we split the movable edges into disjoint, independently movable edges by defining the overlapped region of the edges as new movable edges.

After creating the movable wire edges, we check the vias around the wire segment defined by the movable wire edges. If a via is located in the layer immediately above the wire segment, we do not move the wire edges because moving them may reduce the via landing area, which would lead to lower manufacturing yield. If a via is located in the layer immediately below the wire segment, we can choose to shift the wire edges if the via is self-aligned to the wire in the manufacturing process [23] [99]. With this in mind, we define two layout optimization regimes.

- In Regime 1, we do not shift movable wire edges if a via is located in the layer immediately above or below the layer of the wire segment corresponding to these movable wire edges.

- In Regime 2, we do not shift movable wire edges if a via is located in the layer immediately above the layer of wire segment corresponding to these movable wire edges. We can shift the wire edges if the via is located below the wire segment and there is no via located above the wire segment.
Figure 2.37: Definition of movable edges for cases when (a) there is a via next to a wire (at the layer below the via), and (b) movable wire edges are overlapped (dashed oval on left).

For the remaining movable edges, we apply the following shifting rules. Illustrations of the wire shifting are shown in Figure 2.38.

- If there are vias on both sides of the wire, we shift the movable wire edge inward by $\epsilon$ on both sides, to increase via-to-wire spacings.

- If only one side of the wire has vias, we shift the movable wire edge on that side away from the vias by $\epsilon$ to increase via-to-wire spacing. We also shift the movable wire edge on the other side by $\epsilon$ to preserve wire width.

### 2.3.4 Experimental Results

Our experiments use four designs \{AES, MPEG2, JPEG, Sparc_EXU\} obtained from the OpenCores [243] and OpenSPARC [242] websites. The designs are implemented using Synopsys 32/28nm NVT, LVT and HVT libraries and BEOL technology files.\(^{14}\) We synthesize the designs using Synopsys Design Compiler [250] and then place and route them using Cadence SoC Encounter vEDI10.1 [226]. In the experiment setup, we analyze interconnects at layers M2, M3 and M4, which have the same layout parameters. We do not consider interconnects

\(^{14}\)We have modified the minimum wire width and spacing in the original library exchange format (LEF) file [248] such that minimum width plus minimum spacing is equal to the minimum pitch defined in the LEF.
Regime #1
No shifting.
Two wire edges are shifted to increase spacing while keeping the same wire width.

Regime #2
Edge shifting is allowed on the right wire because no via is located above the wire segment. Edge shifting is not allowed on the left wire because there is a via located above the wire segment.

Figure 2.38: Illustrations of wire shifting.

above layer M4 because in this technology they have via-to-wire spacings larger than $S_{safe}$ (i.e., interconnects at layer M4 and above are not vulnerable to TDDB). On the other hand, we do not consider layer M1 because it is used for standard-cell routing, and we assume that the routing in any standard cell is already optimized for TDDB. The parameters of interconnects and related TDDB model parameters are listed in Table 2.14. We assume that $\sigma_S$ is approximately 3% of the pitch, and define $L_b = 6\sigma_S$. The values $\beta, m, \gamma$ of the TDDB model are obtained from published literature [47] [130]. We fit the values of $A, S_{ref}, L_{ref}$ such that chip lifetime is approximately 10 years. (Although the values of $A, S_{ref}, L_{ref}$ change the TDDB lifetime estimation of a chip, they do not affect the ratio of lifetime estimation of layout optimization compared to the original layout.) We implement the TDDB reliability estimation and layout optimization flow in Figure 2.36 using C++.

Table 2.14: Layout and TDDB model parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layout parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>TDDB model parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wire spacing</td>
<td>80nm</td>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>2e17s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum wire width</td>
<td>80nm</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum via-to-wire spacing</td>
<td>80nm</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>15.5(cm/MV)$^{0.5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Via width ($L_{via}$)</td>
<td>70nm</td>
<td>$w$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_S$</td>
<td>5.0nm</td>
<td>$S_{ref}$</td>
<td>80nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_b$</td>
<td>30nm</td>
<td>$L_{ref}$</td>
<td>80nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon$</td>
<td>4.0nm</td>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>1.0V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In our experiment, we apply the layout optimization to each routed layout of the implemented designs. Figure 2.39 shows an example of wires before and after the layout optimization described in Section 2.3.3. In this example, we do not apply edge shifting when there is a via either in the layer immediately above or below the wire segment (defined by the edges). From the figure, we can clearly see that the via-to-wire spacing is increased by shifting the wire edges.

To evaluate the benefits of our proposed methods, we calculate the lifetime, $t$, of every design by using Equations (2.31), (2.32) and (2.34), with failure rate $F_{\text{chip}} = 0.5\%$. For signal-aware TDDB analysis, we extract the state probability of each net obtained from a vectorless analysis [254].\textsuperscript{15} Results in Table 2.15 show that by applying our layout optimization method, we can improve chip TDDB lifetime by 9% to 10% (compared to the original layout). The improvement is slightly larger in layout optimization Regime 2, which allows edge shifting whenever there is no via located above the edges. Table 2.15 shows that the lifetime improvements across the two layout optimization regimes differ by only 1%. This means that there are not many movable wire edges that have a via below them.

Table 2.15 also shows that our signal-aware TDDB reliability analysis gives chip lifetime estimates that are 1.7 to 2.8 times the lifetime estimates obtained with a pessimistic DC stress assumption (both estimates obtained without layout optimization). This confirms that TDDB reliability is design-specific, i.e., dependent on the stress ratio of interconnect pairs in the design. In all four designs, we can see a marked reduction of pessimism if we use signal-aware TDDB reliability estimation.

We also study the impact of our layout optimization on BEOL resistance and capac-

\textsuperscript{15}In the vectorless analysis, we assume that all primary inputs have 50\% probability to be logic ‘1’. Based on the extracted state probabilities, we calculate the stress ratios $r_{\text{stress},i,j}$ for all four designs.
Table 2.15: Chip lifetime (TDDB reliability), normalized to lifetime before layout optimization and with DC stress assumption.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design-specific stress ratio</th>
<th>DC stress</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No opt.</td>
<td>shift edges when</td>
<td>No opt.</td>
<td>shift edges when</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>there is no via</td>
<td>Above or below</td>
<td>there is no via</td>
<td>Below only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>1.696</td>
<td>1.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.085</td>
<td>1.097</td>
<td>2.146</td>
<td>2.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>2.763</td>
<td>3.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_EXU</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1.964</td>
<td>2.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>2.142</td>
<td>2.334</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As well as circuit timing. (1) First, we extract the total changes of resistance ($\Delta R$) and capacitance ($\Delta C$) on each net by extracting the changes in wire width and spacing due to the layout optimization. The third column in Tables 2.16 and 2.17 show that 5.4k (resp. 6.4k) nets are perturbed by the layout optimizations in Regime 1 (resp. Regime 2). This corresponds to approximately 32% (resp. 37%) of the total nets. The results in Tables 2.16 and 2.17 show that the maximum $\Delta R$ and $\Delta C$ in all the nets in benchmark designs are $< 0.1\Omega$ and $< 0.05fF$, respectively, for both layout optimization regimes. This confirms that our proposed layout optimizations have negligible impact on the wire resistance and capacitance.

(2) Second, we attempt to bound the delay changes due to the layout optimization by analyzing two extreme scenarios. In a gate-worst scenario, we add the $\Delta C$ of a net to the output pin of the driver cell and do not include any $\Delta R$.\(^{16}\) Then, we run timing analysis to extract the possible stage delays of the net\(^17\) and calculate the change in delay with respect to each original stage delay without layout optimization. This scenario is designed to estimate the worst-case gate delay impact due to our layout optimization. In a wire-worst scenario, we add the $\Delta C$ resulting from the layout optimization to the leaf nodes of the net (e.g., input pins of cells driven by the net) and connect the $\Delta R$ in series to the output pin of the cell that drives the net. When there is more than one leaf node, we assume that the total $\Delta C$ is distributed uniformly among all the leaf nodes. Although this may not be the worst-case setup for wire delay variation, having all $\Delta R$ at the output pin and all $\Delta C$ at leaf nodes is likely to increase the wire delay variation. By adding up the delay differences of gate-worst and wire-worst scenario, we obtain a pessimistic estimation of delay variation due to the layout optimization. Results in Table 2.16 shows that the maximum $\Delta$delay due to layout optimization in Regime 1 is less than 0.5\(ps\) for both gate-worst

\(^{16}\)These changes are made by modifying the original *standard parasitic exchange format* (SPEF) file.

\(^{17}\)We define the stage delays of a net to be the signal delays of all feasible timing paths from all input pins of the driver cell to all input pins of cells driven by the net.
and wire-worst scenarios. Meanwhile, the average delay variation is less than 0.01 ps for both scenarios. Similarly, Table 2.17 shows that layout optimizations in Regime 2 also have very small ∆delay for both gate-worst and wire-worst scenarios. Together, in Tables 2.16 and 2.17 show that our layout optimization has negligible timing impact in both Regimes 1 and 2.

### Table 2.16: Impact of layout optimization in Regime 1 (no edge shifting when a via is above or below the wire segment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#Total Nets</th>
<th>#Opt Nets</th>
<th>Max ∆R (Ω)</th>
<th>Max ∆C (fF)</th>
<th>Worst ∆delay (gate) (ps)</th>
<th>Worst ∆delay (wire) (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>6.5k</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>29k</td>
<td>7.2k</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>2.5k</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_EXU</td>
<td>15k</td>
<td>5.5k</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>17k</td>
<td>5.4k</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2.17: Impact of layout optimization in Regime 2 (no edge shifting when a via is above the wire segment).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#Total Nets</th>
<th>#Opt Nets</th>
<th>Max ∆R (Ω)</th>
<th>Max ∆C (fF)</th>
<th>Worst ∆delay (gate) (ps)</th>
<th>Worst ∆delay (wire) (ps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>14k</td>
<td>7.3k</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>29k</td>
<td>8.7k</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>10k</td>
<td>3.0k</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPARC_EXU</td>
<td>15k</td>
<td>6.4k</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>17k</td>
<td>6.4k</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3.5 Conclusions

TDDB is becoming a critical reliability issue for BEOL as technology scales. In the presence of large via-to-wire misalignment, BEOL TDDB limits wire density scaling. To reduce the design margin due to TDDB, we propose a signal-aware chip-level TDDB reliability estimation methodology. Unlike conventional TDDB reliability estimation which assumes that the dielectric is always under DC stress, we estimate the stress ratio based on state probabilities of the routed signal nets in the chip. By using the signal-aware estimation, we show that chip-level TDDB lifetime is approximately twice that obtained from the conventional analysis approach. We also propose a layout optimization method which shifts wire edges to increase via-to-wire spacings to improve BEOL TDDB reliability. Our experimental results using parameters reflec-
tive of the 32nm foundry node show that the layout optimization can increase chip-level lifetime by 9% to 10%; impact at 20nm and below foundry node is expected to be more substantial. The improvement in chip lifetime also means that the chip can operate at a higher supply voltage with the same lifetime if TDDB is the primary factor that limits the maximum allowed supply voltage.

Our proposed layout optimization method may affect other aspects of the layout such as printability, electromigration, etc. Thus, our ongoing work seeks to include electromigration in the reliability analysis, and to develop a layout optimization method that accounts for both TDDB and EM reliability.
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Chapter 3

Signoff Condition Optimization

This chapter presents various techniques to optimize aspects of signoff, including (i) operating mode (i.e., an (operating frequency, voltage) pair), (ii) aging margin, and (iii) back-end-of-line (BEOL) corners. First, we propose a concept of mode dominance (see Section 3.1 for the detailed definition) which can be used as a guideline for signoff mode selection. Further, we propose a scalable, model-based adaptive search methodology for signoff mode selection. Second, to optimize the aging margin for a circuit with adaptive voltage scaling (AVS), we study the conditions under which a circuit with AVS requires additional timing margin during signoff. Then, we propose two heuristics for chip designers to characterize an aging-derated standard-cell timing library that accounts for the impact of AVS during signoff. Further, we compare circuits implemented with the aging-aware signoff method based on aging-derated libraries against those based on a flat timing margin. Third, to reduce timing margin for BEOL variations, we first analyze the pessimism in the conventional BEOL corner. From observations of the circuit properties of timing-critical paths, we propose a method to identify the paths which can be safely signed off using tightened BEOL corners that embody reduced pessimism.

3.1 Optimization of Overdrive Signoff

In the era of heterogeneous multi-core SoCs, the performance of single-threaded operations limits the overall speedup of applications. Designers use frequency overdrive at elevated voltages to obtain better performance in consumer electronic devices [68]. An operating mode (for simplicity, mode) is defined by an (operating frequency, voltage) pair. Devices typically operate at two or three modes, e.g., supply voltage-scaled (SVS), nominal and turbo (overdrive).
The nominal and SVS modes correspond to a lower operating voltage and a lower frequency, whereas the overdrive mode corresponds to a higher operating voltage and a higher frequency. Due to limited energy budget, laptops and handheld devices operate at nominal or SVS modes, which we refer to generically as “nominal” in the following, for most of their lifetimes. When high performance is needed to boost CPU-intensive tasks, overdrive mode is turned on for a brief period of operation. The average power consumption ($P_{avg}$) for a circuit with both nominal and overdrive modes is

$$P_{avg} = r_{OD} \times P_{OD} + (1 - r_{OD}) \times P_{nom} \tag{3.1}$$

where $r_{OD}$ is the duty cycle of overdrive mode (i.e., total overdrive time normalized to the total time during which the circuit is turned on) ($0 < r_{OD} < 1$). $P_{OD}$ and $P_{nom}$ are the circuit power in overdrive mode and nominal mode, respectively.

![Figure 3.1: Contour plot of $P_{avg}$ versus (frequency, voltage) overdrive signoff corners. Circuit netlist: AES [243]. Technology: foundry 28nm. Nominal mode is (800MHz, 0.8V).](image)

We define the signoff mode design space (or design space) as the set of combinations of feasible signoff modes. A point in this design space specifies $m$ (frequency, voltage) pairs for $m$-mode signoff, where $m \geq 1$. Signing off at different points in a design space results in circuits with different area, power and performance. For example, Figure 3.1 shows for a testcase implemented in foundry 28nm technology that the average power of a circuit can vary by up to 27% across 40 different definitions of the overdrive mode, when the nominal mode is fixed at (800MHz, 0.8V). We assume $r_{OD} = 10\%$ in this example, and we note that a different duty cycle $r_{OD}$ would induce a different power contour plot. Even when the overdrive frequency is fixed, Figure 3.2 shows that the average power of a circuit can vary by up to 7% for different overdrive
voltages. Circuit power varies with signoff voltage because when signing off at a lower voltage, buffer insertion to meet timing constraints leads to higher power consumption. On the other hand, although circuit area reduces with higher signoff voltage, power consumption increases with operating voltage. The optimal signoff voltage must comprehend this tension, which is manifested in the unimodal behavior shown in Figure 3.2.

Experimental results in Figure 3.2 suggest that we can reduce design cost by carefully optimizing the signoff modes. Accordingly, we study the 

\[ \text{signoff mode optimization problem} \]

which seeks the optimal nominal frequency \( f_{\text{nom}} \), nominal voltage \( V_{\text{nom}} \), overdrive frequency \( f_{\text{OD}} \) and overdrive voltage \( V_{\text{OD}} \) with respect to optimization objectives and constraints in terms of circuit area, performance and power.

Traditional multi-corner and multi-mode design is conducted by applying a common constraint (e.g., “mission mode”) during synthesis, place and route (SP&R), and then closing (through netlist and layout optimization steps) and verifying every corner and mode at the signoff stage [177]. Other approaches apply additional margins during physical design or implement incremental optimization for all the corners and modes. However, these approaches can introduce poor timing predictability and be very time consuming. In recent years, EDA tools have offered Multi-Corner-Multi-Mode (MCMM) capability [152] [226] [250]. An MCMM methodology simultaneously analyzes and optimizes at all corners and modes of operation throughout the SP&R flow, to obtain improved quality of results (QoR). Applying MCMM throughout the entire SP&R flow can result in better timing convergence at the cost of increased runtime.

The adaptive MCMM flow introduced in [147] identifies and satisfies constraints only at “dominant” modes\(^{\text{18}}\), where a mode is said to be dominant if the circuit implementation is

\(^{18}\)In [147], dominant modes are defined as the modes that lead to unique or dominant violations.
mainly constrained by the requirements at that mode. In other words, a circuit that satisfies the constraints at dominant modes should also satisfy design constraints at all other modes. By identifying dominant modes, the adaptive MCMM flow reduces runtime and memory usage in IC implementation while retaining similar QoR to optimization at all modes and corners.

A weakness of the adaptive MCMM technology is that it focuses only on the dominant modes during implementation. Whenever there is a dominant mode, there can be overdesign at the non-dominant modes. For example, our experimental results in Figure 3.2 show that a circuit implemented to satisfy a dominant mode has up to 7% power consumption overhead for non-dominant modes (i.e., when comparing circuits signed off with overdrive frequency of 1400MHz, and overdrive voltages of 0.96V and 1.06V). Thus, it is necessary to define the dominant mode before implementation. Meanwhile, finding the optimal signoff modes can be very time consuming because the number of (SP&R) iterations using a pure random search grows exponentially with the dimension of design space (i.e., the number of modes) [214].

Another consideration, highlighted in [104], is that lifetime energy consumption can vary widely across different MCMM implementations, depending on the duty cycle of various operating modes. The work of [104] showed that a duty cycle-aware dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) methodology could save up to 20% lifetime energy over a standard MCMM implementation.

In this section, we propose a method to analyze and identify dominant modes before implementation such that the overdesign resulting from signoff at a dominant mode can be reduced. Moreover, we propose design methodologies to optimize operating mode definitions for multi-mode signoff. A similar multi-mode signoff optimization has been studied by [104]. However, our work achieves greater insight into the basic tradeoff between frequency and voltage at the circuit level; based on this, we propose a more efficient and effective methodology for multi-mode signoff optimization. We furthermore ensure that our approach can comprehend the duty cycle of operating modes, and optimize design signoff accordingly.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

- We propose a methodology to analyze and identify the dominant modes before circuit implementation.

- We show that for signoff optimization, equivalent dominance of all modes should be achieved to avoid overdesign. Based on the property of equivalent dominance, we reduce the runtime of searching for optimal signoff modes by reducing the design space for signoff mode selection.
We propose a global optimization flow for signoff mode selection which efficiently explores the design space using model-based adaptive search. Our proposed methodologies lead to up to 6% performance improvement as compared to the traditional “signoff and scale” method. The signoff modes identified by our proposed flow lead to less than 3% power overheads compared to the optimal result obtained by exhaustive search over all possible combinations of signoff modes.

The following notations are used in this section.

- Signoff frequencies: \( f_{\text{nom}} \) and \( f_{OD} \)
- Signoff voltages: \( V_{\text{nom}} \) and \( V_{OD} \)
- Duty cycle in overdrive mode: \( r_{OD} \) (\( 0 < r_{OD} < 1 \))
- Power consumption at two modes: \( P_{\text{nom}} \) and \( P_{OD} \)
- Average power: \( P_{\text{avg}} = (1 - r_{OD}) \times P_{\text{nom}} + r_{OD} \times P_{OD} \)
- Peak power: \( P_{\text{peak}} = P_{OD} \)

### 3.1.1 Dominance of Modes

#### Design Cone

To analyze the dominance of modes, we define the concepts of mode and design cone as follows.

**Definition:** The design cone of a given mode \( M \) is the union of (maximum frequency, voltage) operating modes for all feasible circuit implementations that are signed off at mode \( M \).

Figure 3.3 illustrates the design cone \( R \) (shaded region) of a nominal mode \( A \). Different circuits can be signed off at mode \( A \), and each of these circuits will have its own frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve. The boundary of the design cone is determined by the upper and lower bounds of the maximum frequencies of circuits that can be achieved at different voltages.

To study the minimum and maximum feasible frequencies at different voltages, we model the corner cases of timing-critical paths in a digital circuit by simulating chained standard cells with different gate types, threshold voltages \( (V_{th}) \) and fanouts. We also consider the impact of wire resistance. We use standard cells from a dual-VT 28nm commercial foundry.
Figure 3.3: Design cone of mode A (the shaded region). A circuit signed off with mode A will have negative (respectively, positive) timing slacks when operated at mode B (respectively, C).

library. The simulation results in Figure 3.4 show that the frequencies\textsuperscript{19} of inverter and NOR chains increase essentially linearly as supply voltage increases.\textsuperscript{20} Therefore, by approximating the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curves as straight lines\textsuperscript{[69]}, we determine the upper and lower boundaries of a design cone by the curves with maximum and minimum slopes.

Figure 3.4: Frequency versus voltage tradeoffs for LVT-only inverter chain and RVT-only NOR chain which satisfy the timing constraint (800 MHz at 0.8 V).

Data in Table 3.1 shows that the slope of the frequency versus voltage tradeoff is mainly determined by the threshold voltages, gate types of standard cells and wire resistance. Meanwhile, fanout has little influence on the slope of frequency versus voltage tradeoffs. The right-most column in Table 3.1 shows the cases where per-stage wirelength is maximized with respect to transition constraints from Liberty files. We also observe that circuits with regular threshold

\textsuperscript{19}We use the term “frequency” here to indicate the reciprocal of the path delay. This matches our usage in the discussion below of the circuit frequency versus voltage tradeoff.

\textsuperscript{20}The simulation results in Figure 3.4 are for X25 size inverters and NOR gates. Our studies indicate that the frequency versus voltage tradeoff trend is not affected by the size of inverters.
voltage (RVT) cells have steeper tradeoff slopes compared to circuits with low threshold voltage (LVT) cells; this is also observed in [149], where in 45nm CMOS, the slope of the frequency versus voltage tradeoff is \(3 \times\) larger for HVT than for LVT cells.

**Table 3.1**: Slopes of frequency versus voltage tradeoffs for different chained standard cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(V_{th})</th>
<th>Fanout</th>
<th>Per-stage wirelength = 1 (\mu)m</th>
<th>Maximum per-stage wirelength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>INV</td>
<td>NAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>2312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2047</td>
<td>2259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVT</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2766</td>
<td>2917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVT</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2685</td>
<td>2835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the delay and supply voltage of a circuit also affect the frequency versus voltage slope. However, a design cone is defined at a mode where the delay (reciprocal of frequency) is fixed. Thus, we estimate the upper and lower boundaries of the design cone using RVT-only NOR chain and LVT-only inverter chain and high wire resistance, respectively. Figure 3.4 shows the estimated design cone for the mode \((800MHz, 0.8V)\).

**Dominance**

**Definition:** Given the design cone of mode \(M_1\), a mode \(M_2\) \((f_{M_1}, V_{M_2})\) has a positive slack (respectively, a negative slack) with respect to mode \(M_1\) if \(f_{M_2}\) is below (respectively, above) the lower (respectively, upper) boundary of design cone at \(V_{M_2}\).

In Figure 3.3, point \(A\) indicates the nominal signoff mode. When another mode (e.g., mode \(C\)) is located below the design cone of the signoff mode (e.g., mode \(A\)), this is a positive slack. The positive slack can be exploited to either increase the frequency (performance) of mode \(C\), or reduce the operating voltage (power). We say that the existence of positive timing slack indicates overdesign.

We illustrate the use of positive slack to reduce power without incurring any penalty in either performance or circuit area, using mode \(A\) and mode \(C\) in Figure 3.3. We select a mode \(C'\) that is located on the lower boundary of the design cone corresponding to mode \(A\). The mode \(C'\) has the same frequency as the mode \(C\). By our definition, a design cone represents all circuits that can be signed off at the corresponding mode. Further, the lower boundary of a design cone
indicates the circuit with the loosest timing constraint. Thus, any circuit signed off at mode $A$ satisfies timing constraints at mode $C'$, where circuits signed off with mode $A$ and mode $C$ can operate at mode $C'$ without timing violation.\textsuperscript{21} Moreover, mode $C'$ has lower operating voltage than mode $C$, which leads to less power consumption, while both have the same performance. Changing the signoff mode from mode $C$ to mode $C'$ always leads to power reduction regardless of the duty cycle. Hence, the positive slack can be exploited to reduce power without incurring any penalty in either performance or area.

On the other hand, when a mode (e.g., mode $B$) is above the design cone of the signoff mode (e.g., mode $A$), negative timing slack occurs. This is because mode $B$ has tighter timing constraints than the upper boundary of the design cone. Signing off at mode $A$ cannot satisfy the timing requirement at mode $B$. Such negative slack can be eliminated by increasing the operating voltage at mode $B$.

**Definition:** Given two modes $M_1$ and $M_2$, if mode $M_2$ shows positive slacks with respect to mode $M_1$, we define mode $M_1$ as the *dominant mode*, and mode $M_2$ as the *dominated mode*.

For example, in Figure 3.3, mode $A$ is dominant and mode $C$ is dominated. The dominant mode has tighter constraints, so when constraints of both modes need to be satisfied, the dominant mode determines the properties of a design. Such properties can encompass area, number of instances, total capacitance, slope of the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve, etc. When neither of two modes is dominant with respect to the other, we say that they demonstrate *equivalent dominance*: their constraints are equivalently strict and the properties of a design are determined by both modes. Moreover, we expect that such properties are similar to those of the design that is signed off at either of the two modes individually. In Figure 3.5, modes $A$ and $B$ exhibit equivalent dominance.

**Definition:** Given two modes $M_1$ and $M_2$, when mode $M_1$ is in the design cone of mode $M_2$ and mode $M_2$ is in the design cone of mode $M_1$, we say that mode $M_1$ and mode $M_2$ exhibit equivalent dominance.

Based on the equivalent dominance concept, we state the following.

**Lemma 1:** If two modes do not exhibit equivalent dominance, then each mode is outside of the design cone of the other mode.

**Proof (by contradiction):** Assume toward a contradiction that the claim is false, i.e., modes $M_1$ and $M_2$ do not exhibit equivalent dominance, but one mode ($M_1$) is located in the design cone of the other ($M_2$). According to the definition of design cone, any point in the design cone of

\textsuperscript{21} We only consider setup timing constraints in this study.
Figure 3.5: Modes A and B exhibit equivalent dominance, where each is in the other’s design cone.

$M_2$ lies on a frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve corresponding to a circuit signed off at $M_2$. Therefore, there is at least one circuit with a frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve that passes through both $M_1$ and $M_2$. This means that $M_2$ is also in the design cone of $M_1$. Hence, modes $M_1$ and $M_2$ exhibit equivalent dominance, contradicting our initial assumption. □

Lemma 2: Multi-mode signoff at modes which do not exhibit pairwise equivalent dominance leads to overdesign.

Proof: If a set of modes does not exhibit pairwise equivalent dominance, then there exist two modes for which equivalent dominance does not hold. According to Lemma 1, neither mode is located in the design cone of the other. Then, one of the modes must be dominant, and the other dominated. By definition of a dominated mode, the circuit being implemented at the dominated mode will have positive timing slack. Regardless of the duty cycle, positive timing slack indicates overdesign (cf. Figure 3.3). Therefore, at least one mode will be overdesigned if a set of modes does not exhibit pairwise equivalent dominance. □

Lemma 3: Mutual pairwise equivalent dominance among $m \geq 3$ modes requires that the modes are collinear in the $(V,f)$ space for signoff.

Proof (by induction on $m$):

Base Case ($m = 3$). Per the discussion in Section 3.1.1, the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve for a given circuit is taken to be a straight line. Further, any one circuit implementation corresponds to only one frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve. Thus, signoff with any two out of the three modes will determine a frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve (corresponding to the resultant circuit). Whenever the third signoff mode is below the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve of the other two modes, the supply voltage can be reduced to achieve lower power and still meet timing constraints; this corresponds to overdesign. And, whenever the third mode is above the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve of the other two modes, there must be a
timing violation at the third mode; this corresponds to a failed design. Therefore, the third signoff mode must be on the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve of the other two modes (i.e., the three modes are collinear) for equivalent dominance to hold.

**Inductive Step.** As the induction hypothesis, assume that when any \( k \) modes \( (k \geq 3) \) exhibit mutual pairwise equivalent dominance, they are collinear in the design space. We wish to prove that any \((k+1)\) modes with mutual pairwise equivalent dominance must be collinear. Pick any subset \( G_1 \) of \( k \) modes and let \( A \) be the remaining \((k+1)^{st}\) mode. The modes in \( G_1 \) are collinear. Pick any subset \( G_2 \) of \( k \) modes that includes \( A \). The modes in \( G_2 \) are collinear. Since \(|G_1 \cap G_2| \geq 2\) all \((k + 1)\) modes are collinear. □

Figure 3.6 illustrates an example where four modes exhibit equivalent dominance. Line \( D-A-B-C \) is the desired design space for signoff (i.e., without incurring overdesign). We note that marketing or other product requirements may well lead to multiple modes that are not collinear in the design space. In such a situation, there must be overdesign with respect to at least one of the modes. A methodology to define signoff modes to minimize some global measure of overdesign is beyond our present scope, and we focus on scenarios involving just two modes in our work.

**Figure 3.6:** Four modes exhibit equivalent dominance. The desired design space is the line \( D-A-B-C \).

### 3.1.2 Problem Formulations

To sign off a circuit that operates at both nominal and overdrive modes (with a given duty cycle \( r_{OD} \), and constraints on power and supply voltages), we need to select four parameters: \( f_{nom}, V_{nom}, f_{OD} \) and \( V_{OD} \).

**Definition:** We define the problem where \( m \) parameters are given, and \( n \) parameters must be determined, as the \( m+n \) problem. In particular, we are interested in cases where \( m + n = 4 \), and \( m = 0, 1, 2, 3 \).
The 3 + 1 Problem

We classify the 3 + 1 problem into two types. The first type, where two frequencies and one voltage are given, is a common scenario in typical IC design flows, e.g., for mobile application processors. This is because $f_{nom}$ and $V_{nom}$ are usually defined by the technology node, and $f_{OD}$ is usually determined by the (market-driven) product specification. Since the performance at both modes is predefined, the objective in this kind of problem can be minimization of power consumption or area. In light of package and reliability requirements, the maximum operating voltage and the peak power consumption are usually set as constraints. In the second type, two voltages and one frequency are given, and we search for the unknown frequency in the signoff optimization.

The 2 + 2 Problem

There are four types of 2 + 2 problems: (I) given one mode, search for the other mode; (II) given two frequencies, search for signoff voltages; (III) given two voltages, search for signoff frequencies; and (IV) given a voltage at one mode and a frequency at the other mode, search for the other two parameters. Type IV is not a practical use model because the operating voltage at one mode is unrelated to the frequency at the other mode.

In our work, we study the following 2 + 2 problems.22

The FIND_OD Problem (Type I):

- **Inputs:** $f_{nom}$, $V_{nom}$ and duty cycle ($r_{OD}$)
- **Objective:** maximize $f_{OD}$
- **Constraints:** $P_{peak} \leq C_1$; $P_{avg} \leq C_2$; $V_{OD} \leq C_3$
- **Outputs:** $f_{OD}$ and $V_{OD}$

The FIND_NOM Problem (Type I):

- **Inputs:** $f_{OD}$, $V_{OD}$ and $r_{OD}$
- **Objective:** maximize $f_{nom}$
- **Constraints:** $P_{peak} \leq C_1$; $P_{avg} \leq C_2$
- **Outputs:** $f_{nom}$ and $V_{nom}$

---

22To our knowledge, the 1 + 3 problem would not occur in a real product design context. Moreover, it could be solved by sweeping one parameter at a time and optimally selecting the other two parameters (i.e., reducing to the 2 + 2 problem). The 0 + 4 problem is also not a practically relevant formulation. Therefore, we do not study these problems.
The FIND_VOLT Problem (Type II):

- **Inputs:** $f_{nom}$, $f_{OD}$ and $r_{OD}$
- **Objective:** minimize $P_{avg}$
- **Constraints:** $P_{peak} \leq C_1$; $V_{OD} \leq C_2$
- **Outputs:** $V_{nom}$ and $V_{OD}$

The FIND_FREQ Problem (Type III):

- **Inputs:** $V_{nom}$, $V_{OD}$ and $r_{OD}$
- **Objective:** maximize $(1 - r) \times f_{nom} + r \times f_{OD}$
- **Constraints:** $P_{peak} \leq C_1$; $P_{avg} \leq C_2$; $V_{OD} \leq C_3$
- **Outputs:** $f_{nom}$ and $f_{OD}$

![Diagram of reduction relationships](image)

**Figure 3.7:** Reductions from 2 + 2 problems to 3 + 1 problems.

The 2 + 2 problems can always be reduced to 3 + 1 problems by sweeping one unknown parameter. Figure 3.7 illustrates the reduction relationships. The FIND_OD problem is reduced to the 3 + 1 problem by sweeping $V_{OD}$. A range of $V_{OD}$ values, together with given $f_{nom}$ and $V_{nom}$, are fed into the 3 + 1 problem solver. Among the corresponding output $f_{OD}$ values,
Our power model is constructed based on initial samples (obtained by executing SP&R). The left flow chart shows the proposed adaptive search, where we iteratively sample (run SP&R) and update the power model. The dotted box shows our power model.

Similarly, the FIND NOM problem can be reduced to a 3+1 problem by sweeping $V_{nom}$. For the FIND VOLT problem, where two frequencies are given, one can sweep either $V_{nom}$ or $V_{OD}$. If we sweep $V_{nom}$, then from the outputs of the 3+1 problem, we select the $V_{OD}$ and corresponding $V_{nom}$ that offer minimum average power consumption (taking the given duty cycle $r_{OD}$ into account) as the output of the FIND VOLT problem. For the FIND FREQ problem, where two signoff voltages are given, one can sweep either $f_{nom}$ or $f_{OD}$. If we sweep $f_{nom}$, then from the outputs of the 3+1 problem, we select the $f_{OD}$ and corresponding $f_{nom}$ that offer the highest performance as the output of the FIND FREQ problem.

3.1.3 Efficient Exploration of the Signoff Mode Design Space

The key challenge in signoff mode optimization is to efficiently search for the desired modes using a small number of implementation trials. To this end, we propose a model-based adaptive search to explore the design space for signoff mode selection. In the model-based adaptive search, new solutions are determined using models which are updated or derived from implementations with previous solutions [89]. Figure 3.8 shows our adaptive search flow. We construct our power model based on initial samples. Using the power model, we predict the optimal signoff mode and sample (i.e., run SP&R) at the predicted mode. We iteratively sample and update the power model until the flow converges.
Power Model

Based on power at the nominal mode \((P_{\text{nom}})\) and at the overdrive mode \((P_{OD})\), we use Equation (3.1) to calculate the average power \((P_{\text{avg}})\). In the following discussion, we focus on the construction of our power model at a single mode. The dotted box in Figure 3.8 shows our power model. Following industry-standard models (Liberty [237]) and tools (e.g., PrimeTime [254]), we model circuit power as being comprised of three components – switching \((P_{sw})\), internal \((P_{int})\) and leakage \((P_{leak})\). Our power model uses the following circuit properties: load capacitance \((C_{load})\), which includes wire capacitance and the capacitance of input pins driven by nets [105]; total gate capacitance \((C_{gate})\); and percentage of cell instances with different \(V_{th}\) flavors \(r_{\{LVT,RVT\}}\). As we previously observed in Figure 3.2, circuit power exhibits unimodal behavior with varying signoff voltage. This suggests that we may model power as a second-order polynomial of the signoff voltage. We also observe below that power linearly depends on circuit properties. Therefore, we also model the circuit properties as second-order polynomials of the signoff voltage or frequency, as

\[
c_{load} = q_1 \times V^2 + q_2 \times V + q_3 \tag{3.2}
\]

\[
c_{gate} = q_4 \times V^2 + q_5 \times V + q_6 \tag{3.3}
\]

\[
r_{LVT} = q_7 \times V^2 + q_8 \times V + q_9 \tag{3.4}
\]

where \(q_1, \ldots, q_9\) are fitting parameters. Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) are used when \(V\) is the variable in adaptive search; when \(f\) is the variable in adaptive search, we use \(f\) in place of \(V\) in Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4).

Note that circuit properties may not always behave according to second-order relationships with the signoff voltage or frequency, and that this can lead to errors in power estimation. However, our experimental results (see Section 3.1.5) show that the estimation error is less than 10%. We use the estimated circuit properties from Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) to model power components. Details are given as follows.

Net switching power is the power dissipated by charging and discharging the load capacitance during operation. We model net switching power as

\[
P_{sw} = q_{10} \times \alpha \times C_{load} \times f \times V^2 \tag{3.5}
\]

where \(\alpha\) is the switching activity factor; \(f\) and \(V\) are operating frequency and supply voltage, respectively; and \(q_{10}\) is a fitting parameter used during adaptive search.
**Internal power** includes the short circuit power and the power dissipated by charging and discharging the gate internal capacitance. A basic model due to Veendrick [198] indicates that the short circuit power is proportional to the switching activity factor and frequency. Nose and Saku-rai [161] improve the model for advanced CMOS technology and show that short circuit power of a cell is proportional to supply voltage and input node capacitance. Since the internal power mainly consists of the short circuit power (at least, as characterized in the production library models that we work with), we model the internal power as

\[
P_{\text{int}} = q_{11} \times \alpha \times C_{\text{gate}} \times f \times V^2
\]  

(3.6)

where \( q_{11} \) is a fitting parameter used during adaptive search.

**Leakage power** is mainly composed of subthreshold leakage and gate-tunneling leakage. Previous work shows that the leakage power exhibits an approximately linear relation with total transistor width [46]. But, [46] considers only subthreshold leakage (and presumably does not consider the use of multi-channel length libraries). The work of [121] uses the number of cell instances to model leakage power, and reports approximately 98% accuracy with respect to the leakage power reported by a commercial tool. Our experiments, however, show that estimation with gate capacitance is more accurate than when only using the number of cell instances. Further, extracting gate capacitance rather than transistor width is more practical during circuit implementation. Therefore, we use gate capacitance as a parameter to fit leakage power. Since subthreshold leakage current depends exponentially on supply as well as threshold voltages, we use the functional form \( e^{\theta \times V} \) (\( \theta \) is a parameter depending on technology and threshold voltages of transistors) to model the leakage current. To model the impact of cell instances differing in threshold voltage flavors on leakage power, we use percentages of LVT and RVT cells in the model. Note that we do not consider channel length biasing in our present work, but it can be taken into account in the same way that we handle multiple \( V_{\text{th}} \) flavors. Our model for leakage power is given as

\[
P_{\text{leak}} = V \times C_{\text{gate}} \times (r_{LVT} \times e^{\beta \times V} + r_{RVT} \times e^{\gamma \times V})
\]  

(3.7)

where \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \) are coefficients used to fit the relationship between supply voltage and leakage current for different \( V_{\text{th}} \) flavors; and \( r_{\{LVT, RVT\}} \) are percentages of LVT and RVT cell instances, respectively. We observe that impacts of RVT cells on \( P_{\text{leak}} \) are quite small. Therefore,
we simplify the equation for leakage power estimation as

\[
P_{\text{leak}} = V \times C_{\text{gate}} \times (q_{12} \times r_{LVT} + q_{13}) \times e^{\beta \times V}
\]  

(3.8)

where \(q_{12}\) and \(q_{13}\) are fitting parameters used during adaptive search.

We emphasize that Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) are not for accurate power calculations. Rather, these equations are based on chosen parameters for power estimation within our adaptive search methodology.

Given the actual power value \(P_{\text{act}}\) of an implemented design, we define the accuracy of the corresponding estimated power value \(P_{\text{est}}\) (from our power model) as \((1 - |P_{\text{act}} - P_{\text{est}}| / P_{\text{act}})\). By using our model, we achieve approximately 97% accuracy with our implementations. In a multi-mode signoff, since the circuit is mainly determined by the dominant mode, which has the tightest timing constraints, we extract the properties of the circuit implemented at the dominant mode to model \(C_{\text{load}}, C_{\text{gate}}\) and \(r_{LVT}\). However, when two or more modes exhibit equivalent dominance, we choose the modes that are not yet fixed and among these modes we choose the mode with the largest duty cycle for power modeling since it has the greater impact on \(P_{\text{avg}}\).

**Adaptive Search**

We now propose two generic adaptive search flows for signoff mode selection. We then extend them to solve the 3 + 1 and 2 + 2 problems described in Section 3.1.2.

Given a signoff frequency \((f)\), we use the MIN\_POWER flow in Algorithm 1 to search for the signoff voltage \((V)\) that minimizes circuit power \((P)\). In Algorithm 1 (MIN\_POWER), inputs \(V_{\text{min}}\) and \(V_{\text{max}}\) are user-specified minimum and maximum signoff voltages, respectively. \(V_{\text{stop}}\) is a stopping criterion for adaptive search. In Line 1, we run SP&R at modes \((f, V_{\text{min}}), (f, V_{\text{max}})\) and \((f, (V_{\text{min}} + V_{\text{max}})/2)\). Then, in Lines 2–3, we extract the circuit power and circuit properties from the implemented circuits, and fit the coefficients \(q_{10}, q_{11}, q_{12}\) and \(q_{13}\) in Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8). In Line 6, based on the power model obtained in Line 3, we predict the optimal signoff voltage to minimize power. We then run SP&R with the predicted signoff voltage and extract circuit information to update the power model in Lines 7–9. If the change in the value of the estimated optimal signoff voltage is less than \(V_{\text{stop}}\), the adaptive search terminates. Otherwise, more accurate estimation of the optimal signoff voltage is predicted from the improved power model.

Given a signoff voltage \((V)\), we use the MAX\_FREQ flow in Algorithm 2 to search for the maximum signoff frequency \((f)\) under particular power constraints.
Algorithm 1 Adaptive search for the optimal \( V \) to minimize \( P \).

**Procedure** \texttt{MIN\_POWER}

*Inputs*: \( f, V_{\min}, V_{\max} \) and \( V_{\text{stop}} \)

*Output*: \( V \)

1: run SP&R with \((f, V_{\min}), (f, V_{\max}), (f, \frac{V_{\min}+V_{\max}}{2})\)
2: extract circuit information
   //circuit information includes \( C_{\text{load}}, C_{\text{gate}}, r_{\text{LVT}}, P_{\text{sw}}, P_{\text{int}} \) and \( P_{\text{leak}} \)
3: build the power model based on extracted information
4: \( i \leftarrow 1; V_0 \leftarrow -\infty \)
5: while \( \Delta V \geq V_{\text{stop}} \) do
6: \( V_i \leftarrow \) select the optimal \( V \) based on the power model
7: run SP&R with \((f, V_i)\)
8: extract circuit information
9: update the power model using least squares regression based on extracted information
10: \( \Delta V \leftarrow V_i - V_{i-1} \)
11: \( i \leftarrow i + 1 \)
12: end while
13: return \( V_{i-1} \)

In Algorithm 2, \( f_{\min} \) and \( f_{\max} \) define the range of signoff frequency selection, where \( f_{\min} \) is the predefined lower bound on performance, and \( f_{\max} \) is the maximum achievable frequency with voltage \( V \). Algorithm 2 builds and updates the power model similarly to Algorithm 1, but seeks a maximum achievable frequency under the given power constraints.

3.1.4 Methodology

In MCMM methodology, all mode-corner combinations must be analyzed during implementation. Thus, execution time of MCMM SP&R is significantly slower than with a single signoff mode [177]. The design space for signoff increases exponentially with the number of signoff modes. Thus, exhaustive search for the optimal signoff modes (e.g., by implementing circuits with MCMM methodology at many combinations of modes in a design space) is infeasible. We reduce the design space for signoff mode selection based on the concept of equivalent dominance described in Section 3.1.1. According to Lemma 2, signing off circuits at modes that are not equivalently dominant will lead to overdesigned circuits. Thus, we search only the signoff mode design space in which the equivalent dominance property holds; this is much smaller than the entire design space. Note that for variant duty cycles, the design cone remains the same and Lemma 2 still holds. Therefore, with any duty cycle, we must still select signoff modes that exhibit equivalent dominance to avoid overdesign. However, within the design cone, for fixed nominal and overdrive modes, different duty cycles lead to different average power, and optimal solutions for signoff mode selection can be different. Our power model estimates \( P_{\text{avg}} \) based
on duty cycle $r_{OD}$ and our optimizations aim at reducing $P_{avg}$ or are constrained by an upper bound on $P_{avg}$. In this way, our adaptive search maintains duty cycle-awareness.

We estimate a design cone using a two-step procedure. First, given the frequency and voltage of a mode, we create LVT-only inverter chain and RVT-only NOR chain. The numbers of stages in the inverter and NOR chains are selected such that the delays of the chains match the reciprocal of the given frequency at the given voltage. Second, we simulate the inverter and NOR chains at different voltages to obtain the frequency versus voltage tradeoff curves that define the upper and lower boundaries of a design cone.

3 + 1 Problems

Recall from Section 3.1.2 that there are two types of $3 + 1$ problems. In the first type, given a nominal mode $(f_{nom}, V_{nom})$ and the frequency of another mode $(f_{var})$, we seek to find another voltage $(V_{var})$ that minimizes circuit power. We solve this problem with the following steps.

1. Find the design cone at the nominal mode $(f_{nom}, V_{nom})$.

2. Find the range of $V_{var}$ defined by the intersections of $f_{var}$ and boundaries of the design cone.

3. Apply the MIN权力 procedure (with $f = f_{var}$) to obtain the desired $V_{var}$.
In the second type, given power constraints, a nominal mode \((f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{nom}})\) and a voltage \((V_{\text{var}})\), we seek to find the maximum frequency \((f_{\text{var}})\). We solve this problem with the following steps.

1. Find the design cone at the nominal mode \((f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{nom}})\).

2. Find the range of \(f_{\text{var}}\) defined by the intersections of \(V_{\text{var}}\) and boundaries of the design cone.

3. Apply the \text{MAX}\_\text{FREQ} procedure (with \(V = V_{\text{var}}\)) to obtain the desired \(f_{\text{var}}\).

**The FIND\_OD 2 + 2 Problem**

In the FIND\_OD problem, only the nominal mode \((f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{nom}})\) and power constraints are given. Thus, we cannot apply the MAX\_FREQ flow directly. Based on Lemma 2, we reduce the design space by searching for the overdrive mode within the design cone of the nominal mode. Further, we observe that a circuit implemented at a particular pair of nominal mode (e.g., mode \(A\) in Figure 3.9) and overdrive mode (e.g., mode \(B\)) can also run at other overdrive modes (e.g., mode \(B'\)) along its frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve (e.g., red dotted line). This implies that circuits implemented with a nominal mode \((f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{nom}})\) and any overdrive mode along one frequency versus voltage tradeoff curve will have similar circuit properties. The above observation reduces the number of MCMM circuit implementations during the adaptive search, in which we extract circuit properties for solutions in the design cone by generating a few trial circuits on different frequency versus voltage tradeoff curves. We solve the FIND\_OD problem with the following steps.

1. Find the design cone of the nominal mode \((f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{nom}})\).

2. Find the intersections of the maximum supply voltage \(V_{\text{max}}\) and boundaries of the design cone. Define the minimum and maximum frequencies of these intersections as \(f_a\) and \(f_b\), respectively.

3. Run MCMM SP&R with the given nominal mode and with overdrive modes defined by \(\{f_a, f_b, (f_a + f_b)/2\}\) and \(V_{\text{max}}\).

4. Extract circuit information.\(^{23}\) Build or update the power model.

\(^{23}\)Circuit information includes \(C_{\text{load}}, C_{\text{gate}}, r_{\text{LVT}}, P_{\text{sw}}, P_{\text{int}}\) and \(P_{\text{leak}}\).
5. Estimate $P_{avg}$, based on the given $r_{OD}$, corresponding to feasible overdrive modes within the design cone. Find the maximum $f_{OD}$ along with the corresponding $V_{OD}$ (i.e., the overdrive mode) satisfying power constraints.

6. Run MCM SP&R with the overdrive mode obtained in Step 5. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 until the difference in $f_{OD}$ is less than a stopping criterion $f_{stop}$ (e.g., $f_{stop} = 10MHz$).

![Figure 3.9](image)

Figure 3.9: Projection of frequency and voltage pair at $B$ to frequency at $B'$ with predefined $V_{max}$ for circuit property modeling.

The FIND_NOM 2 + 2 Problem

The FIND_NOM problem is similar to the FIND_OD problem. We solve the FIND_NOM problem using the same methodology as for the FIND_OD problem, via the following steps.

1. Find the design cone of the overdrive mode ($f_{OD}, V_{OD}$).

2. Find the intersections of the minimum supply voltage $V_{min}$ and boundaries of the design cone. Define the minimum and maximum frequencies of these intersections as $f_a$ and $f_b$, respectively.

3. Run MCM SP&R with the given overdrive mode and with nominal modes defined by \( \{f_a, f_b, (f_a + f_b)/2\} \) and $V_{min}$.

4. Extract circuit information. Build or update the power model.

5. Estimate $P_{avg}$, based on the given $r_{OD}$, corresponding to feasible nominal modes within the design cone. Find the maximum $f_{nom}$ along with the corresponding $V_{nom}$ (i.e., the nominal mode) satisfying power constraints.
6. Run MCMM SP&R with the nominal mode obtained in Step 5. Repeat Steps 4 to 6 until the difference in $f_{\text{nom}}$ is less than a stopping criterion $f_{\text{stop}}$ (e.g., $f_{\text{stop}} = 10 MHz$).

The FIND_VOLT 2 + 2 Problem

Given $f_{\text{nom}}$ and $f_{\text{OD}}$, we search for $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $V_{\text{OD}}$ to minimize $P_{\text{avg}}$. Finding the optimal $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $V_{\text{OD}}$ pair using exhaustive search incurs large runtime because there are many combinations of $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $V_{\text{OD}}$. To reduce the runtime complexity, we propose an approximate optimization method – for each $V_{\text{nom}}$, we consider only one $V_{\text{OD}}$. From our studies, we observe that the ratio of HVT cells to total cells ($\lambda$) in the critical paths increases with the signoff voltage. This is because when the signoff voltage increases, paths become faster and more HVT cells are used in the critical paths to reduce power. As a result, for a fixed $f_{\text{nom}}$, $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ increases with $V_{\text{nom}}$. Therefore, we heuristically select $V_{\text{OD}}$ for a fixed $V_{\text{nom}}$ based on the estimated $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$. More specifically, within a design cone, we define $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ as

$$\lambda(V_{\text{nom}}) = \frac{V_{\text{LVT}} - V_{\text{OD}}}{V_{\text{LVT}} - V_{\text{HVT}}}$$

where $V_{\text{LVT}}$ and $V_{\text{HVT}}$ are the minimum supply voltages at which the LVT and HVT inverter chains meet the $f_{\text{OD}}$ requirement, and $V_{\text{OD}}$ is the overdrive voltage. This is illustrated in Figure 3.10.

![Figure 3.10: Illustration of $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ calculation, where $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}}) = \Delta V_1/\Delta V_2$.](image)

We denote the maximum supply voltage at the given technology node as $V_{\text{max}}$, and the minimum supply voltage at $f_{\text{nom}}$ as $V_{\text{min}}$, which we assume can be determined by designers. To solve the FIND_VOLT problem, we first define two nominal modes, $(f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{min}})$ and $(f_{\text{nom}},$
We then determine the desired $V_{OD}$ for each mode by solving a $3 + 1$ problem; from the $V_{OD}$, we calculate $\lambda(V_{\text{max}})$ and $\lambda(V_{\text{min}})$ using Equation (3.9). We then determine the desired $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ for different nominal voltage values based on $\lambda(V_{\text{min}})$ and $\lambda(V_{\text{max}})$. Since $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ increases with $V_{\text{nom}}$, we approximate $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ as a linear function of $V_{\text{nom}}$.

$$\lambda(V_{\text{nom}}) = \frac{\lambda(V_{\text{max}}) - \lambda(V_{\text{min}})}{V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{min}}} \times V_{\text{nom}} + \lambda(V_{\text{min}})$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.10)

Based on Equation (3.10), for each $V_{\text{nom}}$ we determine a $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ and the corresponding $V_{OD}$, as shown in Figure 3.11. Such an approximate optimization reduces the runtime complexity of the FIND_VOLT problem. Experimental results in Section 3.1.5 show that our approximate optimization can achieve similar results to the exhaustive search. Detailed steps to solve the FIND_VOLT problem are as follows.

1. Define two nominal modes $(f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{min}})$ and $(f_{\text{nom}}, V_{\text{max}})$. For each nominal mode, determine the $V_{OD}$ with minimum $P_{\text{avg}}$ by solving a $3 + 1$ problem.

2. Based on this $V_{OD}$, calculate $\lambda(V_{\text{min}})$ and $\lambda(V_{\text{max}})$.

3. Determine the relationship between $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $\lambda(V_{\text{nom}})$ using Equation (3.10).

4. Run MCMM SP&R at $\{V_{\text{min}}, V_{\text{max}}, (V_{\text{min}} + V_{\text{max}})/2\}$ (with $f_{\text{nom}}$) and the corresponding $V_{OD}$ (with $f_{\text{OD}}$) determined by $\lambda$ values.

5. Extract circuit information. Build or update the power model.

6. Find $V_{\text{nom}}$ and the corresponding $V_{OD}$ that achieve minimum $P_{\text{avg}}$ based on the power model.

7. Run MCMM SP&R with the $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $V_{OD}$ obtained in Step 6. Repeat Steps 5 to 7 until the difference in $P_{\text{avg}}$ is less than a stopping criterion $P_{\text{stop}}$ (e.g., $P_{\text{stop}} = 2mW$).

The FIND_FREQ 2 + 2 Problem

Given $V_{\text{nom}}$ and $V_{OD}$, we search for $f_{\text{nom}}$ and $f_{OD}$ to maximize $f_{\text{avg}} = (1 - r_{OD}) \times f_{\text{nom}} + r_{OD} \times f_{OD})$. To reduce the runtime complexity of the problem, for each $f_{\text{nom}}$, we consider only one $f_{OD}$. We assume that the minimum ($f_{\text{min}}$) and maximum ($f_{\text{max}}$) frequencies can be empirically selected by designers or determined by the frequency requirements. To solve the
For each $V_{nom}$, we consider only one $V_{OD}$. The desired $V_{OD}$ is determined based on $\lambda(V_{nom})$ and the design cone. $\lambda(V_{nom})$ is estimated as a linear function of $V_{nom}$. This approximation reduces runtime complexity but can achieve similar results to exhaustive search.

FIND_FREQ problem, we first calculate $\lambda(f_{min})$ and $\lambda(f_{max})$. We then approximate $\lambda(f_{nom})$ as a linear function of $f_{nom}$, i.e.,

$$
\lambda(f_{nom}) = \frac{\lambda(f_{max}) - \lambda(f_{min})}{f_{max} - f_{min}} \times f_{nom} + \lambda(f_{min})
$$

(3.11)

where $\lambda(f_{nom})$ is the $\lambda$ corresponding to $f_{nom}$. Detailed steps to solve the FIND_VOLT problem are as follows.

1. Use the given $V_{nom}$ and empirically determined $f_{min}$, $f_{max}$ to define two nominal modes $(f_{min}, V_{nom})$ and $(f_{max}, V_{nom})$. For each nominal mode, determine the $f_{OD}$ with maximum $f_{avg}$ by solving a $3 + 1$ problem.
2. Based on this $f_{OD}$, calculate $\lambda(f_{min})$ and $\lambda(f_{max})$.
3. Determine the relationship between $f_{nom}$ and $\lambda(f_{nom})$ using Equation (3.11).
4. Run MCMM SP&R at \{ $f_{min}$, $f_{max}$, $(f_{min} + f_{max})/2$ \} (with $V_{nom}$) and the corresponding $f_{OD}$ (with $V_{OD}$) determined by $\lambda$ values.
5. Extract circuit information. Build or update the power model.
6. Find $f_{nom}$ and the corresponding $f_{OD}$ that achieve maximum $f_{avg}$ under power constraints.
7. Run MCMM SP&R with the $f_{nom}$ and $f_{OD}$ obtained in Step 6. Repeat Steps 5 to 7 until the differences in $f_{nom}$ and $f_{OD}$ are less than a stopping criterion $f_{stop}$ (e.g., $f_{stop} = 10MHz$).
3.1.5 Experimental Results

Our experiments use two designs – AES (14K instances at 28nm) and JPEG (40K instances at 28nm) – obtained from the OpenCores [243]. These designs are implemented using foundry 28nm RVT and LVT libraries. We characterize all libraries at operating voltages ranging from 0.80V to 1.10V (in steps of 20mV) using Synopsys SiliconSmart [256]. The designs are synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler [250] and then placed and routed using Synopsys IC Compiler [252]. We use Synopsys PrimeTime [254] for timing and power analyses, and Synopsys HSPICE [251] for all transistor-level modeling and simulations. We use MATLAB [239] to implement least squares regression and derive our power model.

In our experiments, we implement synthesis at both nominal and overdrive modes, and pick the mode which reports less power after routing. For each synthesized gate-level netlist, we run MCMM P&R with both nominal and overdrive modes. To eliminate tool noise, we execute each P&R run three times, perturbing the timing constraints by a small amount (i.e., 0.5% of the clock period) [93]. Unless otherwise specified, we use \( r_{OD} = 50\% \) in our experiments. We run timing analysis at SS corner and power analysis at FF corner. All implemented designs have worst negative slacks (WNS) \( \geq -30\, \text{ps} \).\(^{24}\)

**FIND_OD Problem**

We study three instances of the FIND_OD problem. Table 3.2 shows the experimental setup, where \( P_{\text{avg, max}} \), \( P_{\text{peak, max}} \) and \( V_{\text{max}} \) respectively constrain average power, peak power and signoff voltages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>( f_{\text{nom}} ) (MHz)</th>
<th>( V_{\text{nom}} ) (V)</th>
<th>( P_{\text{avg, max}} ) (mW)</th>
<th>( P_{\text{peak, max}} ) (mW)</th>
<th>( V_{\text{max}} ) (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We implement four methods in our study of the FIND_OD problem. The Signoff&Scale method applies the traditional “signoff and scale” methodology, where we first sign off cir-

\[^{24}\]The small WNS is due to the discrepancy between timing analysis in Synopsys IC Compiler [252] and in Synopsys PrimeTime [254].
circuits with the given nominal mode and then perform timing and power analyses with libraries characterized at higher voltages to search for the maximum overdrive frequency under power constraints. Note that we perform an additional MCMM P&R run to optimize power at both modes after the overdrive mode is selected. The Proposed method (in Section 3.1.4) searches for the overdrive mode using the proposed adaptive search within the design cone. The Exhaustive search explores the entire feasible design space for given design parameters. Specifically, we choose the signoff overdrive voltages within the range \((V_{SS, sol} - 20mV, V_{SS, sol} + 80mV)\) with step sizes of \(20mV\), and the overdrive frequencies within the range \((f_{SS, sol} + 20MHz, f_{SS, sol} + 100MHz)\) with step sizes of \(20MHz\), where \((f_{SS, sol}, V_{SS, sol})\) is overdrive mode resulting from the Signoff&Scale method. We also compare to the method in [37], which searches for the overdrive mode within the design cone of the nominal mode. Table 3.3 summarizes our experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AES (Case 1)</th>
<th>AES (Case 2)</th>
<th>JPEG (Case 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>f_{OD} (MHz)</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>1270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V_{OD} (V)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (\mu m²)</td>
<td>11591</td>
<td>12229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Cells</td>
<td>13495</td>
<td>13919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%LVT</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{avg} (mW)</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{peak} (mW)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#P&amp;R runs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the Proposed method achieves up to 6% improvement in overdrive performance compared to the Signoff&Scale method while maintaining similar area and power. This is a significant improvement, considering that even 20% improvement in performance per new technology generation is now quite difficult to achieve. The results also show that the overdrive frequency obtained from the Proposed method is within 4% of that obtained from the Exhaustive search, while the Proposed method uses less than 14% of the Exhaustive search runtime. Moreover, the Proposed method achieves similar results compared to the method in [37] for the smaller design (i.e., AES), and 3% improvement in performance for the larger design (i.e., JPEG). We also note that the number of SP&R runs required by the method in [37] can increase significantly with a large performance range. By contrast, our Proposed method is more scalable due to its use of adaptive search, which can estimate the optimal overdrive mode and is able to converge to a near-optimal solution after a small number of SP&R runs.
FIND_VOLT Problem

We study two instances of the FIND_VOLT problem (Table 3.4), where $V_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum signoff voltage.

**Table 3.4:** Experimental setup for the FIND_VOLT problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$f_{\text{nom}}$ (MHz)</th>
<th>$f_{\text{OD}}$ (MHz)</th>
<th>$V_{\text{max}}$ (V)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5 shows results for the FIND_VOLT problem achieved by the *Proposed method* (in Section 3.1.4), *Exhaustive search* and the method in [37]. The *Exhaustive search* searches the nominal voltage within the range $(0.80V, 0.98V)$ with step sizes of $20mV$. For each $V_{\text{nom}}$, we search for $V_{\text{OD}}$ within the range $(1.05 \times V_{\text{nom}}, 1.2 \times V_{\text{nom}})$ with step sizes of $20mV$.

**Table 3.5:** Metrics of circuits for the FIND_VOLT problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AES (Case 4)</th>
<th>AES (Case 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed method</td>
<td>Exhaustive search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{nom}}$ (V)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{\text{OD}}$ (V)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area ($\mu m^2$)</td>
<td>12084</td>
<td>12439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Cells</td>
<td>13911</td>
<td>14124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%LVT</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{avg}}$ (mW)</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\text{peak}}$ (mW)</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#P&amp;R runs</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results in Table 3.5 show that the *Proposed method* achieves less than 3% power overhead and $6 \times$ runtime reduction compared to the *Exhaustive search*. We also observe that the *Proposed method* achieves less average power and runtime compared to the method in [37].

**Duty Cycle-Awareness Validation**

Our methodology is duty cycle-aware. We optimize design AES (under the context of the FIND_OD problem) with different duty cycles (i.e., $r_{OD} = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9$) and compare metrics of the implemented circuits. In the experiments, we assume upper bounds of average power and signoff voltages as $30mW$ and $1.1V$, respectively. The nominal mode is
Further, we run frequency scaling on the implemented circuits to evaluate their maximum $f_{OD}$ with different duty cycles. More specifically, with an assumed duty cycle, we increase $f_{OD}$ with step sizes of $5MHz$, and for each $f_{OD}$ we choose the minimum $V_{OD}$ without timing violation for power analysis. We keep increasing the $f_{OD}$ until $P_{avg}$ reaches its upper bound.

**Table 3.6:** Metrics of circuits implemented with different duty cycles ($r_{OD, opt}$). $r_{OD,eva}$ is the duty cycle for evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r_{OD, opt}$ (MHz)</th>
<th>$f_{OD}$ (MHz)</th>
<th>$V_{OD}$ (V)</th>
<th>Area ($\mu m^2$)</th>
<th>#Cells</th>
<th>$f_{max}$ (MHz) with $r_{OD,eva}$ =</th>
<th>%LVT</th>
<th>$P_{avg}$ (mW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>12553</td>
<td>14233</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>11996</td>
<td>13725</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>11995</td>
<td>13719</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>11987</td>
<td>13642</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>11947</td>
<td>13682</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 shows metrics of circuits implemented with different duty cycles. We observe that $f_{OD}$ and $V_{OD}$ reduce with a larger $r_{OD, opt}$. In other words, optimization (or signoff) with a small $r_{OD, opt}$ results in a fast design. This is because given particular nominal and overdrive modes, $P_{avg}$ increases with $r_{OD, opt}$, and power constraints limit the increase of $f_{nom}$ (and $V_{OD}$) during the optimization. Results in Table 3.6 also show pessimism of inaccurate prediction for $r_{OD}$. For example, if the actual $r_{OD}$ is 0.1 but the optimization assumes $r_{OD} = 0.9$, the performance penalty will be 4%.

Another observation is that the circuit optimized with a particular $r_{OD}$ usually achieves the maximum $f_{OD}$ when evaluated with the corresponding $r_{OD}$ (Table 3.6, values in bold), as compared to circuits optimized with other values of $r_{OD}$. This again confirms the duty cycle-awareness of the proposed flow.

### 3.1.6 Conclusions

We study the multi-mode signoff optimization problem and introduce the concept of equivalent dominance among signoff modes. We show that for a multi-mode design, the modes for signoff must maintain a mutual equivalent dominance condition to avoid overdesign. Based on the properties of equivalent dominance, we propose guidelines and efficient methodologies to search for the optimal modes for overdrive signoff. The proposed methodologies are duty cycle-aware and can successfully determine the signoff modes that reduce lifetime energy (i.e., $P_{avg}$). Our experimental results indicate that the proposed methodologies can identify signoff
modes which lead to up to 6% performance improvement compared to the traditional “signoff and scale” methodology. Our experiments further show that circuits signed off with our proposed flow have less than 3% overhead in average power compared to the essentially optimal results obtained through exhaustive search but with $6 \times$ runtime reduction. Moreover, our proposed methodology achieves up to 3% performance improvement and less average power compared to the previous work in [37].

Our ongoing work seeks (i) consideration of additional tradeoffs of design metrics such as circuit area, reliability and design time; (ii) more accurate estimation of the design cone in advanced technology nodes, in particular, considering impacts of increased wire resistance; (iii) consideration of process corners and temperature in the approximation of design cone; and (iv) efficient methodologies for multi-mode signoff with more than two modes.

3.2 On Aging-Aware Signoff for Circuits with Adaptive Voltage Scaling

Transistor aging due to bias temperature instability (BTI) is a major reliability concern in sub-32\textit{nm} technology. To compensate for aging, designs now typically apply adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) to mitigate performance degradation by elevating supply voltage. Since varying the supply voltage also causes the BTI degradation to vary over lifetime, this presents a new challenge for margin reduction in the context of conventional signoff methodology, which characterizes timing libraries based on transistor models with precalculated BTI degradations for a given IC lifetime. In this section, we study the conditions under which a circuit with AVS requires additional timing margin during signoff. Then, we propose two heuristics for chip designers to characterize an aging-derated standard-cell timing library that accounts for the impact of AVS during signoff. According to our experimental results, this aging-aware signoff approach avoids both overestimation and underestimation of aging – either of which results in power or area penalty – in AVS-enabled systems. Further, we compare circuits implemented with the aging-aware signoff method based on aging-derated libraries versus those based on a flat timing margin. We demonstrate that the flat timing margin method is more pessimistic, and that the pessimism can be mitigated by AVS.

To ensure that circuits can meet frequency requirements at different operating conditions, designers must sign off circuits by verifying timing correctness with timing libraries characterized at specific voltages and process corners. As technology nodes advance, BTI is a major aging mechanism, particularly in sub-32\textit{nm} CMOS technology. The BTI effect increases the
threshold voltage ($|V_{th}|$) of a MOS transistor, resulting in a time-dependent timing degradation in VLSI circuits [90] [100]. It is mandatory to consider the BTI effect in modern timing signoff recipes – via 10-year timing libraries, flat $V_{dd}$ margin, etc. – to ensure that circuits will operate correctly over their entire lifetimes.

AVS is a design technique that compensates for BTI-induced circuit performance degradation by increasing the supply voltage ($V_{dd}$) of a circuit [11] [119] [217]. Since supply voltage is increased to compensate for BTI-induced timing degradation, the supply voltage of the circuit at the end of lifetime ($V_{final}$) is higher than the supply voltage at the beginning of lifetime ($V_{init}$). As illustrated in Figure 3.12, a higher $V_{init}$ leads to a larger $V_{final}$ because the higher $V_{init}$ causes a larger BTI-induced timing degradation, which in turn requires higher supply voltages to compensate for the timing degradation. Therefore, when $V_{init}$ is sufficiently large, the $V_{final}$ will be clamped to the maximum allowed voltage ($V_{max}$).\textsuperscript{25} We define $V_{critical}$ as the minimum $V_{init}$ with $V_{final} = V_{max}$. Since $V_{final}$ cannot exceed $V_{max}$, signoff margin for aging is required when $V_{init} \geq V_{critical}$.

We address two central questions. First, what determines $V_{critical}$, which determines whether additional margin is required for signoff? Second, what is the best practice for AVS- and aging-aware signoff when $V_{init} \geq V_{critical}$? Existing signoff methods to account for aging include (i) applying a flat timing margin (henceforth, flat margin) in signoff and (ii) characterizing aging-derated timing libraries (henceforth, derated libraries) to model device-specific aging effects. Method (i) requires only a minimal change in the existing signoff flow, but applying a timing margin for the entire circuit may incur large area and power penalties. On the other hand, it is difficult to characterize the derated library in Method (ii) because BTI degradation is worse when $V_{dd}$ is higher but circuit delay is larger when $V_{dd}$ is lower. If the derated library is optimistic, the estimated circuit delay during signoff is less than the actual delay during operation. This will lead to a higher $V_{dd}$ and power consumption than designers anticipate at signoff. If the derated library is pessimistic, the estimated circuit delay during signoff is larger than the actual delay at runtime. As a result, circuit area will unnecessarily increase because larger cell sizes are required to meet the timing constraints. With this in mind, we also study the design overheads when derated libraries are not properly characterized, as well as the guidelines to define BTI- and AVS-aware signoff corners that guarantee timing correctness with little design overheads.

There have been many studies on the optimization of $V_{dd}$ in AVS to mitigate BTI-degradation while minimizing circuit power [11] [48] [119] [120] [129] [150] [186]. These

\textsuperscript{25}The maximum allowed voltage can be limited by many factors such as electromigration, system requirements, etc. The black dotted line is unachievable due to this $V_{max}$ limitation.
previous works focus on the application of AVS to mitigate BTI aging, but none of them study the AVS- and aging-aware signoff questions mentioned above. The previous works assume that a circuit is designed and signed off with timing libraries without BTI effect. As shown in Figure 3.12, such an assumption fails when \( V_{\text{init}} \) exceeds \( V_{\text{critical}} \). Although a BTI-aware timing analysis can be applied after signoff [120], this requires multiple iterations of signoff and resizing or other engineering change orders (ECOs) before the circuit implementation converges. Resolving this inconsistency is one of the subjects of our present investigation. Our contributions are as follows.

- We analyze the factors that determine \( V_{\text{critical}} \), which can help circuit designers to decide whether additional signoff margin is required.

- We sign off benchmark circuits using different derated libraries and compare metrics (e.g., area and power) of the resulting circuit implementations. Our experimental results show that circuits signed off using different derated libraries have up to 38% area or 21% dynamic power overheads for the same frequency requirements.

- We analyze the impact of BTI degradation and the inconsistency of voltages used for characterizing libraries and aging, respectively, and propose selection guidelines for the voltages that characterize the aging effect in a circuit with AVS. We conduct experiments to verify our methodologies with a foundry 28\( nm \) fully-depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) technology.

Figure 3.12: Difference between \( V_{\text{init}} \) and \( V_{\text{max}} \) reduces as \( V_{\text{init}} \) approaches \( V_{\text{critical}} \).
Figure 3.13: The upper part of this figure illustrates a signoff flow using a derated library. The lower part of this figure illustrates that AVS increases the voltage of the circuit to compensate for BTI degradation.

- We study different aging-aware signoff methodologies by comparing circuits implemented using a flat margin and with those implemented using derated libraries. We conclude that the flat margin method is simpler but more conservative than the derated library method. We also demonstrate that this pessimism can be mitigated by AVS.

### 3.2.1 Aging-Aware Signoff

Figure 3.13 illustrates the interactions among library characterization, circuit signoff and AVS. Steps 1 to 3 in the upper part of the figure show a typical signoff flow including the characterization of a derated library. The three steps are described as follows.

1. In Step 1, the magnitude of BTI degradation ($|\Delta V_{th}|$) is estimated using an aging model. Note that the voltage applied in the aging model, which we denote by $V_{BTI}$ ($V_{BTI}$ is used to calculate the $|\Delta V_{th}|$ for derated library characterization), significantly influences the $|\Delta V_{th}|$ that results from BTI degradation [197]. Therefore, the selection of $V_{BTI}$ affects the derated library.

2. In Step 2, the extracted $|\Delta V_{th}|$ is used in transistor models to characterize a derated library that accounts for BTI degradation. During the library characterization, transistors and standard cells are simulated at a possibly different voltage level, which we denote by $V_{lib}$.

3. In Step 3, with the derated library, circuit designers can implement and sign off a circuit.

During runtime (lower part of Figure 3.13), AVS increases the $V_{dd}$ of the circuit to compensate for BTI degradation. This will lead to a higher $V_{dd}$ at the end of circuit lifetime ($V_{final}$). Note that $V_{lib}$, $V_{BTI}$ and $V_{final}$ could be different from each other. For instance, $V_{final}$ is a result
of AVS to compensate for BTI degradation which varies depending on circuit implementation. Also, guardbanding for the worst-case operating condition during library characterization will lead to different $V_{\text{lib}}$ and $V_{\text{BTI}}$. This is because the worst-case BTI degradation happens when $V_{\text{BTI}}$ is high but the worst-case gate delays happen when $V_{\text{lib}}$ is low. Moreover, circuit designers do not know $V_{\text{final}}$ before the circuit is implemented.

**Signoff with Derated Library**

In a typical timing signoff methodology, meeting timing constraints with predefined corner libraries implies that the circuit will work correctly at the target specification. This is because the corner libraries are characterized at worst-case operating conditions. Thus, to characterize a BTI-derated library for signoff, traditional methodology considers the worst-case transistor degradation due to the BTI effect. Our present work focuses on library characterization for signoff of setup-time checks, since the main effect of BTI aging is to increase delay in data paths.

Characterization of a derated library is commonly performed in two steps. First, transistor aging is estimated at a worst-case scenario defined by the total time of BTI stress, the temperature, and the voltage ($V_{\text{BTI}}$) being applied to the transistors. Note that this BTI degradation estimation is pessimistic for an AVS circuit because $V_{\text{BTI}}$ is defined as a constant for the entire lifetime, whereas the voltage of an AVS circuit is initially smaller and gradually increases during circuit lifetime. Second, the transistor aging ($\Delta|V_{\text{th}}|$) calculated from the first step is included in transistor models for library characterization. During derated library characterization, we must also fix the operating voltage ($V_{\text{lib}}$) of the transistors and standard cells. The values of $V_{\text{BTI}}$ and $V_{\text{lib}}$ could be different because the worst-case corner for $V_{\text{BTI}}$ is at the maximum allowed voltage (higher voltage increases $\Delta|V_{\text{th}}|$), while the worst-case corner for $V_{\text{lib}}$ is at the minimum allowed voltage (lower voltage increases gate delay).

**Worst-Case BTI Degradation**

Note that the BTI-induced timing degradation is affected by the total stress time (i.e., total time when transistors are on), which varies depending on circuit activity. The actual circuit activity is very difficult to capture because it is determined by circuit usage. Since it is impractical for any known AVS monitor to capture the detailed circuit activity of each transistor in a circuit, we assume that designers must consider a worst-case scenario at signoff.

Velamala et al. in [199] show that worst-case timing degradation occurs when critical paths experience a long *DC BTI stress* (i.e., transistors are always under BTI stress). However,
assuming a DC BTI stress may be too pessimistic: a typical CMOS circuit usually switches during operation, and exhibits an AC BTI stress (i.e., transistors experience alternate BTI stress and recovery phases). The measurement results in [82] and [90] show that the amount of BTI degradation is not sensitive to stress duty cycle (i.e., the ratio of total stress time to total operating time) when the duty cycle ranges from 20% to 80%. This means that we can approximate the BTI degradation in a typical CMOS circuit by assuming an AC BTI stress with 50% duty cycle. In the studies reported below, we consider both DC and AC aging scenarios with 125°C operating temperature.

Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS)

To study BTI degradation of a circuit with AVS, we assume that the circuit monitors its maximum frequency ($f_{\text{max}}$) in a discrete-time manner. Whenever the $f_{\text{max}}$ of the circuit is lower than a predefined target frequency ($f_{\text{target}}$), the $V_{\text{dd}}$ will be increased by a $V_{\text{step}}$ (where $V_{\text{step}}$ is an attribute of the voltage regulator). After the $V_{\text{dd}}$ adjustment, the AVS circuitry will evaluate $f_{\text{max}}$ and continue to increase $V_{\text{dd}}$ until $f_{\text{max}} \geq f_{\text{target}}$. The AVS mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3.14. In our discussion, we use $t$ to denote time, $\Delta t$ to denote the time interval between successive AVS calibrations, $t_0$ to denote the initial time when the circuit starts to operate, and $t_{\text{final}}$ to denote the end of circuit lifetime. The $V_{\text{dd}}$ of the circuit at the beginning of its lifetime (i.e., the minimum voltage needed to meet the frequency requirement at $t_0$) is denoted by $V_{\text{init}}$.

\[V_{\text{dd}} = V_{\text{init}}\]

\[f_{\text{max}} \geq f_{\text{target}}?\]

\[V_{\text{dd}} = V_{\text{dd}} + V_{\text{step}}\]

\[t = t_{\text{final}}?\]

\[t = t + \Delta t\]

\[V_{\text{final}}\]

Figure 3.14: Experimental flow to emulate AVS mechanism.

\[26\] Although temperature profile is spatially nonuniform across a chip, we use the highest operating temperature (125°C) in our analysis to estimate the worst-case BTI degradation.
Figure 3.15: The average errors between the actual and the interpolated delay, leakage power, and dynamic power values at sampled points are 0.80%, 3.50%, and 0.57%, respectively.

The update library step in Figure 3.14 is very slow if we characterize a library whenever $V_{\text{lib}}$ or $\Delta|V_{\text{th}}|$ is changed. To speed up the simulation runtime, we precharacterize a set of libraries with different $V_{\text{lib}}$ and $\Delta|V_{\text{th}}|$. To obtain the $f_{\text{max}}$ of a circuit at specific $V_{\text{lib}}$ and $\Delta|V_{\text{th}}|$, we simulate the circuit with all the precharacterized libraries and estimate the $f_{\text{max}}$ value by interpolation with spline polynomial functions. Circuit leakage power and dynamic power are estimated similarly. The lifetime leakage power and dynamic power are obtained by averaging over all timesteps. Figure 3.15 shows that the delay, leakage power and dynamic power estimations obtained from the interpolation have only 0.80%, 3.50%, and 0.57% maximum error, respectively, compared to values obtained by characterizing libraries at the sampled points. All experiments are based on a commercial (i.e., production PDK with complete EDA tool enablement) foundry 28nm FDSOI technology.

### 3.2.2 Guidelines for Characterization of Derated Libraries

To study the relationship between $V_{\text{BTI}}$ and $V_{\text{final}}$, we implement a given circuit using a library characterized at the nominal voltage ($V_{\text{nom}}$) of the process technology ($V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{nom}}$),

\(^{27}\)The data points in Figure 3.15 are sorted with respect to delay values. Thus, the leakage and/or power plots can be nonmonotonic.
Figure 3.16: $|\Delta V_{th}|$ of PBTI and NBTI of a circuit (MPEG2) with a flat $V_{BTI} = V_{final}$, and with AVS, over circuit lifetime. The results show that the difference between a flat $V_{dd}$ and AVS is less than $10mV$, and that this difference becomes smaller toward the end of circuit lifetime.

with the assumption that there is no BTI degradation. We then use the flow in Figure 3.14 to obtain the $V_{final}$ of the circuit (lifetime = 10 years, DC BTI degradation). Figure 3.16 shows the $\Delta |V_{th}|$ with AVS compared to the case where $V_{final}$ is applied to the same circuit throughout circuit lifetime. During the early lifetime, the BTI degradation ($\Delta |V_{th}|$) for the adaptive $V_{dd}$ case (AVS) is less than that for the fixed $V_{final}$ case. This is because the adaptive $V_{dd}$ case has a smaller $V_{dd}$ value at early lifetime, and BTI degradation increases with $V_{dd}$. However, due to the front-loaded nature of BTI degradation [39], $\Delta V_{th}$ difference between the fixed $V_{final}$ and the AVS cases quickly diminishes.

The simulation results in Figure 3.16 show that we can estimate the degradation of an AVS circuit by assuming a constant $V_{final}$ throughout circuit lifetime. This approximation slightly overestimates the $\Delta |V_{th}|$, but the overestimation is very small. In other words, we can characterize a derated library using $V_{final}$ for signoff (i.e., $V_{BTI} = V_{final}$).

Note that the assumption of a constant $V_{final}$ throughout circuit lifetime implies that $V_{lib} = V_{final} = V_{BTI}$. To understand what is the appropriate setup for $V_{lib}$, we analyze the implications when $V_{lib} \neq V_{BTI}$. When $V_{lib} > V_{BTI}$, the library characterization is optimistic because we assume that the operating voltage is higher than the voltage that defines BTI degradation. This violates the principle of having a derated library that defines the worst-case condition. Thus, we
should not use a $V_{\text{lib}}$ that is greater than the $V_{\text{BTI}}$. On the other hand, having $V_{\text{lib}} < V_{\text{BTI}}$ means that the library characterization is pessimistic. However, there is no reason to be more pessimistic, because the degradation obtained from $V_{\text{BTI}}$ is already slightly pessimistic. We conclude that having $V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{final}}$ is a reasonable option to avoid being optimistic or overly pessimistic in library characterization.

Of course, the main obstacle to library characterization with $V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{BTI}} = V_{\text{final}}$ is that this requires knowledge of the $V_{\text{final}}$ of an AVS circuit, which is not available in the early design stages when the actual circuit is not fully implemented. Indeed, to obtain the $V_{\text{final}}$, we need to implement a circuit with a library, which requires $V_{\text{lib}}$ and $V_{\text{BTI}}$. To overcome this "chicken and egg" problem, we analyze how circuit delay varies when subjected to changes in $|V_{\text{th}}|$ and $V_{\text{dd}}$.

In the following, Equation (3.12a) is from [199].

$$\Delta d_{\text{path}} = \Delta V_{\text{dd}} \cdot \left( V_{\text{dd}} - |V_{\text{th}}| \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3.12a)}

$$\Delta d_{\text{path}} = \frac{\Delta V_{\text{dd}}}{V_{\text{dd}}} - \frac{\Delta V_{\text{dd}} - |\Delta V_{\text{th}}|}{V_{\text{dd}} - |V_{\text{th}}|}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3.12b)}

$$\Delta d_{\text{path}} = \frac{\Delta V_{\text{dd}}}{V_{\text{dd}}} - \frac{|V_{\text{th}}| \cdot \Delta V_{\text{dd}}}{V_{\text{dd}} \cdot (V_{\text{dd}} - |V_{\text{th}}|)} + \frac{1}{V_{\text{dd}} - |V_{\text{th}}|} \cdot |\Delta V_{\text{th}}|$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3.12c)}

$$r_b = \frac{b_{V_{\text{th}}}}{b_{V_{\text{dd}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3.12d)}

We use $d_{\text{path}}$ to denote nominal path delay, and $\Delta d_{\text{path}}$ to denote change in path delay due to $\Delta V_{\text{dd}}$ and $|\Delta V_{\text{th}}|$. $|V_{\text{th}}|$ is the value of $|V_{\text{th}}|$ at time $t_0$ (i.e., when the circuit is fresh). In Equation (3.12c), we introduce parameters $b_{V_{\text{dd}}}$ and $b_{V_{\text{th}}}$ to represent sensitivities of a path delay (or a cell delay) to $V_{\text{dd}}$ and $|V_{\text{th}}|$. In this analysis, we simulate a path (or a cell) with 153 \{V_{\text{dd}}, V_{\text{th},\text{n}}, V_{\text{th},\text{p}}\} combinations using Synopsys HSPICE [251] and then apply linear regression (based on Equation (3.12c)) to extract $b_{V_{\text{dd}}}$ and $b_{V_{\text{th}}}$ for the corresponding path (or cell). This result is based on the foundry 28nm FDSOI NVT device model. The ratio of $b_{V_{\text{th}}}$ to $b_{V_{\text{dd}}}$ (i.e., $r_b$) indicates whether the path (or cell) is more sensitive to $V_{\text{dd}}$ elevation or aging. Further, we emulate the AVS mechanism as explained in Figure 3.14. We assume $V_{\text{init}} = 0.90 \text{V}$, 10 years DC BTI stress, and a targeted path (or cell) delay equal to 101% of the path (or cell) delay at $t_0$. After the AVS emulation, we calculate the $V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}$ after 10 years of DC BTI stress. The results in Table 3.7 imply the following.

---

28 We use Equation (3.12c) and SPICE (instead of the STA tool) to estimate delay.
1. When the cell chain is composed of a set of diverse cells (Row 13 in Table 3.7)\(^{29}\) the \(r_b\) of the cell chain converges to a value similar to that of chains composed of single-type cells (i.e., 0.55 versus 0.53, 0.51, 0.62, 0.53, 0.56 from AND2, OR2, NOR2, NAND2 and XOR2 chains, respectively.)

2. The value of \(V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}\) shows a similar trend as the \(r_b\), i.e., the \(V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}\) of a chain of diverse cells is similar compared to single-type cell chains.

3. From Rows 11 and 12 in Table 3.7, the cell ordering in a path has negligible effect on \(r_b\) and \(V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}\).

Since a setup timing-critical path typically passes through many different cells, \(V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}\) of setup timing-critical paths will tend to converge to a value (cf. the law of large numbers). This observation lies at the root of the success in practice of our heuristic, which estimates \(V_{\text{final}}\) by averaging the \(V_{\text{final}}\) of different cell chains.

**Table 3.7**: Result of AVS emulation with different chain lengths, cell types, and cell type orderings using SPICE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>(V_{\text{final}} - V_{\text{init}}(mV))</th>
<th>(r_b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>AND2</td>
<td>single cell</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>OR2</td>
<td>single cell</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NOR2</td>
<td>single cell</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NAND2</td>
<td>single cell</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>XOR2</td>
<td>single cell</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>chain</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Mix of 5 cells (order 1)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mix of 5 cells (order 2)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mix of 14 cells</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results in Figure 3.17 show the \(V_{\text{final}}\) of different benchmark designs and standard cell chains. One subtle factor that affects \(V_{\text{final}}\) is the delay margin of the circuit. Delay margin (denoted by \(\alpha\)) is defined as the difference (normalized to the signed-off circuit delay) between

\(^{29}\)This set includes AND2, OR2, NOR2, NAND2, XOR2, inverters, and buffers.
Figure 3.17: The relationship between $V_{\text{final}}$ and $\alpha$ for different cells. $\alpha$ is the delay margin at signoff. The curves vary with different gate complexity and topology. The degradation is assumed to be with DC stress.

The target delay and the delay of the signed-off circuit at $t_0$ (denoted by $d_{\text{chip}, \text{target}}^{\text{chip}, t=0}$). That is,

$$\alpha = \frac{d_{\text{chip}, \text{target}} - d_{\text{chip}, t=0}}{d_{\text{chip}, \text{target}}}, \quad d_{\text{chip}, \text{target}} = \frac{1}{f_{\text{target}}} \quad (3.13)$$

Figure 3.17 shows that the $V_{\text{final}}$ values are within a range of $< 10mV$ across all designs for $\alpha$ ranging from 0 to 0.1. This observation agrees with our analysis in Table 3.7 that we do not need design-specific analysis to obtain the relationship between $V_{\text{final}}$ and $\alpha$.

To estimate the $V_{\text{final}}$ versus $\alpha$ curve of a circuit (before the circuit is implemented), we assume that the critical path of the circuit is composed of a mix of different cell types. Thus, we model the $V_{\text{final}}$ versus $\alpha$ curve by averaging the curves from various cell types. We choose gates from the following categories to increase the gate diversity: (1) inverting and non-inverting gates, (2) PMOS-dominated gates, and (3) NMOS-dominated gates. Our simulation results in Figure 3.17 show that the maximum error of ($V_{\text{final}}$) among different circuits and cell chains is about one $V_{\text{step}}$ (10mV) for different $\alpha$.

In summary, we can characterize a derated library for an AVS circuit if the following AVS-related information is available: $V_{\text{init, step, }}$, $V_{\text{target, } \Delta t}$ and $f_{\text{target}}$ (relative to circuit $f_{\text{max}}$ at $t_0$).
3.2.3 Experimental Results for Signoff with Derated Libraries

Aging Model

To predict the impact of BTI on design performance, we use the analytic model from [197]. The $|V_{th}|$ degradation of a MOS transistor is given as

$$
|\Delta V_{th}| = \sqrt{K_v^2 \cdot (t - t_0)^{\frac{3}{2}}}
$$

$$
K_v = A \cdot t_{ox} \cdot \sqrt{C_{ox}(V_{gs} - V_{th})} \cdot [1 - \frac{V_{ds}}{\beta(V_{gs} - V_{th})}] \cdot \exp(\frac{V_{gs}}{E_{oX}}) \cdot \exp(-\frac{E_a}{kT})
$$

(3.14)

where $t$ is the total stress time of a transistor, $t_0$ is the time when a circuit is turned on for the first time, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant, $t_{ox}$ is transistor oxide thickness, $T$ is temperature, $V_{gs}$ is gate-to-source voltage, and $V_{ds}$ is drain-to-source voltage. We assume that both $V_{gs}$ and $V_{ds}$ are the same as $V_{BTI}$. $\beta$, $n$ and $A$ are fitting parameters with values as listed in Table 3.8.

To explore circuit-level performance degradation, we use the aforementioned calibrated transistor degradation model along with the foundry 28nm FDSOI library and the SPICE model in its PDK. The model includes both LVT cells and NVT cells.

We obtain timing and power of the circuits using Synopsys PrimeTime [254]. To model BTI degradation with varying $V_{dd}$, we use the technique in [11] [199].

Circuit Implementation

To evaluate the impact of AVS on aging-aware signoff, we compare the area and power of circuits that are signed off with different derated libraries. We set up experiments by implementing four benchmark circuits: C5315, C7552 [24], AES, and MPEG2 [243]. We use Synopsys SiliconSmart [256] to characterize libraries based on the worst-case corner of the 28nm FDSOI SPICE model for both LVT and NVT cells. The circuits are obtained through the following steps:

---

30 We fit the parameters $A$, $E_0$, and $\beta$ based on a set of BTI data in [215]. Then, we extract the values of $n$ for PBTI and NBTI from their corresponding measurement plots in [215]. The value of $E_a$ is obtained from [197].

31 This technique can be summarized as follows. Whenever $V_{dd}$ is changed at time $t_i$, we record the accumulated $\Delta|V_{th}|$ as $\Delta V_{th}^{acc}$. Based on the $\Delta V_{th}^{acc}$, we calculate the effective stress time $t'_i$ using the relationship between $\Delta V_{th}$ and $t$, which can be obtained from the aging model (3.14) with $V_{ds} = V_{gs} = V_{dd} + V_{step}$. After that, the $\Delta|V_{th}|$ for the $i^{th}$ time interval ($\Delta|V_{th}|$) can be obtained by calculating the difference between $\Delta|V_{th}|$ at $t'_i$ and at $t'_i + \Delta t$. Finally, the accumulated $|V_{th}|$ degradation is given as

$$
|\Delta V_{th}^{acc} + \Delta t| = (|\Delta V_{th}^{acc}|^\frac{n}{n} + |\Delta V_{th}|^\frac{n}{n})^n.
$$

---
Table 3.8: Parameters of PBTI and NBTI aging models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PBTI</th>
<th>NBTI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A$</td>
<td>$4.52 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>\n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{th} (V)$</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.9: Reference voltages used in our experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage ($V$)</th>
<th>28nm NVT</th>
<th>28nm LVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{init}$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{heur1}$ (DC)</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{heur2}$ (DC)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{heur1}$ (AC)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{heur2}$ (AC)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.10: Clock constraints for the power-area tradeoff experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clock constraint (GHz)</th>
<th>28nm NVT</th>
<th>28nm LVT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C5315</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7552</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Define \( V_{\text{init}} = 0.9V \), \( \Delta t = 3 \) days, \( V_{\text{step}} = 0.01V \) and \( f_{\text{target}} \) for each benchmark circuit. The clock constraints of the four designs are listed in Table 3.10.

2. Implement each circuit using a library characterized with \( V_{\text{lib}} = 0.9V \), \( \Delta |V_{\text{th}}| = 0 \).

3. Mitigate EDA tool “noise” by making three separate synthesis, place and route runs for each benchmark circuit with \( \{-1, +0, +1\}ps \) perturbation of the clock constraint with each run generating a circuit [93]. Then, report metrics for the circuit with minimum power among the three candidate circuits thus produced.

4. Run the flow in Figure 3.14 to ensure that the circuit does not violate timing constraints until the end-of-lifetime. Store the circuit (Column #5 in Table 3.11) and its \( V_{\text{final}} \).

5. Sign off the same benchmark circuits using different derated libraries characterized with the four combinations: (1) \((V_{\text{init}}, V_{\text{init}})\), (2) \((V_{\text{init}}, V_{\text{max}})\), (3) \((V_{\text{max}}, V_{\text{max}})\), and (4) \((V_{\text{init}}, V_{\text{final}})\) obtained from Step (4). This step generates Columns #1 to #4 in Table 3.11.

6. Repeat Step (5) using a derated library with \( V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{BTI}} = V_{\text{heur}}_1 \) and \( V_{\text{heur}}_2 \), where \( V_{\text{heur}}_1 \) and \( V_{\text{heur}}_2 \) are the predicted \( V_{\text{final}} \) values obtained with our proposed \( V_{\text{final}} \) estimation method. We obtain \( V_{\text{heur}}_1 \) and \( V_{\text{heur}}_2 \) using \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \alpha = 0.03 \), respectively, in order to evaluate the results with different \( \alpha \). This step generates Columns #6 and #7 in Table 3.11.

7. Calculate dynamic power of all circuits with AVS (i.e., the AVS mechanism in Figure 3.14) using vectorless analysis in Synopsys PrimeTime [254] (input toggle rate is 10%).

**Experimental Results**

To study potential implications of signoff choices on circuit area and power, we implement circuits with different derated libraries, as well as a reference circuit signed off with \( V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{init}} \) and no BTI degradation. The \( V_{\text{lib}} \) and \( V_{\text{BTI}} \) of the derated libraries are given in Table 3.11. In Column #1, both \( V_{\text{lib}} \) and \( V_{\text{BTI}} \) are set to \( V_{\text{init}} \). This setup represents the scenario where the impact of AVS is not considered during library characterization. In Column #2, we set \( V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{init}} \) but let \( V_{\text{BTI}} = V_{\text{max}} \) to model the worst-case scenario for use of a derated library.\(^{32} \)

\(^{32}\)\( V_{\text{BTI}} = V_{\text{max}} \) means that we calculate \( \Delta |V_{\text{th}}| \) using Equation (3.14) with \( V_{gs} = V_{ds} = V_{\text{max}} \), with the \( V_{\text{BTI}} \) remaining constant throughout the design lifetime.
compensate for BTI degradation. The setup in Column #4 is similar to that in Column #2 but the $V_{BTI}$ is defined by the $V_{final}$ of the reference circuit. We note that this is an artificial setup because of the dependency between the $V_{BTI}$ and the reference circuit. However, we use this setup to study the impact of ignoring the fact that $V_{dd}$ varies due to AVS, even given that we have a reasonable estimation for BTI degradation. Column #5 in Table 3.11 represents the reference setup, which does not have a specific $V_{lib}$ and $V_{BTI}$ because both voltage values vary over time. Columns #6 and #7 are for the heuristic methods with $\alpha = 0$ and 0.03, respectively. The values of $V_{lib}$ and $V_{BTI}$ are given in Table 3.9.

Table 3.11: Implementation results with different derated libraries. Circuit lifetime = 10 years. Circuit area and power values are normalized to those of the reference circuits in Column #5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit #:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$V_{lib}$</td>
<td>$V_{init}$</td>
<td>$V_{max}$</td>
<td>$V_{final}$ of #5</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>$V_{heur1}$</td>
<td>$V_{heur2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC NVT</td>
<td>C5315</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>C7552</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC NVT</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC LVT</td>
<td>C5315</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>C7552</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC LVT</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.18 plots the power and area tradeoff for all circuits, where we assume that each circuit increases supply voltage adaptively to compensate for DC BTI degradation. The results show that circuits implemented with different derated libraries have significant differences in power and area. For instance, circuits signed off with the setup in Column #2 of Table 3.11 have up to 38% larger area compared to other circuits. This is because the derated library is
characterized with a worst-case BTI degradation, which leads to pessimistic circuit timing estimation. The results in Table 3.11 show that the $V_{dd}$ of the circuits in Column #2 remain at $V_{init}$ (0.9V) at the end of circuit lifetime. This means that AVS is not triggered to compensate for BTI degradation due to the large timing margin that results from a pessimistic signoff criterion. The results also show that some benchmark circuits (C5315, C7552, AES) implemented with the setup in Column #2 consume up to 22% more power compared to the reference circuits. This is because the total numbers of instances for the circuits in Column #2 are much larger than for the reference circuits.

![Figure 3.18](image)

**Figure 3.18:** Power versus area tradeoff among all circuit implementations (with NVT cells) of each of the four designs, under DC degradation. In each plot, we show the average dynamic power and area of the implementations #1 to #7 for a given design.

Figure 3.18 shows that when more accurate BTI degradation information is available (i.e., implementation #4), the derated library is less pessimistic, which leads to smaller area overheads. However, the circuit areas are 4% to 18% larger than areas of the reference circuits.

---

For Column #2, the \{min, max\} overall number of cell instances in the de-noising perturbations are \{2397, 2448\}, \{2741, 2962\}, \{22883, 23199\}, and \{25798, 25992\} for C5315, C7552, AES, and MPEG2, respectively. For Column #5, the \{min, max\} overall number of cell instances in the de-noising perturbations are \{2121, 2212\}, \{2199, 2345\}, \{17732, 17747\}, and \{23484, 23985\} for the same circuits.
Figure 3.19: $V_{dd}$ and $f_{max}$ of three MPEG2 circuit implementations obtained with different derated libraries. The $V_{dd}$ of circuit #2 stays fixed at $V_{init}$ because it has large margin for degradation. By contrast, $V_{dd}$ of circuit #3 rises higher than that of circuit #5 soon after manufacturing.

because the derated library does not consider that supply voltage will be higher than $V_{init}$ due to AVS. Since the derated library is pessimistic, the $V_{dd}$ of the circuits in Column #4 remain at $V_{init}$ (0.9V) at the 10-year lifetime point (see Table 3.11). Therefore, the circuits in Column #4 have up to 11% lower power compared to the reference circuits.

In the case where the BTI degradation is underestimated and potential $V_{dd}$ increment is ignored (i.e., circuit #1), the inaccurate estimations compensate each other. Therefore, the area and power of the circuits implemented with such a derated library will have only small differences ($<9\%$) from the corresponding values for the reference circuit. This being said, the quality of results (QoR) of circuits implemented with this derating setup is unpredictable as the outcomes depend on the magnitude of BTI degradation and the sensitivity of circuit performance to AVS.

On the other hand, Figure 3.18 shows that circuits in Column #3 have up to 21% more power compared to the reference circuit. Table 3.11 shows that the $V_{dd}$ of the circuits #3 at 10-year lifetime point is much larger than that of the reference circuit. This indicates that the derated library is optimistic. Therefore, circuits signed off using this derated library will require higher supply voltages to compensate for performance degradation. This shows that an optimistic derated library can cause significant power overhead.

Figure 3.19 shows the $V_{dd}$ and the corresponding $f_{max}$ of the MPEG2 benchmark circuit over 10 years. When the signoff corner is too optimistic (#3), the implemented circuit fails to meet timing constraints due to BTI degradation. Therefore, the $V_{dd}$ of the circuit is increased to
a higher level than for the reference circuit (#5). On the other hand, the circuits in Column #2 have too much timing margin (no $V_{dd}$ increment over lifetime even if aging) because the signoff corner is too pessimistic.

In Figure 3.18, we can further see that circuits #6 and #7, which are implemented using derated libraries obtained from our heuristic approach, have less than 2% area and less than 4% power difference compared to the reference circuit. This shows that the derated library characterized based on our method can simultaneously capture the effects of the BTI degradation and the varying of $V_{dd}$ due to AVS. Moreover, the circuits can be obtained through a single signoff step, unlike the reference circuits, which require multiple timing analysis and signoff iterations. We also note that the results of #6 and #7 are similar even though the derated libraries have 3% target slack difference. This suggests that our method is not sensitive to small changes in target slack.

![Figure 3.20: Power versus area tradeoff among all circuit implementations (with NVT cells) of each of the four designs, under AC degradation.](image)

Figure 3.20 shows the results of the same experiment setup, but with AC BTI degradation. We see that the results are qualitatively similar to those obtained with DC degradation. Since the AC BTI degradation is about 60% of that in the DC condition, the power/area differences between the circuits are reduced.
Area differences among different MPEG2 circuit implementations are relatively smaller than those observed for the other three designs, in both AC and DC cases. This is because the ratio of sequential cells (registers) to total cells in the MPEG2 testcase (∼50%) is larger than in the other testcases (e.g., ∼20% for AES circuit implementations). The main reason for this discrepancy is that we only consider a single size of flip-flop in our characterized library; this enables us to focus on the effect due to combinational cells, which are the main delay contributors of critical paths.

The results in Figures 3.18 and 3.20 show that characterizing a derated library with our proposed method can accurately estimate the effect of BTI aging of a circuit with AVS. The improved estimation can reduce design effort. For example, circuits implemented using the derated libraries #1, #2, #3 and #4 will incur area or power penalty due to inaccurate estimation in BTI aging. Moreover, designers can only discover the inaccuracy after circuit implementation and AVS emulation. Hence, the circuits implemented using an inaccurate derated library may require additional design closure effort (e.g., cycles of sizing, AVS emulation and signoff) and turnaround time to reduce power and circuit area.

3.2.4 Estimation of \( V_{critical} \) and Design Margin

As shown in Figure 3.12, an AVS system can increase \( V_{dd} \) by at most \( V_{max} - V_{init} \) due to the maximum voltage limit. When \( V_{init} \) exceeds \( V_{critical} \), additional signoff margin is required as the maximum supply voltage increment itself is not sufficient to compensate for BTI-induced circuit delay degradation. To estimate the \( V_{critical} \), we apply the heuristics proposed in Section 3.2.2 to approximate the \( V_{final} \). By sweeping the \( V_{init} \) from 0.9V to 1.1V (with step size = 10mV), we obtain the \( V_{final} \) for all timing arcs of 44 cells in the foundry 28nm FDSOI standard cell library (NVT and LVT cells). The input slews of the timing arcs are 65ps, and each cell drives a FO4 load. The target delay is assumed to be 1% lower than the fresh delay at the \( V_{init} \). The lifetime in the simulation is assumed to be 10 years, and we demonstrate both DC and AC results in Figures 3.21(a) and (b), respectively. When the AC BTI stress is applied to the circuits, \( V_{critical} \) increases compared to the case of DC BTI stress, indicating that we can use a larger \( V_{init} \) without any additional margin due to less aging.

The results in Figure 3.21(a) show that \( V_{final} \) (of a cell) reaches \( V_{max} \) when \( V_{init} \) is higher than 0.96V. This suggests that we should have an additional signoff margin when the \( V_{init} \) is larger than 0.96V. The margin can be calculated by applying Equation (3.13). Figure 3.22 shows that the worst-case margin (top boundary of the scatter plot) increases rapidly when \( V_{init} \)
Figure 3.21: The evaluation of $V_{\text{critical}}$ for a 28nm FDSOI standard cell library. 44 cell types (including LVT and NVT cells) are each connected as cell chains to obtain respective $V_{\text{final}}$ versus $V_{\text{init}}$ behaviors. (a) DC stress, (b) AC stress.

exceeds $V_{\text{critical}}$ (0.96V). Therefore, it is necessary for designers to estimate $V_{\text{critical}}$. Note that for some cells, the margins on the left-hand side of Figures 3.22(a) and (b) are negative because we apply 1% margin in our AVS emulation. Similar to the observation in Figure 3.21, we see that the required margin is relaxed with AC BTI stress in Figure 3.22(b).

Note that if we do not predict the $V_{\text{critical}}$, we need to be more conservative and use a lower $V_{\text{init}}$ to ensure that the implemented design can meet the timing constraints. Such conservatism will incur area penalty as design implementations need to meet the same timing constraints at a lower $V_{dd}$. To quantify the area overhead, we implement designs without any margin (i.e., use non-derated library and zero timing margin) with $V_{\text{init}}$ smaller than $V_{\text{critical}}$. Figure 3.23 shows that there can be up to 29% area overhead if the $V_{\text{init}}$ is 0.080V lower than the $V_{\text{critical}}$. The area overhead decreases when we use a higher $V_{\text{init}}$ and the overhead decreases when we use $V_{\text{init}} = V_{\text{critical}}$. Although using $V_{\text{init}} = 1.020V$ leads to design implementations with smaller area, the designs will fail under DC or AC BTI stress. This means that it is risky to use a high $V_{\text{init}}$ without analyzing the $V_{\text{critical}}$.

3.2.5 Guardbanding with Derated Libraries and Flat Margins

In Section 3.2.3 above, we have demonstrated the usage of derated libraries. Instead of using derated libraries to guardband design during implementation and final signoff, designers can apply a flat margin to all the timing paths in the circuit. The flat margin method is more conservative than the derated library method because the margin is common to all timing paths and
cell types in the circuits. However, the flat margin method can be implemented with minimum changes to the existing signoff flow by tuning the design constraints.\footnote{To our understanding, the use of derated (“10-year”) libraries, prevalent in the 65nm node era, has been largely supplanted by flat margin methodologies in the 28nm era. Our study and results raise interesting questions about potential suboptimality of this industry trend.} In this subsection, we demonstrate how to implement the flat margin method with our heuristics in Section 3.2.3, then compare circuit implementations signed off with a flat margin against implementations signed off with derated libraries.

**Implementation of Flat Margin Method and Comparison with Derated Library Method**

To obtain the aged delays of circuits, we obtain cell libraries with the device model from the foundry 28nm FDSOI PDK. The libraries are characterized with different sets of $\{V_{dd}, \Delta V_{thp}, \Delta V_{thn}\}$ using Synopsys SiliconSmart [256]. 48 libraries in this technology node are characterized for the delay calculation. The delay calculation steps are similar to those described in Section 3.2.1. We implement three OpenCores circuits [243] (AES, MPEG2, and JPEG) with Synopsys Design Compiler [250] and IC Compiler [252]. The nominal clock periods of AES, MPEG2, and JPEG are 600ps, 650ps, and 960ps, respectively. We consider both DC and AC aging and circuit lifetime $= 10$ years. The implementations for both methods (the flat margin
and derated library methods) are described below. After these implementations, the delay and power of these circuits are calculated in Matlab programs.

To guarantee that the circuits can still properly function at the end of lifetime, we use $V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{final}}$ for signoff. Because $V_{\text{final}}$ of circuits is also required to obtain the delay and aging at the end of lifetime, there exists a similar “chicken and egg” loop in the flat margin method. To overcome this, we use the heuristic in Section 3.2.2 to estimate $V_{\text{final}}$ (i.e., using the simulated $V_{\text{final}}$ from cell chains) and then apply it to Equation (3.15) to calculate the required clock constraint for circuit implementation. The STA results show that these implementations of the flat margin method have no timing violation in Table 3.12, which validates our implementation approach. We use

$$\text{clock constraint} = (\text{nominal clock period}) \cdot \left[1 - \frac{d_{\text{chip}}^{\text{final}}}{d_{\text{chip}}^{\text{fresh}(V_{\text{final}})}} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where $d_{\text{chip}}^{\text{fresh}(V_{\text{final}})}$ is the delay of a circuit without aging when $V_{\text{dd}} = V_{\text{final}}$. $d_{\text{chip}}^{\text{chip}}$, is the delay of a cell with aging at the end of lifetime.

We use the heuristics from Section 3.2.3 to sign off circuits using derated libraries. The derated libraries are characterized with $V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{BTI}} = V_{\text{final}}$, with the $V_{\text{final}}$ obtained from the cell chain simulation. Because the derated libraries have already considered aging, the timing constraints are set to nominal clock periods without additional margins.

Figure 3.23: Area of circuits implemented with non-derated library and zero timing margin. There are area overheads when $V_{\text{init}}$ is lower than $V_{\text{critical}} = 0.98V$. 
Table 3.12: Area and average power results from methods (1) with flat margin, and (2) with derated libraries. The numbers under the design names are nominal clock periods. The nominal clock periods of AES, MPEG2, and JPEG are 600ps, 650ps, and 960ps, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>AC</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>V\text{out} Margin (V)</td>
<td>V\text{final} Margin (V)</td>
<td>Power (mW)</td>
<td>Area ((\mu m^2))</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(V_{\text{init}})</td>
<td>(V_{\text{final}})</td>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Area</td>
<td>(V_{\text{init}})</td>
<td>(V_{\text{final}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AES</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>18349</td>
<td>0.9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>18215</td>
<td>0.9498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>18248</td>
<td>0.9273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>18166</td>
<td>0.9091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>18166</td>
<td>0.8833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>18166</td>
<td>0.8716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>24178</td>
<td>0.9717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>24414</td>
<td>1.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>23410</td>
<td>1.1555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>23880</td>
<td>1.0675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>23880</td>
<td>1.0218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>23880</td>
<td>1.0107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>65387</td>
<td>0.9875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>64788</td>
<td>1.0546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>66158</td>
<td>1.1054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>66928</td>
<td>1.1038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>66928</td>
<td>0.9806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>66928</td>
<td>0.9689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental Results

From the results in Table 3.12, we have the following observations: (i) Circuits signed off using the flat margin method have up to 15% larger area compared to those signed off using derated libraries. This is because the flat margin method determines the signoff margin based on the worst timing arc in the cell library, while the derated library has differently aging cells and arcs. (ii) When \(V_{\text{init}} = V_{\text{max}}\), the derated library method shows a power benefit in testcases AES and JPEG, with both DC and AC degradation; this is because the larger areas due to the pessimism in (i) also result in higher power. There is no power benefit for the MPEG2 testcase because the total power is dominated by the internal power of sequential cells (registers), which varies with the transition time of timing arc. (iii) When AVS has more headroom to adjust the \(V_{dd}\) (i.e., \(V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{init}}\) is larger), we can observe that power disadvantage of the flat margin method lessens. This is because the derated library method is less pessimistic, and the \(V_{dd}\) will increase faster than with the flat margin method when \(V_{\text{max}} - V_{\text{init}}\) is larger.
These observations lead to the following summary. (i) Both derated library and flat margin methods are pessimistic about the aging, which indicates that both methods are usable for signoff. (ii) The flat margin method has the advantage of simplicity because it can be implemented by tuning the timing constraints in the existing signoff flow. We propose that our $V_{\text{final}}$ estimation heuristic be used to obtain the flat margin in Section 3.2.5. (iii) However, the flat margin is more pessimistic than the derated library method, so it results in larger area penalties.

3.2.6 Conclusions

We analyze aging-aware timing signoff issues for circuits with AVS. Based on our analysis in Section 3.2.4, $V_{\text{init}}$ must be smaller than $V_{\text{critical}}$ or additional margin is required. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, $V_{\text{critical}}$ can be estimated through our proposed heuristics. And, when margin is required there are two signoff methods: (i) using derated libraries or (ii) applying flat margins.

When guardbanding aging with derated libraries, there are discrepancies among the voltages that are applied for derated library characterization, and the voltage through lifetime of a circuit with AVS – namely, $V_{\text{lib}}, V_{\text{BTI}}$ and $V_{\text{final}}$. Inconsistency among these voltages can cause the derated library to be either optimistic or pessimistic with respect to the impact of BTI degradation and AVS. To avoid the design overhead that potentially arises from poor selection of $V_{\text{lib}}$ and $V_{\text{BTI}}$ during library characterization, we propose a library characterization heuristic which suggests that $V_{\text{lib}} = V_{\text{BTI}} \approx V_{\text{final}}$ is the best strategy for derated library characterization. We also propose a method to estimate the $V_{\text{final}}$ from replica circuits and AVS parameters, which are both available early in the design process.

With the $V_{\text{final}}$ heuristic, we provide an implementation example for the flat margin method in Section 3.2.5. Although the flat margin and derated library methods can both guarantee timing correctness under aging, we demonstrate in a foundry 28nm FDSOI technology that there can be up to 15% area overhead associated with the flat margin method compared to the derated library method.

3.3 BEOL Corner Optimization

In a conventional implementation methodology, designers sign off an SoC design at extreme PVT conditions to ensure functional correctness. As wire geometries continue to shrink with each new process node, wire resistance (R) and capacitance (C) have become major sources of variation [155], which must be accounted for by signoff at BEOL corners. In current industry-
standard signoff methods, *conventional BEOL corners* (CBCs) are defined such that all BEOL layers vary in the same way [91]. For example, Table 3.13 (see Section 3.3.1) shows common BEOL corners in which the wire width ($\Delta W$), wire thickness ($\Delta T$) and dielectric thickness ($\Delta H$) variations are biased to the minimum or maximum values.\(^{35}\) Although BEOL parameters have strong spatial correlations within a die [139], different BEOL parameters are not fully correlated [77] [91] [136] [146] [211]. When the parameters are not fully correlated, the likelihood of a worst-case (or best-case) condition on all layers is vanishingly small (if not a physical impossibility). Therefore the CBCs are unnecessarily pessimistic, which results in longer chip implementation schedules (time spent on design closure steps).

To reduce the pessimism in CBCs, various statistical RC extraction and timing analysis methods have been proposed [1] [57] [72]. The main drawback of statistics-based method is the lack of availability of commercial EDA tools to characterize a RC variation model (e.g., sensitivities of RC to BEOL physical parameters). Although we can construct the RC variation model by extracting RC at nominal and perturbed corners for each variation source [72], this method requires a lot of computing resources. For example, to characterize an interconnect stack with nine metal layers and three variation sources per layer, we need 28 RC extractions for a nominal corner and 27 perturbed corners. Moreover, the extracted parasitics are design-specific and they must be updated when the design changes.

Alternatively, Lu and McCullen [138] propose a BEOL variation-aware timing analysis method based on a layout-to-SPICE netlist extraction tool. Since the extraction tool can annotate the nominal RC value as well as the bounds of RC in the SPICE netlist, the BEOL-induced timing variation can be simulated using SPICE. However, the SPICE-based timing analysis is slower than static timing analysis (STA), and commercial extraction tools do not have the option to extract and annotate BEOL parameters into a netlist.

For corner-based timing analysis, there are methods to find the worst-case BEOL variation scenarios [91] [153] [188], but these scenarios are far from the typical BEOL variations seen in IC manufacturing. Thus, signing off a design using these BEOL variation scenarios will incur large design overheads [95]. Yamada and Oda [211] propose a simple method to tighten BEOL corners based on the wirelengths of BEOL layers. This corner-based method has the advantage that statistical extraction is only required once per technology for validation. However, this approach is oversimplified in that the estimation may be optimistic when path delays have different and opposite sensitivities to BEOL variations.

\(^{35}\)The $\Delta W$, $\Delta T$ and $\Delta H$ in Table 3.13 are extracted from foundry’s BEOL corners. The definitions of the BEOL corners match with those described in [123].
In this section, we propose a signoff methodology with tightened BEOL corners (TBCs) to reduce the impact of pessimism in CBCs. Our method is based on an observation similar to [211], i.e., the wires on timing-critical paths are typically routed through different BEOL layers. For example, Figure 3.24 shows that the wirelength ratio of (setup) critical paths extracted from a design are mostly routed on layers M2 to M6. Figure 3.25 shows that, for 92% of the paths, the maximum wirelength from a single layer is less than 60% of the total wirelength. When process variations of the BEOL layers are not fully correlated, the timing variation on a critical path is typically much smaller than that estimated using CBCs due to averaging of uncorrelated variations.\footnote{As explained in [91], given a timing path, it is possible to find a worst-case BEOL scenario for which the delay estimated at the worst-case BEOL scenario is worse compared to those at CBCs. However, the worst-case BEOL scenario is rare or else not significant enough to cause timing violations in actual chips.} Our analysis (see Section 3.3.2) shows that the delay variation at a CBC (with respect to the typical BEOL condition) can be much larger than the delay variation obtained from a statistical analysis. Further, we observe that the pessimism of a CBC depends on the sensitivities of critical-path delays to resistance and capacitance variations. Our results also show that CBCs have small or no pessimism for certain kinds of critical paths. Thus, we cannot apply TBCs to the entire design as suggested in [211]. To address this issue, we propose to choose the signoff corners (i.e., CBCs or TBCs) for each path based on its delay sensitivities to resistance and capacitance. By using this method, we can safely sign off a path using TBCs or CBCs without underestimating the delay variation of the paths.

Our main contributions are as follows.

- We show that the pessimism of a CBC depends on the sensitivities of critical-path delay to BEOL resistance and capacitance, and that the trend is similar across different designs.

- We propose a method to identify the critical paths which can use tightened BEOL corners for signoff. We show that this method can reduce the number of paths with timing violations by up to 100% and improve WNS and TNS by up to 101 ps and 53 ns, respectively.

### 3.3.1 BEOL Variation Model

We denote the index of a metal layer in an interconnect stack by $m$ and the total number of metal layers by $N_{\text{layer}}$. We denote the conductor width and thickness of the layer $m$ by $W_m$ and $T_m$, respectively. Similarly, we denote the spacing between conductors for layer $m$ by $S_m$, and the thickness of the layer’s inter-layer dielectric (i.e., the distance between layer $m$ and layer $m+1$) by $H_m$. Figure 3.26 illustrates an example of the interconnect stack with three metal layers (M1, M2 and M3).
Figure 3.24: Wirelength distribution of critical paths on different BEOL layers.

Figure 3.25: Cumulative probability of the maximum wirelength percentage of a single layer (relative to total wirelength on its corresponding path).
Conventional BEOL Corners

The major variation sources in a BEOL corner are $\Delta W_m$, $\Delta T_m$, and $\Delta H_m$, which correspond to the variations in $W_m$, $T_m$, and $H_m$, respectively.\footnote{Spacing variation is implicitly defined by the $\Delta W_m$.} A CBC is modeled by biasing the variation sources in a BEOL technology file (e.g., itf\cite{253} or ict\cite{227}). For example, Table 3.13 shows the $\Delta W_m$, $\Delta T_m$ and $\Delta H_m$ for typical CBCs. Note that the $\Delta W_m$, $\Delta T_m$ and $\Delta H_m$ are biased in the same way for all layers in a CBC. It should also be noted that the RC-best ($Y_{rcb}$) and C-worst ($Y_{cw}$) corners have similar $\Delta W$ and $\Delta T$. Meanwhile, the RC-worst ($Y_{rcw}$) and C-best ($Y_{cb}$) corners have similar $\Delta W$ and $\Delta T$. Thus, the wire resistance extracted at $Y_{rcb}$ and $Y_{cw}$ (resp. $Y_{rcw}$ and $Y_{cb}$) are similar but the capacitance is larger (resp. smaller) at $Y_{cw}$ (resp. $Y_{cb}$) because of a smaller (resp. larger) inter-layer dielectric thickness.

Table 3.13: Typical BEOL corners with skewed parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corner</th>
<th>$\Delta W_m$</th>
<th>$\Delta T_m$</th>
<th>$\Delta H_m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{typ}$</td>
<td>typical</td>
<td>typical</td>
<td>typical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{cb}$</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{cw}$</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{rcb}$</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_{rcw}$</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>minimum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.26: Illustration of the cross-section of a typical metal stack.
Tightened BEOL Corners

We denote a tightened BEOL corner by $Y_{ref,\alpha}$, where $\alpha$ is a scaling factor and $Y_{ref}$ is a CBC, i.e., $Y_{ref} \in \{Y_{cb}, Y_{cw}, Y_{rcb}, Y_{rcw}\}$. We define $\Delta W_m$, $\Delta T_m$ and $\Delta H_m$ of a $Y_{ref,\alpha}$ as

$$
\begin{align*}
\Delta W_m \text{ of } Y_{ref,\alpha} &= \alpha \cdot \Delta W_m \text{ of corner } Y_{ref} \\
\Delta T_m \text{ of } Y_{ref,\alpha} &= \alpha \cdot \Delta T_m \text{ of corner } Y_{ref} \\
\Delta H_m \text{ of } Y_{ref,\alpha} &= \alpha \cdot \Delta H_m \text{ of corner } Y_{ref} 
\end{align*}
$$

(3.16)

Statistical BEOL Variation

For an interconnect stack with $N_{layer}$ layers, there are $3N_{layer}$ variation sources. We model each of these variation sources as a Gaussian random variable $z_v (v = 1, 2, ..., 3N_{layer})$. The correlations among the random variables are defined by a correlation matrix ($\Sigma$). Since BEOL parameters are correlated if they are fabricated using the same process module [146], we model the correlation between two variance sources as follows.

$$
\Sigma_{u,v} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } u = v \\
\gamma & \text{if both } z_u \text{ and } z_v \text{ are } \Delta W, \Delta H \text{ or } \Delta T \\
& \text{of different BEOL layers and the layers are in the same process module.} \\
0 & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
$$

(3.17)

where $\Sigma_{u,v}$ is the entry at the $u^{th}$ row and $v^{th}$ column in $\Sigma$. $\gamma$ is the correlation between $z_u$ and $z_v$. Due to the lack of actual manufacturing data, we assume that $\gamma$ is the same for different pairs of variation sources. In our experiments, we study two scenarios with $\gamma = 0.5$ [146] and $\gamma = 0.0$ (i.e., all variation sources are independent). Unless otherwise specified, the following statistical analyses use $\gamma = 0.0$. For the nine-layer interconnect stack in our experiment, there are three process modules:

- Layers M1, M2 and M3 $\in$ process module 1
- Layers M4, M5, M6 and M7 $\in$ process module 2
- Layers M8 and M9 $\in$ process module 3
We define $Y_v$ as the BEOL corner in which only the $v$ variation source is perturbed by one standard deviation from the typical condition.\(^{38}\) We extract the delay sensitivity of the $j^{th}$ path ($p_j$) to the $v^{th}$ variation source ($\Delta d_{j,v}$) by using the finite-difference method [72].\(^{39}\)

$$\Delta d_{j,v} = d_j(Y_v) - d_j(Y_{typ}) \quad (3.18)$$

where $Y_{typ}$ is the typical BEOL corner. $d_j(Y_v)$ and $d_j(Y_{typ})$ are, respectively, the delay of $p_j$ at $Y_v$ and $Y_{typ}$. Note that the layout-induced RC variation is accounted for in the RC extraction. The BEOL-induced delay variation for $p_j$ ($\sigma_{path,j}$) is given by the following equation.

$$\sigma_{path,j} = \sqrt{\sum_{v=1}^{3N_{layer}} \left( \Delta d'_{j,v} \right)^2}$$

where $[\Delta d'_{j,3N_{layer}}, \ldots, \Delta d'_{j,3N_{layer}}] = [\Delta d_{j,1}, \ldots, \Delta d_{j,3N_{layer}}] \cdot \lambda$ \(\lambda \cdot \lambda^T = \Sigma\) \(\lambda\) is a lower triangular matrix and $\lambda^T$ is the transpose of $\lambda$.

We decompose $\Sigma$ to obtain $\lambda$ by using the Cholesky decomposition method. $\lambda$ is a lower triangular matrix and $\lambda^T$ is the transpose of $\lambda$.

Note that the delay variation is also affected by the drive strength of standard cells which has within-die random variation [167]. Therefore, the delay variation of different nets on the same metal layer may not be fully correlated. Since our variation model assumes that the delay variation on a single metal layer is fully correlated, we may underestimate the effect of averaging random variations.

### 3.3.2 Pessimism in Conventional BEOL Corners

Unlike hold-time violations which can be fixed by buffer insertion, fixing a setup timing-critical path at CBC corners has become a very challenging task due to the increased wire resistance and BEOL variation. For example, increasing the drive strengths of standard cells along a setup timing-critical path is a typical approach to fix a setup-time violation. However, when the path is dominated by wire delay (e.g., a path with relatively long wires), increasing the drive strengths of cells can only reduce a fraction of the path delay, which may be insufficient to fix the setup timing violation. This problem is even more critical at high $V_{dd}$ and/or high temperature operating conditions in which the impact of wire delay variation is more significant. In the

\(^{38}\)We assume that the $\Delta W_m$, $\Delta H_m$ and $\Delta T_m$ in the $Y_{rcb}$ and $Y_{rcw}$ corners correspond to +3 and −3 standard deviations, respectively.

\(^{39}\)We assume that the path delay varies linearly with variation sources [1].
following discussion, we only focus on reducing the pessimism of CBC on the data path of setup timing-critical paths.\(^{40}\)

We define \(\Delta d_j(Y)\) as the difference between the delays of \(p_j\) at corners \(Y\) and \(Y_{typ}\), i.e., \(\Delta d_j(Y) = d_j(Y) - d_j(Y_{typ})\). We consider \(p_j\) as “safe” if the path is signed off at a corner \(Y\), for which \(\Delta d_j(Y)\) is larger than \(3\sigma_{path,j}\).

\[
\exists Y, \Delta d_j(Y) \geq 3\sigma_{path,j} \tag{3.20}
\]

Our goal is to find the tightened BEOL corners such that the design signed off using these corners will meet the safe condition in Equation (3.20). Meanwhile, the corners should not be overly pessimistic, i.e., the difference between \(\Delta d_j(Y)\) and \(3\sigma_{path,j}\) should be minimized.

**Analysis**

When BEOL variations are small, path delay variations can be approximated as a linear function of BEOL variations [1]. Based on this assumption and the definition of the TBC in Equation 3.16,

\[
\Delta d_j(Y_\alpha) = \alpha \cdot \Delta d_j(Y) \tag{3.21}
\]

where \(\Delta d_j(Y_\alpha)\) is the delay variation at a TBC. To satisfy the safe condition at a \(Y_\alpha\), the smallest scaling factor for \(p_j (\alpha_j(Y))\) is given by

\[
\alpha_j(Y) = \frac{3\sigma_{path,j}}{\Delta d_j(Y)} \tag{3.22}
\]

Figure 3.27 shows the scaling factors of a set of critical paths for \(Y_{cw}\) and \(Y_{rcw}\). The figure shows that \(\alpha_j(Y)\) is small when \(\Delta d_j(Y)\) is large but increases rapidly when \(\Delta d_j(Y)\) approaches zero. Also, there are paths for which their \(\Delta d_j(Y_{cw})\) (resp. \(\Delta d_j(Y_{rcw})\)) become negative. This happens because \(Y_{cw}\) (resp. \(Y_{rcw}\)) corner has smaller parasitic resistance (resp. capacitance) and the paths are more sensitive to the changes in resistance (resp. capacitance). The results also imply that we need to sign off at both \(Y_{cw}\) and \(Y_{rcw}\) corners to capture the impact of interconnect variation. When we analyze both \(Y_{rcw}\) and \(Y_{cw}\) corners, the paths which have a smaller \(\Delta d_j(Y_{cw})\) will have a larger \(\Delta d_j(Y_{rcw})\), and vice-versa for the paths which have larger \(\Delta d_j(Y_{cw})\). Thus we should only consider the \(\alpha_j\) at the dominant corner which has a larger

\(^{40}\)Our signoff methodology is not applicable to the hold critical paths because there is not much averaging effect in the short data paths. Also, pessimisms of the CBCs is not significant for the clock network which is typically implemented on a few BEOL layers.
Figure 3.27: $\alpha_j$ versus $\Delta d_j$ for critical paths obtained from the NETCARD benchmark circuit.

$\Delta d_j(Y)$. The actual scaling factor ($\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$) is defined as

$$\alpha_j^{\text{act}} = \frac{3\sigma_{\text{path},j}}{\max(\Delta_{\text{delay},j,Y_{cw}}, \Delta_{\text{delay},j,Y_{rcw}})} \quad (3.23)$$

To understand the trends in Figure 3.27, we analyze the relationships between $\sigma_{\text{path},j}$ and $\Delta d_j(Y)$. Figure 3.28 shows that there is a strong correlation between $3\sigma_{\text{path},j}$ and $\Delta d_j(Y)$. Moreover, most of the paths have a $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ smaller than 0.5. The small $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ is due to the averaging of uncorrelated variations when the wires along the paths are routed on many metal layers.

Figure 3.28: $3\sigma_{\text{path},j}$ versus $\Delta d_j(Y)$.

Figure 3.29 shows the relationships between $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$, $\Delta d_j(Y_{cw})$ and $\Delta d_j(Y_{rcw})$. Each circle in the figure represents a path, the coordinates of a circle on the x- and y-axes indicate its (normalized) $\Delta d_j(Y_{cw})$ and $\Delta d_j(Y_{rcw})$. Meanwhile, the color of the circles indicates the
magnitude of $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$. From the figure, we can see that the paths with a large $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ have small $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{cw}})$ and $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{rcw}})$, e.g., both $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{cw}})$ and $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{rcw}})$ are smaller than 0.03 when $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ is larger than 0.5.

Our analysis shows that the paths with a large $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ have similar delay sensitivities to $R$ and $C$. Since a CBC is biased such that the $R$ and $C$ change in opposite directions (with respect to $Y_{\text{typ}}$, the total delay variation at a CBC is very small for the paths with similar delay sensitivities to $R$ and $C$. In other words the delay variation due to $R$ and $C$ are cancelled out. Note that the cancellation effect is an artifact of CBCs, which does not exist in the statistical RC analysis. Thus, $3\sigma_{\text{path},j}$ is larger than the delay variation at a CBC (i.e., $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ is large) for this kind of path.

Since the $\alpha_j^{\text{act}}$ is mainly affected by $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{cw}})$ or $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{rcw}})$, we propose to classify the critical paths based on their $\Delta d_j(Y)$.

$$p_j \begin{cases} \text{G}_{TBC} \text{ if } [(\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{rcw}}) > A_{\text{rcw}}) \text{ or } (\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{cw}}) > A_{\text{cw}})] \\ \text{G}_{CBC} \text{ otherwise} \end{cases}$$ (3.24)$

$G_{CBC}$ and $G_{TBC}$ are respectively the set of paths to be signed off using CBC and TBC. $A_{\text{rcw}}$ and $A_{\text{cw}}$ are, respectively, the thresholds for the $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{rcw}})$ and $\Delta d_j(Y_{\text{cw}})$, which determine whether a path is in $G_{TBC}$ or $G_{CBC}$.

**Proposed Method**

Figure 3.30 describes our signoff methodology. Given a routed design, we first analyze the data paths at $Y_{\text{cw}}$, $Y_{\text{rcw}}$ and $Y_{\text{typ}}$ to classify the setup timing-critical paths into $G_{TBC}$ or
The paths in $G_{TBC}$ (resp. $G_{CBC}$) will be analyzed using TBC (resp. CBC). If there are timing violations, the paths are fixed through a path-based ECO at the corresponding BEOL corners. The design is closed when there are no paths with timing violations in both $G_{TBC}$ and $G_{CBC}$.

Based on our experimental results (see Section 3.3.3), we observe that the critical paths of the designs implemented using the same technology and design flow have similar structures. Therefore, we propose to extract the values of $A_{cw}$ and $A_{rcw}$ from a set of representative critical paths and use them for other designs implemented using the same technology and design flows. By using this approach, we only need to perform the costly statistical analysis to characterize $A_{cw}$ and $A_{rcw}$ when there is a major change in the technology or design flow.

Given a set of representative critical paths as well as their corresponding timing constraints and operating conditions, the problem is to select the $A_{cw}$, $A_{rcw}$ and TBCs to minimize the pessimism in CBCs while satisfying the safe condition in Equation (3.20). To solve this problem, we perform a statistical analysis and extract the optimal scaling factors ($\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw})$ and $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw})$) for different $A_{cw}$ and $A_{rcw}$.\[^{41}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw}) &= \max_j (\alpha_{act}^j(Y_{rcw})), \Delta d_j(Y_{rcw}) > A_{rcw} \\
\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw}) &= \max_j (\alpha_{act}^j(Y_{cw})), \Delta d_j(Y_{cw}) > A_{cw}
\end{align*}\]

\[^{41}\]The $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw})$ (resp. $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw})$) is optimal for a given set of representative critical paths, along with a threshold value $A_{cw}$ (resp. $A_{rcw}$).

Figure 3.30: Proposed signoff flow.
Figure 3.31 shows that as $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw})$ (resp. $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw})$) reduces, the $A_{rcw}$ (resp. $A_{cw}$) increases but the $|G_{TBC}|$ reduces. In other words, as we tighten a BEOL corner, the number of paths which can be signed off using the TBC reduces.

![Graph showing tradeoff](image)

**Figure 3.31**: Tradeoff between $A_{rcw,cw}$ and $|G_{TBC}|$ with $\gamma = 0.0$.

### 3.3.3 Experimental Results

We use three designs from ISPD contests [165] [200] and the *OpenCores* [243] as the testcases in our experiments. The designs are placed and routed with a triple-$V_{th}$ 45nm foundry library using *Synopsys IC Compiler* [252]. To emulate the highly resistive BEOL in advanced technology, we scale the resistivity in the BEOL model file by $8\times$. For timing signoff, we use *Synopsys PrimeTime* [254]. The PVT condition for setup timing analysis is $SS, 0.90V$ and $125^\circ C$. We use the $Y_{cw}$ and $Y_{rcw}$ during the implementations. The key design parameters of the implemented testcases are listed in Table 3.14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LEON3MP</th>
<th>NETCARD</th>
<th>SUPERBLUE12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock period (ns)</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate count</td>
<td>232K</td>
<td>575K</td>
<td>1031K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Utilization (%)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core area (mm$^2$)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>1.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Transition (ns)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 3.14*: Physical implementation results of testcases.
Experiment Setup

After placement and routing, we fix the timing violations in the designs by using the `fix_eco` commands in Synopsys PrimeTime [254] until there are no improvements. Then we extract 1000 setup timing-critical paths at $Y_{cw}$ and $Y_{rcw}$, separately. To emulate our signoff methodology, we filter the extracted paths based on the definition in Equation 3.25 to obtain $G_{tbc}$. For our signoff methodology, the paths in $G_{TBC}$ are analyzed using $Y_{cw,\alpha}$ and $Y_{rcw,\alpha}$. Meanwhile, the paths in $G_{CBC}$ are analyzed using $Y_{cw}$ and $Y_{rcw}$. In our experiments, we set $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw})$ equal to $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw})$. The $A_{rcw}$ and $A_{cw}$ for different $\alpha_{opt}$ and statistical BEOL models are listed in Table 3.15. To collect the representative timing-critical paths, we implemented another NETCARD benchmark circuit with a clock period = 2.3 ns and extract the top 10000 paths at $Y_{rcw}$ and $Y_{cw}$. Note that the critical paths are different from that of the NETCARD testcase described in Table 3.14. Since the representative timing-critical paths can be different from the actual testcases, we increase the values $A_{rcw}$ and $A_{cw}$ by 1% to account for the sampling error in the construction of the representative paths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$\alpha_{opt}$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 0.0$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 0.5$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$A_{cw}$ (%)</td>
<td>$A_{rcw}$ (%)</td>
<td>$A_{cw}$ (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBC-0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBC-0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBC-0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.15: Configurations for TBC-based signoff.

Results

Figure 3.32 shows that $\alpha_{act}$ values are large when $\Delta_{delay}(Y_{rcw})$ or $\Delta_{delay}(Y_{cw})$ values are small. This validates our assumption that the different testcases have similar trends (i.e., $\alpha_{act}$ versus $\Delta_{delay}(Y_{rcw})$ and $\Delta_{delay}(Y_{cw})$) even though the testcases have different clock periods, gate counts and core areas. Note that we only repeat the experiments for three different netlists. Is it possible that there are other netlists which show different trends compared to that in Figure 3.32.

Table 3.16 shows the timing analysis results with $\gamma = 0.0$. By using our methods (TBC-0.5, TBC-0.6 and TBC-0.7), we can improve the WNS by 46 ps to 125 ps and TNS by up to

---

42 It is possible that using different $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{rcw})$ and $\alpha_{opt}(Y_{cw})$ can improve the benefits of our signoff methodology.
68\,\text{ns}. Meanwhile, the total number of paths with timing violations is reduced by 42\% to 100\%.

Table 3.17 shows the results of a similar experiment with $\gamma = 0.5$. The results show that for all testcases, the $|G_{TBC}|$ are relatively smaller compared to that in Table 3.16 where $\gamma = 0.0$. This is because the $A_{cw}$ and $A_{rcw}$ are larger for the same $\alpha$ when there are stronger correlations among variation sources.

Table 3.17 shows that $|G_{TBC}|$ for the TBC-0.5 configuration is zero for the LEON3MP testcase. Thus, the TBC-0.5 configuration has no improvements compared to the CBC approach. Meanwhile, results in Table 3.17 show that by using TBC-0.6 and TBC-0.7, we can still reduce the WNS up to 101\,\text{ps} and TNS by up to 53\,\text{ns} and the total number of paths with timing violations is also reduced by 10\% to 100\%.

The delay estimation error in Tables 3.16 and 3.17 are defined as $\Delta d_j(Y) - 3\sigma_{\text{path}_j}$. Since the delay estimation errors in the tables are positive, it means that no TBC case underestimates the delay variation.

To fix the remaining timing violation paths, we have several options. First, we can upsize standard cells along critical paths to reduce path delay. Second, if the wire delay is large, we can insert buffers to break long wires into shorter ones so as to reduce wire delay. Note that both approaches will change the $\Delta_{\text{delay}}(Y_{rcw})$ or $\Delta_{\text{delay}}(Y_{cw})$. If the $\Delta_{\text{delay}}(Y_{rcw})$ or $\Delta_{\text{delay}}(Y_{cw})$ becomes larger than the corresponding $A_{rcw}$ or $A_{cw}$, we can use TBC, which will reduce the delay variation and improve WNS. Alternatively, we can also intentionally route the wires over multiple layers during the physical implementation stages so as to create critical paths which has less BEOL variations as already discussed in [166] [185].

### 3.3.4 Conclusions

Due to highly resistive BEOL layers in advance technology nodes, signoff using conventional BEOL corners (CBC) results in longer chip implementation schedules and poorer design quality. We propose a method to reduce the pessimism in the CBC by using TBC. Our method
Table 3.17: Timing analysis results with $\gamma = 0.5$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>LEON3MP</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>NETCARD</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>SUPERBLUE12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>TBC-0.5</td>
<td>TBC-0.6</td>
<td>CBC</td>
<td>TBC-0.5</td>
<td>TBC-0.6</td>
<td>CBC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WNS (ns)</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
<td>-0.134</td>
<td>-0.134</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNS (ns)</td>
<td>2.519</td>
<td>2.519</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>7.290</td>
<td>-1.986</td>
<td>-0.434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Timing violations</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay estimation error (ns)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>Y_{rc}</td>
<td>/\text{total number of paths (%)}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is based on the observation that most timing-critical paths use different BEOL layers. When the variations of BEOL layers are not fully correlated, the BEOL-induced timing variation is much smaller due to averaging of random variations.

Further, our analysis shows that by extracting the delay sensitivities of the critical paths to the RC-worst and C-worst BEOL corners, we can identify the paths which can use TBC for signoff without underestimating the delay variation (compared to a statistical analysis). The advantage of our method is that the TBC can be precharacterized and calibrated with statistical analysis when there is a major change in the technology node or design flow. Our experimental results show that our method which uses tightened BEOL corners on selected paths can reduce the number of paths with timing violations by up to 100% and improve the WNS and TNS by up to 101 ps and 53 ns, respectively.

We observe that when the value of $\alpha$ is large the delay variations at $Y_{cu}$ and $Y_{rcu}$ are small. Thus, it may be possible to cover all critical paths by using a $Y_{typ}$ with a small derating factor on wire delay. In other words, the design can be implemented and signed off by using $Y_{rec,\alpha}$, $Y_{rcu,\alpha}$ and $Y_{typ}$ (with a derating factor). We expect that this approach will further reduce the pessimism in BEOL corners because the design is not implemented at CBC.
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Chapter 4

Design-Aware Manufacturing Optimization

This chapter presents three distinct techniques for manufacturing optimization. First, we introduce a method to calculate the electrical process window (EPW) of a design which accounts for electrical specifications. The EPW is more accurate and less pessimistic compared to the conventional geometric process window, which only considers CD variation. We analyze various layout-transparent methods to enlarge the EPW to improve manufacturing yield. We also propose approximate methods to evaluate the EPW; these can be used with little or no design information. Furthermore, we propose a method to extract representative layouts for large designs which can then be used to evaluate the EPW with much smaller runtime. Second, we propose a design-dependent process monitoring strategy which can predict design performance based on measurements obtained from test structures in wafer scribe lines. Since these measurements are available in the early stages of manufacturing, we propose to use the predicted design performance to prune bad wafers. Such early pruning can save test and back-end manufacturing costs. Third, we study the impact on BEOL electrical performance of stitching locations in LELE double-patterning mask design. We derive analytical RC equations to model the impact of CD variation due to the overlay error in LELE double patterning. Based on the analytical equations, we propose guidelines for optimal stitching to reduce RC variations.
4.1 Measurement and Optimization of Electrical Process Window

*Process window* (PW) is the range of process parameters such that designs produced within this range operate according to desired specifications [141]. The traditional geometric process window (GPW) checks whether the *critical dimension* (CD) of any feature deviates from its nominal value by more than a predefined tolerance [133] [141].

The rapid pace of semiconductor scaling over the last decades coupled with much slower advances in lithography technology has forced 193\(nm\) optical lithographic printing beyond its limit. Consequently, *resolution enhancement techniques* (RET) such as optical proximity correction (OPC), subresolution assist features and phase shift masks have become a necessity to ensure the printability of small features. Since OPC is typically performed at a nominal lithographic setup, it fails to account for variation in exposure, focus or overlay. To compensate for these variations, Krasnoperova et al. [116] propose a *process-window OPC*, in which OPCs are performed at multiple process corners. This method is, however, impractical due to its long runtime. Another method, *image slope OPC* [54] optimizes slope of intensity, which is a measure of variation in dose, along with *edge placement error* (EPE). Retargeting [180] [212] is a rule-based technique to modify the layout before performing OPC to improve process window and is a popular approach in industry. Although these methods address the problem of lithographic variation, accurate metrics are required to quantify their benefits.

Although GPW is easy to compute or measure, it is not an accurate representation of the electrical behavior of a printed circuit. Recently, there has been some interest in reducing the pessimism due to poor correlation between design geometry and electrical performance. In [9], electrically-driven OPC is developed based on nonrectangular transistor models for \(I_{on}\) and \(I_{off}\). Zhang et al. in [216] developed an analytical model to account for corner rounding in printed transistors and accounted for its impact on saturation current during OPC. Gupta et al. in [86] used timing slack of critical paths to reduce the complexity of post-OPC mask shapes. These methods achieve smaller performance variation and reduced mask complexity despite large geometric errors [176]. Axelrad et al. [8] propose a methodology to compare the *static noise margin* (SNM) of 6T-SRAM cells printed under different defocus conditions. The method provides important feedback for designers at an early design stage, which helps to reduce design and manufacturing costs.

Inspired by the above-mentioned approaches, we propose an electrical process window (EPW), which estimates PW based on delay, SNM and leakage deviation instead of variation in CD. We focus on a PW analysis for digital VLSI circuit which has a dense geometry pattern and
is susceptible to lithographic variation. To evaluate EPW, we generate post-OPC lithography contours of a given layout at different exposure, defocus and overlay process points. A process point is denoted by $O_k$. Then, we extract transistor shapes and their electrical performances using the model in [33]. Finally, EPW is defined by process points that yield lithography contours with acceptable electrical performances.

The key contributions of this section are as follows.

- In contrast to the conventional GPW, we propose electrical process window defined by delay, SNM and leakage power of a design. EPW can reduce the pessimism in process control requirements as its area is 1.5 to 8× larger than that of GPW.
- We demonstrate that EPW can be optimized by layout-transparent methods such as gate length biasing and $V_{th}$ adjustment during manufacturing.
- We propose several approximations to EPW for cases where design information is incomplete.
- We present the concept of representative layout extraction which can be used to reduce EPW evaluation runtime.

We focus on analyzing the lithography process window for the poly layer because it usually is the critical layer which affects circuit performance. Moreover, lithographic variation on poly layer has strong correlation to electrical variation as it defines transistor gate length.

**Geometric Process Window**

**Definition:** GPW is defined as the range of process parameters such that deviation between the CD of a printed contour and a circuit layout on the poly layer is within predefined tolerance, i.e.,

$$O_k \in GPW \iff \text{lower bound of allowed CD deviation} \leq \text{CD} \leq \text{upper bound of allowed CD deviation}$$

In our experiments, CD deviation is estimated based on an EPE histogram of all transistor segments. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, EPE is defined as the displacement between the printed contour and layout shape. Since EPE only measures the channel length deviation on one side of a transistor channel, two scenarios are considered.
1. Maximum EPE occurs at both edges of a transistor segment. Allowed EPE = \( \pm 2 \times \) maximum EPE (worst case).

2. Maximum EPE occurs at one edge of a transistor segment. We assume that the edge opposite to the maximum-EPE segment is not changed, and that allowed EPE = nominal channel length \( \pm \) maximum EPE.

We consider a process point \( O_k \) to be within GPW if more than 99% of EPEs are within the predefined tolerance. The 1% allowance is given to avoid pessimistic GPW due to EPE outliers, which can be fixed by fine-tuning the mask in OPC. In the following discussion, we use W-GPW and A-GPW to respectively denote GPW with the EPE tolerance defined by Scenario 1 (worst case) and Scenario 2 (average case).

![EPE tolerance diagram](image)

**Figure 4.1**: Illustration of EPE histogram.

### 4.1.1 Electrical Process Window

A process point \( O_k \) is considered within EPW if electrical metric of a printed circuit is within desired tolerance. In the following discussions, we demonstrate the evaluation of delay-centric EPW (D-EPW), leakage power-centric EPW (P-EPW) and static noise margin EPW (SNM-EPW) as they are commonly used electrical metrics.

**Delay-Centric Electrical Process Window (D-EPW)**

Due to subwavelength lithography, a printed transistor channel is not rectangular despite the use of aggressive RET techniques. This imposes difficulties in EPW extraction as electrical metrics of a nonrectangular gate (NRG) transistor cannot be determined from a precharacterized library. To model the impact of NRG transistors on a given critical path’s delay, we extract \( I_{on} \) of each NRG transistor using the method proposed in [33]. As shown in Figure 4.2, NRG
transistor obtained from simulated contour is sliced into narrower transistors to approximate the nonrectangular channel. Then, the effective channel length, width and \( V_{th} \) of sliced transistors are extracted to construct rectangular transistors that correspond to the sliced transistors.\(^{43}\) Finally, the rectangular transistors are simulated using Synopsys HSPICE [251] and their \( I_{on} \) and \( I_{off} \) are summed up to represent total \( I_{on} \) and \( I_{off} \) of the NRG transistor. After obtaining the current, cell delay of NRG transistor (\( d_{cell}^{i} \)) is estimated by the following equation,

\[
d_{cell}^{i} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N_{tran,i}} I_{on,ori,n}^{i}}{\sum_{n=1}^{N_{tran,i}} I_{on,sim,n}^{i}} \times d_{ori,i}^{cell}
\]

(4.2)

where \( N_{tran,i} \) is the total number of transistors in cell \( i \) and \( d_{ori}^{cell} \) is the delay of the cell obtained from STA such as Synopsys PrimeTime [254]. Subsequently, path delay of simulated contour (\( d_{sim}^{path} \)) is represented as the sum of delay of every cell along the path,

\[
d_{sim,j}^{path} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{cell,j}} d_{i}^{cell}
\]

(4.3)

where \( N_{cell,j} \) is the total number of cells along the \( j^{th} \) critical path. Finally, D-EPW is defined as

\[
O_k \in \text{D-EPW} \iff \max_j (\Delta d_{j}^{path}) \leq \text{upper bound of allowed delay deviation.}
\]

\[
\Delta d_{j}^{path} = \left[ \frac{d_{sim,j}^{path}}{d_{ori,j}^{path}} - 1 \right] \times 100\%
\]

(4.4)

where \( d_{ori,j}^{path} \) is the delay of the critical path obtained from STA.

\[43\text{We use SPICE-based method in [33] to calibrate parameters for NRG transistor model.}\]
Leakage Power-Centric Electrical Process Window (P-EPW)

As already mentioned, leakage currents of NRG transistors at different process points \( (I_{\text{off,sim}}) \) are obtained using the method in [33]. The method is also used for calculating the leakage current of each transistor in pre-OPC layout \( (I_{\text{off,ori}}) \) to evaluate leakage power deviation of a circuit \( (\Delta P) \).

\[
\Delta P = \left[ \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N_{\text{tran,all}}} I_{\text{off,sim},n}}{\sum_{n=1}^{N_{\text{tran,all}}} I_{\text{off,ori},n}} - 1 \right] \times 100\%,
\]

where \( N_{\text{tran,all}} \) denotes the total number of transistors in a design. Note that Equation (4.5) does not account for cell topology, i.e., stacked transistors have less leakage power compared to non-stacked transistors. This leads to an estimation error whenever CD variations are different between the stacked and non-stacked transistors. Since the P-EPW is a function of relative leakage power instead of the absolute value, the estimation error is negligible if stack and non-stack transistors have similar CD distributions. For random digital logic, CD variation is affected by the surrounding pattern which has no direct correlation with its cell topology. Therefore, cell topology is unlikely a major source of estimation error.

Since there is no lower bound for leakage power, P-EPW is defined as

\[
O_k \in \text{P-EPW} \iff \Delta_{\text{power}} \leq \text{upper bound of allowed leakage power deviation.}
\]

Signal Noise Margin Electrical Process Window (SNM-EPW)

To capture the impact of lithography imperfection on a SRAM cell, we replace each NRG transistor in the cell by an equivalent transistor which has the same \( I_{\text{on}} \) as that of the NRG transistor. Since there can be many width and length combinations for a given \( I_{\text{on}} \), we choose the equivalent transistor which has a channel width equal to the average width of the NRG transistor.

After obtaining the equivalent transistors for a SRAM cell, we perform SPICE simulation to get the voltage transfer curves of inverter pairs in a SRAM cell. We evaluate only the read noise margin of the SRAM, since it is typically more critical compared to the hold noise margin. The SNM of a cell is defined by the diagonal length of the maximum square within the butterfly curves as shown in Figure 4.3. Due to the regular layout of a SRAM array, the printed contour of each cell is similar. Therefore, we evaluate SNM-EPW based on the SNM value of a
SRAM cell. **SNM-EPW** is defined as

\[ O_k \in \text{SNM-EPW} \iff \Delta SNM \geq \text{lower bound of allowed signal noise margin deviation}, \]

\[
\Delta SNM = \left[ \frac{SNM_{\text{simulated}}}{SNM_{\text{original}}} - 1 \right] \times 100%.
\]

**Figure 4.3**: SNM extraction based on voltage transfer curves of a 6T-SRAM bitcell. \( V_r \) and \( V_l \) are the internal node voltage of inverter pairs in a bitcell.

**Combined Electrical Process Window (C-EPW)**

Whenever there are more than one electrical metrics, the combined electrical PW can be easily computed by finding the intersections of the EPWs,

\[
C-\text{EPW} = \bigcap_{i=1}^{Q} (EPW_i),
\]

where \( Q \) is the total number of electrical metrics. C-EPW is defined as the intersection between D-EPW and P-EPW.

**Relationship Between GPW and EPW Tolerances**

Since GPW and EPWs are defined based on different metrics, we need to figure out the relationship between the two for fair comparison. To obtain the worse case corners of GPW,
we simulate an inverter with a FO4 load and a 6T-SRAM cell at (nominal length ± \((2 \times EPE\) tolerance))\(^{44}\) using Synopsys HSPICE [251] and transistor model provided by the Nangate Open Cell Library [240]. The maximum delay, leakage power and SNM deviations are extracted to represent D-EPW, P-EPW and SNM-EPW tolerances, respectively. Table 4.1 summarizes the corresponding deviations in delay and leakage power for different EPE tolerances. For example, a 5% EPE (2.5\( \text{nm} \) of 50\( \text{nm} \) nominal channel length) corresponds to 11%, 54% and -24% deviations in delay, power and SNM, respectively. Hence, W-GPW with 2.5% EPE tolerance corresponds to A-GPW with 5% EPE tolerance, D-EPW with 11% delay tolerance, P-EPW with 54% leakage power tolerance, and SNM-EPW with -24% SNM tolerance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Delta) Channel length (%)</th>
<th>W-GPW (\Delta EPE) (%)</th>
<th>A-GPW (\Delta EPE) (%)</th>
<th>D-EPW (\Delta delay) (%)</th>
<th>P-EPW (\Delta power) (%)</th>
<th>SNM-EPW (\Delta SNM) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2476</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\Delta) Channel length (%)</th>
<th>W-GPW (\Delta EPE) (%)</th>
<th>A-GPW (\Delta EPE) (%)</th>
<th>D-EPW (\Delta delay) (%)</th>
<th>P-EPW (\Delta power) (%)</th>
<th>SNM-EPW (\Delta SNM) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

When channel length deviates more than 10%, the SNM of a 6T-SRAM cell reduces to zero. Therefore, the maximum allowed geometrical deviation is 10% for SRAM. The tolerance for leakage power is very high compared to channel length and EPE tolerance because leakage power increases exponentially as channel length reduces. Note that the tolerances in Table 4.1 are strongly dependent on the process technology.

**Experimental Setup**

To show the differences between GPW and EPW for digital logic, we implement six benchmark circuits obtained from ISCAS-85 [230] and [243]. The benchmark circuits are implemented using the 45\(\text{nm}\) Nangate Open Cell Library [240]. After synthesis, placement and routing, we define the paths within 20% of setup time constraint as critical paths. The layouts of benchmark circuits are then scaled to 65\(\text{nm}\) for OPC and lithography simulation due to limitations in our optical models. After that, the simulated contours are scaled down to 45\(\text{nm}\) for leakage and drive current extraction. To emulate variations in the lithography system, we simulate an image for the poly layer with different exposure and defocus values using Mentor Calibre [228]. We only analyze the PW for the poly layer. During the EPW extraction, we use the active layer patterns in layout, i.e., we evaluate the PW for the poly layer when the active

\(^{44}\)\(V_{dd} = 1.1\text{V},\) \(\text{tEmperature} = 25^\circ\text{C}\)
layer is printed at its nominal value. We emulate overlay error by shifting the printed active layer along the vertical direction (Z direction in Figure 4.2) during transistor shape extraction. Process parameters in our experiments are as follow.

- Exposure (%) ∈ {80, 90, 100, 110, 120}
- Defocus (nm) ∈ {0, 40, 80, 160}
- Overlay (nm) ∈ {-20, -10, 0, 10, 20}

A process point is considered as “feasible” if all the transistors printed at this process point do not have open or short defects. The maximum process window is defined by the collection of all feasible process points. To evaluate GPW, we generate an EPE histogram for each process point by comparing the printed contours to the original layout using Mentor Calibre [228]. To evaluate EPW, we translate the extracted channel shapes into an OpenAccess database [241]. After that, \( I_{on} \) and \( I_{off} \) of each transistor are extracted using the method in [33] to obtain \( \Delta d_{\text{path}}^j \) and \( \Delta P \). Note that in order to reduce lithography simulation runtime, we estimate the delay, leakage power and EPE values between sampled data points by interpolation. The analysis of EPW (including NRG transistor current extraction) is implemented in C++ and the experiment is carried out on a 64bit machine running at 2GHz with 16GB memory.

**Experimental Results**

Results in Table 4.2 show that W-GPW is very pessimistic because its PW is zero for all tolerances. Meanwhile, A-GPW is larger than W-GPW because A-GPW has a a less constrained CD tolerance. Figure 4.4 shows the A-GPW, D-EPW, P-EPW and C-EPW for benchmark circuit C1908.\(^{45}\) Although the experiments are carried out for different exposure, defocus and overlay conditions, we do not show the PW along the overlay dimension because we observe that the PW is insensitive to overlay for the layouts we have. The experiment results for other circuits are not displayed but the area of the PWs are stated in Table 4.2. Figure 4.4\(^{46}\) shows that the A-GPW is smaller than the EPWs with their corresponding tolerance. This implies that there are process points where the printed circuits can meet the electrical tolerance although the CDs of circuits violate geometric tolerance. GPW is generally more pessimistic compared to EPW because

\(^{45}\)The result of W-GPW is not included in Figure 4.4 as it has zero area in all cases.

\(^{46}\)Due to imperfect calibration of our OPC setup, the ideal process point at 100% exposure and 0nm defocus lies outside P-EPW at 54% tolerance, while the process points at 90% exposure and 0nm to 80nm defocus meets the tightest delay and leakage power tolerance.
1. GPW requires at least 99% EPE to be within CD tolerance. In contrast, EPW is defined based on the total power and delay of a circuit, which are related to the average of deviation of each transistor segment. Therefore, while some of the transistor segments can vary significantly, the entire transistor is still able to meet EPW tolerance due to averaging across transistors in a critical path for D-EPW, and across all transistors for P-EPW.

2. The transistors are not equally important in EPW, e.g., delay constraints are applied only to transistors on critical paths.

![Figure 4.4: A-GPW, D-EPW, P-EPW and C-EPW for ISCAS-85 benchmark circuit C1908.](image)

At the 100% exposure and 80nm defocus process point (circled in Figure 4.4), the geometric variation is within the A-GPW with ±15% EPE tolerance (shaded) but leakage power
Table 4.2: GPW and EPW for ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tolerance (%)</th>
<th>W-GPW</th>
<th>A-GPW</th>
<th>D-EPW</th>
<th>P-EPW</th>
<th>C-EPW (delay, power)</th>
<th>Maximum PW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deviation is not within the P-EPW with the corresponding tolerance. This happens when the actual channel-length deviation (combined EPE on both edges) is larger than 7.5nm (15% of channel length) but none of the EPEs exceeds 7.5nm. As a result, the process point is valid for A-GPW but the actual leakage power is larger than the predefined leakage power constraints. This example shows that although A-GPW is generally pessimistic compared to EPW, it does not guarantee the electrical metrics of the circuits printed within its PW.

As shown in Figure 4.4, C-EPW can be much smaller than D-EPW or P-EPW. The C-EPW is useful as it clearly defines the acceptable process range, ensuring that the printed design can meet both delay and power requirements. For comparable tolerance, the C-EPW is $1.5 \times$ to $8 \times$ larger than A-GPW.

4.1.2 Optimization of Electrical Process Window

With EPW, the impact of process tuning on PW can be estimated from simulated contours. This enables fast and extensive exploration of process tuning approaches for maximizing PW. Since C-EPW is defined as the intersection of D-EPW and P-EPW, it is possible to improve C-EPW by increasing D-EPW or P-EPW. But any change in the gate lengths or $V_{th}$ has opposite effects on D-EPW and P-EPW. For example, increasing the gate lengths of transistors leads to a larger P-EPW but a smaller D-EPW. This also implies that when the sensitivities of P-EPW and D-EPW to the intentional gate length or $V_{th}$ perturbation are different, we can tune the gate length or $V_{th}$ to improve C-EPW. We assume that $\pm 2nm$ gate length and $\pm 20mV V_{th}$ can be achieved through process tuning. To emulate the changes in gate length and/or $V_{th}$, we adjust the gate lengths and/or $V_{th}$ of the transistors when we extract the $I_{on}$ and $I_{off}$.

Figure 4.5 shows that reducing the gate lengths or lowering $V_{th}$ enlarges D-EPW as
expected. Meanwhile, the P-EPW is reduced because the total leakage power is increased when the gate length or \(V_{th}\) is reduced. Since D-EPW only considers delay deviation on critical paths, reducing gate lengths on the critical cells (i.e., cells along the critical paths) or all cells has identical impact on D-EPW. For benchmark circuits \(C880\) and \(MIPS\), however, this is not true because one or more of the reduced gate lengths on non-critical cells in the circuits are smaller than the minimum acceptable gate length (30 nm). Any transistor smaller than this minimum gate length is considered to be electrically shorted and is a catastrophic circuit failure. As a result, the process points which print the shorted transistor are treated as not feasible points which reduce the D-EPW for circuit \(C880\) and \(MIPS\).

Alternatively, we can improve P-EPW by increasing gate length or \(V_{th}\) of transistors. Figure 4.5 shows that increasing the gate length or \(V_{th}\) on (i) non-critical cells only or (ii) all transistors have similar improvements for P-EPW. However, increasing the gate length or \(V_{th}\) of all transistors reduces D-EPW because the delays on critical paths are also increased. For the testcases \(C880\) and \(MIPS\), increasing gate lengths of non-critical cells have comparable impact to that of increasing gate lengths of all cells. This is because the number of critical cells is relatively small compared to the number of total cells as indicated in Table 4.3.

### Table 4.3: Ratios of critical cells to total cells in benchmark circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuits</th>
<th>Critical cells/total cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(C432)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C499)</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C880)</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C1355)</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C1908)</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(MIPS)</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On average, biasing gate lengths selectively increases C-EPW, while biasing gate lengths of all cells reduces C-EPW. Similarly, reducing \(V_{th}\) also increases C-EPW and vice-versa for increasing \(V_{th}\).

### 4.1.3 Electrical Process Window Approximations

We propose two methods to estimate EPW using purely geometric means. This approach is useful when the information of the critical paths of a design is not available.
Figure 4.5: Optimized EPW area normalized to unoptimized EPW area for (a) D-EPW, (b) P-EPW and (c) C-EPW. Tolerances for delay and leakage power are 21% and 311%, respectively.
Method I: Use EPE Histogram of Entire Design

This method uses the EPE histogram generated during OPC to estimate an EPW without extracting the channel shape of each transistor. For a given design, we assume that the average delay and leakage power deviations induced by the EPEs of all transistors are approximately the same as that of an artificial equivalent transistor with the EPE histogram of the entire design. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, we translate each nonzero EPE bin into a transistor segment to create an equivalent transistor. Each transistor segment has the corresponding EPE in the histogram and the width of the segment is proportional to the percentage of the corresponding bin in the histogram.\(^{47}\) Since the EPE can happen on both sides of a transistor, we define the channel length of the equivalent transistor as follows.

\[
\text{channel length} = \text{nominal channel length} + 2 \cdot EPE
\]

After constructing the equivalent transistor, we can estimate its \(I_{on}\) and \(I_{off}\) by the NRG current extraction method mentioned in Section 4.1.1. Note that the EPE histogram is mainly constructed by the EPE of the middle part of transistor channels in a design. The middle part of a transistor have similar \(V_{th}\) as they are not affected by the narrow width effects which happens at the edges of a transistor. Therefore, we can ignore the narrow width effects in the equivalent transistor during the NRG current extraction, and the extracted current is independent of the ordering of transistor segments.

\(^{47}\)If the segment in the EPE histogram have different width, the histogram can be weighed accordingly.

\[\text{Figure 4.6: Extracting an equivalent transistor from the EPE histogram.}\]
For the equivalent transistor, we estimate its delay deviation as the ratio of the $I_{\text{on}}$ of a reference transistor ($I_{\text{on,ref}}$) to the $I_{\text{on}}$ of the equivalent transistor ($I_{\text{on, equiv}}$). As shown in Figure 4.6, the reference transistor has a nominal channel length and its total channel width is the same as the width of the equivalent transistor. Meanwhile, we estimate the leakage power deviation of the equivalent transistor by the ratio of the $I_{\text{off}}$ of the equivalent transistor ($I_{\text{off, equiv}}$) to the $I_{\text{off}}$ of the reference transistor ($I_{\text{off, ref}}$). The histogram-based delay-centric EPW (histogram-D-EPW) and histogram-based power-centric EPW (histogram-P-EPW) are defined as follows.

$$O_k \in \text{histogram-D-EPW} \iff \left[ \frac{I_{\text{on,ref}}}{I_{\text{on, equiv}}} - 1 \right] \times 100\% \leq \text{upper bound of allowed delay deviation}$$

$$O_k \in \text{histogram-P-EPW} \iff \left[ \frac{I_{\text{off, equiv}}}{I_{\text{off, ref}}} - 1 \right] \times 100\% \leq \text{upper bound of allowed power deviation}$$

In our experiments, an EPE histogram includes the EPE of PMOS and NMOS transistors. Since the widths of PMOS transistors are typically larger than the widths of NMOS transistors in CMOS circuits, we calculate the $I_{\text{on}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$ of the equivalent transistor by the following equation.

$$I_{\text{on}} = \frac{\beta \times I_{\text{on, pmos}} + I_{\text{on, nmos}}}{\beta + 1}$$
$$I_{\text{off}} = \frac{\beta \times I_{\text{off, pmos}} + I_{\text{off, nmos}}}{\beta + 1}$$

where $\beta$ is the ratio of PMOS to NMOS channel width. In our experiments, we use the average $\beta$ across different combinational cells in the Nangate Open Cell library [240] for the equivalent transistor ($\beta = 1.7$).

**Method II: Use the Shape of Every Transistor**

Given the shapes of all transistors, we can extract their $I_{\text{on}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$. Thus, we can calculate P-EPW based on the definitions in Equation (4.6) and no approximation is required. However, exact D-EPW cannot be determined because the information of critical cells is not available. Clearly, a strict D-EPW can be defined by the worst-case delay variation of all transistors. However, this definition is pessimistic since it ignores averaging effect along a critical path, which usually contains more than one single cell. To reduce the pessimism, we approximate D-EPW by averaging the $N_{\text{sample}}$ largest delay variations. The delay variation of the $n^{th}$
transistor \((\Delta d^\text{tran}_n)\) is given by
\[
\Delta d^\text{tran}_n = \left[ \frac{I_{\text{on,ori}}}{I_{\text{on,sim}}} - 1 \right] \times 100%,
\] (4.12)
where \(I_{\text{on,ori}}\) is the \(I_{\text{on}}\) of the pre-OPC transistor obtained from the layout and \(I_{\text{on,sim}}\) is the \(I_{\text{on}}\) of the NRG transistor from the simulated contour. The approximated D-EPW (shape-D-EPW) is defined as follows.

\[
O_k \in \text{shape-D-EPW} \iff \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N_{\text{sample}}} \Delta d^\text{tran}_n}{N_{\text{sample}}} \leq \text{upper bound of allowed delay deviation}
\]
(4.13)

In our experiments, we consider two \(N_{\text{sample}}\) for shape-D-EPW. First, we estimate \(N_{\text{sample}}\) based on the average number of gates on the critical paths in our benchmark circuits \((N_{\text{sample}} = 30)\). Second, we assume that the EPE of transistors along a critical path is similar to that of all transistors in a design. Thus, \(N_{\text{sample}} = \text{total number of transistors (} N_{\text{tran,all}}\)).

**Experimental Results**

Figure 4.7 shows that the histogram-D-EPW is similar to the reference D-EPW. But the histogram-P-EPW is significantly smaller than the reference P-EPW. As a result, the approximated histogram-C-EPW only covers a small region of reference C-EPW. The error in histogram-P-EPW is mainly due to the definition of channel length in Equation (4.9), which considers the worst-case EPE scenario. Also, the error in channel length is more significant for P-EPW as leakage power grows exponentially when the channel length shrinks.

Figure 4.7 shows that shape-D-EPW and shape-C-EPW with \(N_{\text{sample}} = 30\) is much smaller than that of reference EPWs. The accuracy of the approximation improves when \(N_{\text{sample}}\) is equal to \(N_{\text{tran,alt}}\). Since the evaluation of shape-P-EPW is the same as the one for reference P-EPW, there is no difference between them.

In Figure 4.8, we see that all approximation methods have larger EPWs compared to A-GPW (on average). When both leakage and delay are considered, the shape-C-EPW with \(N_{\text{sample}} = N_{\text{tran,alt}}\) has the largest PW. The EPW of the shape-D-EPW with \(N_{\text{sample}} = N_{\text{tran,alt}}\) is slightly less than the histogram-D-EPW although both approximations use the average delay deviation of all transistors to calculate D-EPW. This discrepancy is due to the difference between the EPE histogram and the actual transistor shape. Note that the histogram-D-EPW is larger than the reference EPW. This happens because histogram-D-EPW is evaluated based on the EPE histogram of the entire design, while D-EPW only considers the transistors along critical paths.
Figure 4.7: Comparison between EPW and its approximations for benchmark circuit C1908.

Figure 4.8: Accuracy analysis for A-GPW and approximated EPWs of benchmark circuits. EPE tolerance = 10%, delay tolerance = 21% and leakage power tolerance = 311%.
In summary, EPW extracted based on the shape of each transistor (with \(N_{sample} = N_{tran, all}\)) is the best approximation as it has no area out of EPW and covers > 70% of the reference EPW (on average).

Runtime Reduction Through Representative Layout Extraction

All the GPWs and EPWs mentioned above require lithography simulations of the shapes of a given design at multiple process points. The runtime for lithography simulations is very long especially for process points at a finer level of granularity.

To reduce the lithography simulation runtime, we propose an efficient PW analysis flow depicted in Figure 4.9. First, we extract representative layouts (RLs) which contain relevant shapes for EPW analysis. We select all standard cells along critical paths for D-EPW and 5% of the total cells in a design for P-EPW. Second, we check the printed image of the original layout for all process points and filter out the process points which have pinching/bridging (i.e., short circuit) features. This can be done efficiently by using a less accurate but fast lithography simulation setup.\(^{48}\) In the case where the selected cells are too many for an efficient lithography simulation, we apply an additional clustering procedure to further reduce the total number of cells. Through the sampling and clustering techniques, the lithography simulation runtime is reduced because these RLs have smaller feature counts as compared to the original layouts.

Representative Layout Extraction

To estimate delay deviation, we only consider transistors on critical cells because they are more likely to cause a timing violation compared to other cells. To construct representative layouts for delay estimation, we take a \(2\mu m \times 2\mu m\) square snippet centered at each transistor’s channel (of each critical cell) to form basic layout snippets. The size of snippets is chosen to account for optical proximity effects on the transistor under consideration. After collecting all layout snippets, we tile the layout snippets to create a \textit{delay representative layout} (DRL) for the design.

Since each transistor contributes to the total leakage power, there is no obvious selection scheme to extract “critical” shapes to estimate power deviation. Therefore, we sample 5% cell instances from each cell type. For each sampled cell, we take a \(2\mu m \times 2\mu m\) snippet for each transistor in the cell. We then tile the layout snippets to construct a \textit{power representative lay-}

\(^{48}\)Note that identifying PW to avoid bad pinching/bridging patterns is not sufficient as there are patterns which can only tolerate small errors due to design-specific timing constraints.
out (PRL). This sampling approach reduces runtime while minimizing estimation error because standard cells with the same cell type are likely to have similar leakage power deviation.

Only DRL and PRL of a design layout then undergo a lithography simulation at different process corners to evaluate EPW. Note that while we use neighboring shapes of a transistor during RL extraction, we only perform EPW analysis on the transistor in the middle of the snippet for both DRL and PRL. We apply the approximate EPW methods discussed earlier to the representative layouts because complete EPW analysis is not applicable due to the lack of information of critical paths. Table 4.4 shows that the total lithography simulation runtime of two RLs is substantially less than that of the entire design layout for the MIPS testcase.\(^{49}\)

We can further reduce total transistor shapes that need to undergo the lithography simulation by clustering the chosen layout snippets using the method in [80]. The runtime improvement due to clustering is also shown in Table 4.4.

Figure 4.10 shows the accuracy of our DRL+PRL extraction method compared to evaluation of EPW for the entire design. The results show that the PW estimated using representative layout method is similar to the one which uses entire design. The shape approximation method

\(^{49}\)The runtime values are the CPU TIME as reported by Mentor Calibre [228].
Table 4.4: Lithography runtime for representative layouts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark Circuit</th>
<th>Total cells</th>
<th>Critical cells</th>
<th>Lithography Runtime (Hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Full Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>11577</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10: Accuracy of clustering approach for benchmark design MIPS.

is slightly optimistic as it overestimates P-EPW. This is because the random sampling misses out some critical patterns that cause leakage power failure. Note that there is no area out of EPW for the histogram method. This happens because the error in sampling is compensated by the pessimistic estimation of the histogram method. In summary, the RL extraction method reduces lithography simulation runtime significantly at the cost of EPW accuracy (i.e., the representative snippets do not have all the features of the critical geometries).

EPW Including SRAM

To evaluate the EPW of digital circuits, we need to consider the PW for random logic as well as memory cells. Since the original benchmark circuits do not have memory cells, we draw the layout of a SRAM according to the geometrical dimensions in [20]. After that we optimize the bitcell by upsizing the pull-down transistors from 80nm to 120nm. This improves the static noise margin from 163mV to 213mV. The area of the upsized bitcell is 2.9\mu m^2 (0.785\mu m \times 0.370\mu m). In our experiments, we duplicate the layout of a 6T-SRAM cell to form a memory
array for lithography simulation. During the PW analysis, we evaluate the bitcell in the middle of the array, which is not affected by empty patterns around layout boundaries.

**GPW versus EPW**

![Graph showing GPW and EPW](image)

**Figure 4.11:** SRAM GPW versus EPW.

Figure 4.11 shows that SNM-EPW is much larger than GPW because SNM is affected by the relative “drive strength” of transistors instead of absolute critical dimension deviation. For example, when the channel length of all transistors increases due to lithographic variation, the impact of $I_{on}$ reduction in the pull-down transistors is compensated by $I_{on}$ reduction of the access transistors. As a result, the SNM of a SRAM cell may still lie within tolerance even though the printed contour violates geometrical tolerance.

To perform a full EPW analysis on benchmark circuits, we define C-EPW as the intersection of delay, power and SNM-EPW. We use $\pm 10\%$ CD tolerance for SRAM and $\pm 10\%$ CD tolerance for random logic in our experiments.

![Graph showing GPW and EPW with SRAM](image)

**Figure 4.12:** GPW versus EPW for benchmark circuit C1908.

Figure 4.12 shows that both GPW and C-EPW do not change after intersecting the digital logic and SRAM PWs. This implies that the SRAM bitcell is not a limiting factor for PW. The
results in Table 4.5 show that C-EPW is about 8× larger than GPW on average for digital logic and SRAM circuits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A-GPW (delay, power, SNM)</th>
<th>Maximum PW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C432</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C499</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C880</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1355</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1908</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Impact of SRAM on Approximation Methods**

We also study the impact of including SNM-EPW to the approximation methods in Section 4.1.3. Figure 4.13 shows that the C-EPWs (including SRAM C-EPW) of approximation methods are greater than the PW of GPW. Including SNM-EPW in the C-EPW does not change the result of approximation methods (see Section 4.1.3) because the SNM-EPW is not the limiting PW in this case. Similarly, Figure 4.14 shows that including SNM-EPW does not change the results of our representative layout approaches.

**Figure 4.13:** Accuracy of (a) A-GPW, (b) C-EPW using histogram approximation (c), C-EPW using shape approximation with \( N_{sample} = 30 \), and (d) C-EPW using shape approximation with \( N_{sample} = N_{tran, all} \). C-EPW includes SNM-EPW.
4.1.4 Conclusions

We propose the concept of an electrical process window, which is a better measure of process window than the conventional geometric process window. Our experimental results show that the area of EPW is $1.5 \times$ to $8 \times$ larger than the GPW because it removes the inherent pessimism of GPW by averaging the impact of geometric variation on electrical parameters. We also analyze various layout-transparent methods to enlarge EPW. Based on our experiment results, we find that gate-length biasing and $V_{th}$ adjustment can improve EPW by approximately 10%.

The calculation of delay-centric EPW requires information of critical cells in design which is often not available to foundries. Hence, we propose two approximations to EPW, one based on EPE histogram and the other based on transistor shape analysis. Our results show that the EPW approximated by using the transistor shape covers more than 70% of the reference EPW on average. We also propose a method to extract representative layouts which can be used to reduce the runtime in process window calculation by 49%. Though we demonstrate the process window analysis under defocus and exposure variations, other lithographic nonidealities such as mask error can be included in the lithography simulation.
4.2 Design Dependent Process Monitoring

Process variation has been a critical aspect of semiconductor manufacturing [117]. When new process technologies are introduced, process variation causes manufactured chips to exhibit a wide performance spread [21], and wafer yield could be as low as 30\% to 50\% [207]. Although screening defective chips after manufacturing can reduce burn-in, testing, and packaging costs [179], the chips until this point have already incurred unnecessary manufacturing cost. Thus, it is beneficial to prune bad wafers and chips during the early stages of manufacturing wherever possible using low-cost tests.

Early wafer pruning has been introduced in [145], where cost-of-yield (COY) is defined as a metric to guide the decision of pruning or scrapping a wafer in production. Based on a comprehensive cost analysis on wafer pruning, Wu et al. [207] propose a genetic algorithm for making a wafer lot pruning decision. These wafer pruning strategies do not address the problem of estimating chip performance and consequent parametric yield at the early wafer manufacturing stages for wafer-level pruning.

Mitra et al. in [151] show an example of early chip-performance estimation by using RO delay as a measure of chip performance. This method relies on the correlation between RO and the chip’s critical paths, which is inherently inaccurate as every critical path has a different sensitivity to process variation. Since inaccurate chip performance estimations may lead to wrong pruning decisions, it is necessary to have an accurate design-dependent process monitoring method. Meanwhile, the monitoring structures should be placed in the wafer scribeline to minimize the measurement cost and silicon area overhead. Though RO-guided testing strategies are common [30] [110], we have not seen any previous work dealing with designing scribeline ROs which are design-specific.

To capture design-specific performance variation, Liu and Sapatnekar [137] propose a framework to estimate chip performance with post-silicon measurement. This method assumes that the distributions of process variations as well as the correlation among the variation sources are given. Cho et al. in [53] propose to train a neural network for chip performance prediction by using the data collected during manufacturing. The accuracy of the estimation is strongly related to the training data. For both methods, the required process information and training data are usually not available or inaccurate as process parameters are varying.

Design-specific monitors have been proposed in [65] [137] [178]. However, these monitors are not suitable for low-cost scribeline-based test for several reasons. Scribeline test structures are designed and tested by the foundry using a probe card; using customized test structures
and testing procedures will increase cost and manufacturing complexity. Also, the monitoring circuits may be too large to fit into the scribeline, which has a limited area. Another disadvantage of using on-chip monitors (e.g., [65] [137] [178]) is that probing on-chip monitors at an early manufacturing step will introduce defective particles around the monitor, which will reduce the wafer yield. Using scribeline structures poses a lower risk of introducing defective particles because probing is not directly applied on the chip.

In Section 4.2, we propose a design-dependent monitoring approach using commonly used compact scribeline test structures (e.g., those in [131]). These test structures are generic and capable of measuring the following parameters after the M1 stage of manufacturing:

\[
\begin{align*}
I_h &= I_{ds} \text{ at } V_{gs} = V_{dd}, \quad V_{ds} = V_{dd}/2 \\
I_l &= I_{ds} \text{ at } V_{gs} = V_{dd}/2, \quad V_{ds} = V_{dd} \\
I_{off} &= I_{ds} \text{ at } V_{gs} = 0, \quad V_{ds} = V_{dd} \\
C_{gate} &= \text{ at } V_{gs} = V_{dd}, \quad V_d = V_s = 0
\end{align*}
\]

(4.14)

where \( V_{dd}, V_{gs}, V_{ds}, V_d \) and \( V_s \) are supply, gate-to-source, drain-to-source, drain and source voltages, respectively. \( I_h, I_l \) and \( I_{off} \) are drain-to-source current \( (I_{ds}) \) of a CMOS device (NMOS or PMOS) at the corresponding bias conditions. \( C_{gate} \) is gate capacitance of a device. Based on the measured values of \( I_h \) and \( I_l \), we can represent circuit delay with effective drive current \( (I_{eff}) \), defined as [154]

\[
I_{eff} = \frac{I_h + I_l}{2}
\]

(4.15)

At the early stage of wafer manufacturing, we estimate the delay and leakage power of a chip by using the \( I_{eff} \) and \( I_{off} \) measured from test structures. Based on the estimated timing and leakage power, a wafer and chip pruning decision can be made for manufacturing cost reduction. The overview of our method is depicted in Figure 4.15.

---

\( ^{50} \)The bias points match commonly used measurements on the scribeline process control monitoring test circuits in commercial foundries.
Our contributions are as follows.

- We propose a scribeline-based design-dependent approach for chip performance and leakage power estimations.
- We analyze the within-die variation and measurement noise effects in the chip performance estimations.
- We show how the above information can be used to accurately identify bad wafers and help in wafer pruning and yield estimation.
- Using the estimated chip delays, we show that bad dies can be readily identified and pruned from the testing lot, to save on costly tester time.

4.2.1 Delay Estimation Using $I_{eff}$

We model chip delay using $I_{eff}$, which is defined as the average current that charges or discharges a circuit node during a logic transition.\(^{51}\) The delay of a logic transition is modeled as

$$\text{delay} \propto \frac{CV}{I_{eff}} \quad (4.16)$$

where $C$ is the node capacitance, $V$ is the voltage swing and $I_{eff}$ is the effective drive current. While $I_{eff}$ cannot be physically measured, several works propose approximations using device level $I$-$V$ characteristics [6] [87] [154]. Though more complex models (e.g., [6]) can be used as well, our experiments indicate that Equation (4.15) suffices for our device models and libraries.

**Cell Delay Model**

Using Equation (4.16), we express the delay of the $i^{th}$ cell as

$$d_i^{cell}(c) = \sum_{t \in T} \frac{K_i^{cell}(c, t) \cdot C_i \cdot V}{I_{eff}(t)} \quad (4.17)$$

where $K_i^{cell}(c, t)$ is the delay scaling coefficient for the $i^{th}$ cell, $c$ denotes the cell type (e.g., INV, NAND, etc.), $t$ denotes device type, $T$ is the set of all device types and $C_i$ is node capacitance of

---

51 If scribeline measurements for electrical parameters such as $V_{th}$, channel length, electron mobility, etc., are available, our delay model can be modified to incorporate the impact of these parameters to improve delay estimation.
the \(i\)th cell.\(^{52}\) \(K_{\text{cell}}^i(c, t)\) is fitted for different input slew, output load and transition combinations. This fact is implicit and we do not show it for notational convenience.

Expanding \(d_{\text{cell}}^i\) using Taylor series with respect to \(I_{\text{eff}}(t)\) for all \(t \in T\) and ignoring the cubic and higher order terms, we get

\[
d_{\text{cell}}^i(c) = d_{\text{cell}}^{\text{nom}, i}(c) - \sum_{t \in T} K_{\text{cell}}^i(c, t) \cdot C_i \cdot V_{\text{I eff}}(t) \cdot (\Delta I_{\text{eff}}(t) / I_{\text{eff}, \text{nom}}(t) - \Delta I_{\text{eff}}^2(t) / 2I_{\text{eff}, \text{nom}}^2(t))
\]

(4.18)

where \(I_{\text{eff}, \text{nom}}(t)\) is the nominal \(I_{\text{eff}}(t)\) and \(\Delta I_{\text{eff}}(t)\) is the \(I_{\text{eff}}(t)\) change due to process variations. \(d_{\text{cell}}^{\text{nom}, i}\) is the nominal delay of the \(i\)th cell. \(K_{\text{cell}}^i(c, t)\) are fitted for every cell using (4.18) by varying process conditions for different input slew and output load points. This model fitting can be done very efficiently as it can use existing process specific timing libraries which are available for various corners. In our experiments, we do not have access to a sufficient number of these libraries. Therefore, we fit the model using SPICE simulations on individual cells.

**Path Delay Model**

The delay of the \(j\)th path \((p_j)\) under process variations can be expressed as

\[
d_{\text{path}}^j = d_{\text{nom}, j}^\text{path} + \Delta d_{\text{path}}^j
\]

(4.19)

where \(d_{\text{nom}, j}^\text{path}\) refers to the nominal delay of \(p_j\). \(\Delta d_{\text{path}}^j\) is the delay change due to process variation, which is equal to the sum of delay changes of every cell in the path,

\[
\Delta d_{\text{path}}^j = - \sum_{i \in G_j} \sum_{t \in T} K_i^\text{cell}(t) \cdot C_i \cdot V_{\text{I eff}}(t) \cdot (\Delta I_{\text{eff}}(t) / I_{\text{eff}, \text{nom}}(t) - \Delta I_{\text{eff}}^2(t) / 2I_{\text{eff}, \text{nom}}^2(t))
\]

(4.20)

where \(G_j\) is the set of cell instances on \(p_j\). Due to process-induced variation on slew and load, \(K_i^\text{cell}\) may differ from its value extracted during the design time. To evaluate the process-induced variation on \(K_i^\text{cell}\), we simulate standard cells with 1000 randomly sampled process conditions based on the variation model in Table 4.7 (see Section 4.2.4). We then extract the input slew and output capacitance of the standard cell and calculate its \(K_i^\text{cell}\) based on the proposed delay model. Results of this study show that standard deviation of \(K_i^\text{cell}\) (average of INV, NOR2 and NAND2 gates) is 6.0%. Although our model does not capture the process-induced \(K_i^\text{cell}\) variation, error

\(^{52}\) We take four device types into account: \{high \(V_{th}\), low \(V_{th}\)\} × \{PMOS, NMOS\}. Standard cells made by the same device type have two nonzero \(K_i^\text{cell}(c, t)\) coefficients.
induced by \( K_{cell}^i \) variation is included in our experiments.

The sensitivity of delay of \( p_j \) to changes in \( I_{eff}(t) \) can be expressed as\(^{53}\)

\[
K_{path}^j(t) = \sum_{i \in G_j} K_{cell}^i(t) C_i
\] (4.21)

The total path delay can now be written as

\[
d_{path}^j = d_{nom, j} - \sum_{t \in T} \frac{K_{path}^j(t)V}{I_{eff,nom}(t)} \left( \frac{\Delta I_{eff}(t)}{I_{eff,nom}(t)} - \frac{\Delta I_{eff}^2(t)}{2I_{eff,nom}^2(t)} \right)
\] (4.22)

**Handling Load Capacitance Variation**

In Equation (4.21), the path-specific delay sensitivities to \( I_{eff} \) depend on the nominal value of output load, which is seen by the cells. However, with process variations, this output load also changes. Therefore we scale the estimated delay by the ratio of the actual capacitance to its nominal value \( (C_{gate,nom}) \).

\[
d_{path}^j = d_{nom, j} - \left( d_{path}^j - d_{interconnect,j} \right) \frac{C_{gate}}{C_{gate,nom}} + d_{interconnect,j}
\] (4.23)

where \( d_{path}^j \) is the scaled delay estimation and \( d_{interconnect,j} \) is the interconnect delay of a path.\(^{54}\)

![Figure 4.16](image-url)

**Figure 4.16:** Delay estimated by (a) the proposed delay model, and (b) a design-independent approach, compared with actual delay for an C432 benchmark, obtained from static timing analysis with timing tables characterized at the randomly sampled process conditions.

Figure 4.16 shows the accuracy of the proposed design-dependent delay estimation technique using (4.23), compared to a design-independent approach. In this experiment, we ran-

\(^{53}\) \( K_{path}^j(t) \) is instance-dependent as input slew and output load may vary with instance.

\(^{54}\) Interconnect delays extracted from our benchmark designs are much smaller than cell delays. For simplicity, we scale the entire path delay by the ratio of actual device capacitance to nominal capacitance in our experiments.
domly generate 1000 process condition samples for the variation model in Section 4.2.4 (without within-die variation). We then characterize timing libraries for all standard cells (using SPICE) at the sampled process conditions to calculate the worst-case (actual) delay of the C432 benchmark circuit using static timing analysis. Meanwhile, we extract $I_{eff}$ and $I_{off}$ of the PMOS and NMOS devices at the same process conditions using the SPICE simulator. After that, we apply Equation (4.23) to obtain delay estimations for the proposed delay model. Since a design-independent delay estimation has no information about the circuit, we assume that the design-independent approach equally weights all device types and calculate path delay as follows.

$$d_{path, indep, j} = d_{path, nom, j} \cdot \sum_{t \in T} \frac{I_{eff}(t)}{I_{eff}(t) + \Delta I_{eff}(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.24)$$

where $d_{path, indep, j}$ is the path delay estimated by a design-independent approach. The result shows that the proposed delay estimation tracks the actual delay well. The correlation coefficient is found to be 0.99, compared to 0.87 for the design-independent approach. This is because the design-independent methodology is oblivious of the exact nature, topology and the structure of the cells that make up the critical paths in the design, while our strategy effectively captures this dependence in the $K_j^{path}$ form.

**Effect of Within-Die Variation on Delay**

Inter-die variation is being captured by scribeline test structures available next to each die. However, measurements from test structures are typically different from the ones on critical paths due to within-die variation. We express the within-die variation as a normally distributed random variable with zero mean and standard deviation, $\mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_{wd})$. The distribution can be estimated by making multiple measurements per die.$^{55}$ Considering only the first order term in Equation (4.22), the path delay vector can be rewritten in matrix form as

$$D = \begin{bmatrix} d_{1}^{path'} \\ \vdots \\ d_{N_{path}}^{path'} \end{bmatrix} + WI_{wd}, \quad W = \begin{bmatrix} w_{1,1} \cdots w_{1,n} \\ \vdots \\ w_{N_{path,1}} \cdots w_{N_{path,n}} \end{bmatrix}$$

$$w_{j,i} = \begin{cases} K_i^{cell}(t) & \text{if cell } i \text{ is on } p_j \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

$^{55}$The within-die $I_{eff}$ variation can also be estimated from historical data.
where \( N_{\text{path}} \) is the total number of paths, \( n \) is the total number of cell instances and \( \mathbf{I}_{\text{wd}} \) represents the within-die \( \mathbf{I}_{\text{eff}} \) variation. \( \mathbf{W} \) is a parameter that describes dependencies between critical paths and \( \mathbf{I}_{\text{wd}} \). Every entry in \( \mathbf{I}_{\text{wd}} \) is an independent Gaussian random variable, with zero mean and standard deviation \( \sigma_{\text{wd}} \). Due to large numbers of critical paths and cell instances, keeping the entire covariance matrix on test machines is not practical. To reduce the size of \( \mathbf{W} \), we extract and use its \( N_{\text{pc}} \) largest principal components (PC). This reduces the total data size by a factor of \( N_{\text{pc}}/N_{\text{path}} \) but some correlation information is lost and the variance of each path delay is less than the exact correlation value. To ensure that we do not underestimate the variance of path delays, difference between \( \mathbf{W} \) and \( \mathbf{W}' \) is represented as a residue term \( r_j \) for each path. This residue is assumed to be uncorrelated such that it is unlikely to underestimate the path delay. Therefore, the path delays can be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{D} = \begin{bmatrix}
  d_{1}^{\text{path'}} \\
  \vdots \\
  d_{N_{\text{path}}}^{\text{path'}}
\end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{W}'\mathbf{I}_{\text{wd}} + \sum_{j=1}^{N_{\text{path}}} r_j
\]  

(4.26)

where \( \mathbf{W}' \) is the compressed matrix with \( N_{\text{pc}} \) principal components. Though part of the correlation information is not captured, Figure 4.17 shows that our method is efficient in reducing pessimism in delay estimation, in contrast to assuming that all paths are completely independent. Moreover, this method is flexible as it provides a tradeoff between accuracy and data size, by choosing a suitable number of principal components. The size of correlation matrix is \( O(N_{\text{pc}} \times N_{\text{path}}) \).

**Figure 4.17**: Comparison between delay distributions for circuit C432.
In Equation (4.26), each row of $D$ represents delay of a path in the canonical form for tightness probability calculation. We use the method proposed in [202] to obtain the maximum delay of $N_{path}$ critical paths on a chip.

$$d^{\text{chip}} = N(\mu_{\text{delay}}, \sigma_{\text{delay}})$$

(4.27)

where $d^{\text{chip}}$ is the maximum delay of a chip, and $\mu_{\text{delay}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{delay}}$ are the mean and standard deviation of maximum delay distribution of a chip.

**Dealing with Measurement Noise**

To reduce the measurement uncertainties, it is common to have multiple devices under test connected in parallel and carry out the measurement repeatedly. Thus, we assume every measurement is repeated $N_e$ times, and the scribeline test structure has $N_d$ devices connected in parallel. Only the sum of device currents and capacitance of every chip are measured, i.e., the mean $I_{\text{eff}}, I_{\text{off}}$ and device capacitance per unit width are obtained. The mean of measured $I_{\text{eff}}$ for a chip is denoted as $\hat{I}_{\text{eff}}$, and it is expressed as

$$\hat{I}_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \tilde{I}_{\text{eff}}(m)$$

(4.28)

where $\tilde{I}_{\text{eff}}(m)$ is the sum of $I_{\text{eff}}$ for $N_d$ devices at the $m^{th}$ measurement and $N_e$ is the total number of measurements. Based on the measured $\hat{I}_{\text{eff}}$, we can represent $I_{\text{eff}}$ as follows (see Appendix A for detailed derivations).

$$\mu_{I_{\text{eff}}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}$$

$$\sigma_{I_{\text{eff}}}^2 = \frac{I_{\text{eff}} \sigma_{I_{\text{wd}}}^2}{N_d} + \frac{\sigma_{Z,\text{eff}}^2}{N_e}$$

(4.29)

where $\sigma_{I_{\text{wd}}}^2$ and $\sigma_{Z,\text{eff}}^2$ are the variance of within-die variation and measurement noise, respectively. Note that the variance of $I_{\text{eff}}$ is inversely proportional to the number of measurements and total devices in the test structure. Unless otherwise mentioned, we assume five measurements are taken every time ($N_e = 5$) and there are 10 devices in each test structure ($N_d = 10$). We assume that $3 \times \sigma_{Z,\text{eff}}$ is 5% of nominal $I_{\text{eff}}$ value. $\sigma_{I_{\text{wd}}}$ is obtained by running Monte Carlo simulation over the variation ranges specified in Table 4.7.
**Interconnect Delay Variation**

Since scribeline measurement is done after M1 layer, the proposed model cannot fully capture interconnect-induced delay variation. However, the effect of interconnect variation is less pronounced due to the following reasons [32].

- Interconnect variations on different metal layers are independent. Therefore, interconnect-induced delay variation averages out to a small value when a path passes through different metal layers.
- Interconnect width variation changes wire resistance and capacitance in opposite ways, thus reducing its net effect on RC.

Nonetheless, we include the effect of interconnect variation in our experiments and measure the error incurred in estimation of delay.

### 4.2.2 Leakage Power Estimation Using $I_{\text{off}}$

**Leakage Power Model**

We model leakage power of a chip ($P_{\text{chip}}$) as a linear function of $I_{\text{off}}$ as follows.\(^{56}\)

\[
P_{\text{chip}} = \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{c \in \Gamma} \sum_{l \in G_c} \alpha(c,t) I_{\text{off}}(l,c,t) \tag{4.30}
\]

where $l$ is the index for an instance, $T$ is the set of device types, $G_c$ is the set of instances for cell type $c$ in the design, and $\Gamma$ is the set of all cell types. $\alpha(c,t)$ is the leakage power fitting coefficient for cell type $(c)$ and device type $(t)$. $I_{\text{off}}(l,c,t)$ is leakage current of for an instance $l$ with cell type $c$ and device type $t$. To estimate leakage power variation, we model $I_{\text{off}}$ as an exponential function of variation sources [173].

\[
I_{\text{off}}(l,c,t) = I_{\text{off, nom}}(c,t)e^{Y(l,c,t)}
\]

where $I_{\text{off, nom}}$ is the nominal $I_{\text{off}}$ and $Y$ represents the impact of variation sources. We model $Y$ as a linear combination of inter-die and within-die variations, which are Gaussian random variables,

\[
I_{\text{off}}(l,c,t) = I_{\text{off, nom}}(c,t)e^{Y_g(t)+Y_c(l,c,t)} \tag{4.31}
\]

\(^{56}\)We only consider subthreshold leakage, but the model can be easily extended to consider gate leakage.
where $Y_g(t)$ denotes the total inter-die variation for device type $t$. $Y_r(l,c,t)$ is the within-die variation for device type $t$ in cell type $c$ and is specific to instance $l$. Combining Equations (4.30) and (4.31), we have

$$P_{chip} = \sum_{t \in T} \sum_{c \in \Gamma} P_{cell}(c,t)$$

$$P_{cell}(c,t) = \alpha(c,t) I_{off,nom}(c,t) e^{Y_g(t)} \sum_{l \in G_c} e^{Y_r(l,c,t)}$$

(4.32)

$$\text{since } \sum_{l \in G_c} e^{Y_r(l,c,t)} \approx |G_c| \cdot \mu_r(c,t) [173]$$

$$P_{cell}(c,t) \approx \alpha(c,t) I_{off,nom}(c,t) e^{Y_g(t)} |G_c| \cdot \mu_r(c,t)$$

where $P_{cell}$ is total leakage power of cell type $c$ for a chip, $|G_c|$ is the total number of instance of cell type $c$ in the chip, $\mu_r(c,t)$ is the mean of $e^{Y_r(l,c,t)}$, which the foundry can extract from historical data. In our experiments, $\mu_r(c,t)$ is obtained by running Monte Carlo simulations at randomly sampled process conditions, based on the variation model in Table 4.7 (see Section 4.2.4).

**Dealing with Measurement Noise**

To calculate leakage power of a die, we extract $Y_g(t)$ by measuring $I_{off}(t)$ of $N_d$ devices of type $t$ for $N_e$ times. $I_{off}$ of the $m^{th}$ measurement of device type $t$ is modeled as follows.

$$\tilde{I}_{off}(m,t) = \sum_{s=1}^{N_d} I_{off,nom}(t) e^{Y_g(t)+Y_{rt}(s,t)} (1 + Z_{off,m})$$

(4.33)

$$\approx N_d I_{off,nom}(t) e^{Y_g(t)} \mu_{rt} (1 + Z_{off,m})$$

where $\tilde{I}_{off}(m,t)$ is the sum of $I_{off}$ for $N_d$ devices of type $t$ in the $m^{th}$ measurement, and $\mu_{rt}(t)$ is the mean of $e^{Y_{rt}(s,t)}$. $Z_{off,m}$ is the normalized measurement noise in the $m^{th}$ measurement, which is modeled as a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and standard deviation $\sigma_Z$. Based on the measured leakage current, the mean ($\mu_{Y_g(t)}$) and variance ($\sigma^2_{Y_g(t)}$) of $Y_g(t)$ are given as follows (see Appendix B for details).

$$\mu_{Y_g(t)} = \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} ln\left(\frac{\tilde{I}_{off}(m,t)}{N_d I_{off,nom}(t) \mu_{rt}}\right)$$

(4.34)

$$\sigma^2_{Y_g(t)} = \sigma^2_Z / N_e$$
Equation (4.32) shows that $P_{\text{chip}}$ is the sum of $P_{\text{cell}}(c, t)$, each of which is a lognormal distribution.\textsuperscript{57} Thus, we can apply Wilkinson’s approach \cite{173} to approximate $P_{\text{chip}}$ as a lognormal random variable, and calculate its mean and variance based on the lognormal distribution of $P_{\text{cell}}$ specified by $Y_g(t)$.

### 4.2.3 Wafer and Chip Pruning Strategy

![Flowchart](image)

**Figure 4.18**: Proposed wafer and chip pruning flow.

In conventional manufacturing, accurate circuit performance becomes available only after dicing and packaging. Any failed chip at that stage incurs losses due to unnecessary fabrication, packaging, and testing costs. To reduce the cost per good chip, we propose a wafer and chip pruning flow illustrated in Figure 4.18. After processing a wafer up to layer M1, scribeline

\textsuperscript{57}Y_g(t) for all device types is affected by within-die random variation and measurement noise, which are mutually independent. Therefore, the mean and variance of $P_{\text{chip}}$ can be calculated as the sum of the mean and variance of $P_{\text{cell}}(c, t)$. 
measurements are carried out on every die. Based on the scribeline measurement data, we estimate chip performance and calculate the expected yield of each wafer. A wafer will be scrapped if the expected number of good chips does not meet a predefined wafer pruning threshold (WPT) value. For the wafer-level pruning only scenario, wafers that pass the pruning threshold will go through back-end process and functional test, as in conventional manufacturing flow. For wafer and chip pruning scenario, good dies are marked using existing techniques (e.g., [12] [55]) such that only the good dies will be tested after back-end processes.

### Passing Probability for a Chip

Given the measured $I_{eff}$ and capacitance, conditional probability of a chip meeting timing constraint is given by

$$P\left\{d_{chip} \leq d_{spec} | (I_{eff} = \hat{I}_{eff}, C_{gate} = \hat{C}_{gate})\right\} = \Phi\left(\frac{d_{spec} - \mu_{delay}}{\sigma_{delay}}\right)$$

(4.35)

where $\hat{C}_{gate}$ is the measured capacitance, $\hat{I}_{eff}$ is the mean of measured $I_{eff}$, $d_{spec}$ is the maximum allowed delay for a design, $\Phi(\cdot)$ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, $\mu_{delay}$ and $\sigma_{delay}$ are mean and standard deviation of maximum chip delay distribution. On the other hand, the probability of a chip meeting leakage power constraint is given by

$$P\left\{P_{chip} \leq P_{spec} | I_{off} = \hat{I}_{off}\right\} = \Phi\left(\frac{\ln(P_{chip}) - \mu_{L}}{\sigma_{L}}\right)$$

(4.36)

where $\mu_{L}$ is the mean of $\ln(P_{chip})$ and $\sigma_{L}$ is the variance of $\ln(P_{chip})$. $P_{spec}$ is the maximum allowed leakage power for a design.

Given the measured values ($\hat{I}_{eff}$, $\hat{I}_{off}$ and $\hat{C}_{gate}$) of every chip, the probability of a chip meeting timing or leakage power constraint is determined by the uncertainties in chip delay and leakage power. Note that uncertainty in delay estimation ($\sigma_{delay}$) is due to $I_{eff}$ within-die variation and measurement noise, while uncertainty in leakage power estimation ($\sigma_{L}$) is only induced by measurement noise in $I_{off}$. Since the measurements of $I_{eff}$ and $I_{off}$ are taken using different measurement steps and bias conditions, the measurement noise for leakage power estimation is independent of the measurement noise for delay estimation. As a result, the
Uncertainties of chip delay and leakage power are modeled by two independent Gaussian random variables. Therefore, the probability of a chip meeting the timing constraint and the probability of a chip meeting the leakage power constraint are \textit{conditionally independent} given the values of $\hat{I}_{\text{eff}}, \hat{I}_{\text{off}}$ and $\hat{C}_{\text{gate}}$. The passing probability of a chip is given by

\[
P \{ P_{\text{chip}} = \text{pass} | (I_{\text{eff}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}, C_{\text{gate}} = \hat{C}_{\text{gate}}, I_{\text{eff}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}) \} 
= P \{ P_{\text{chip}} \leq P_{\text{spec}} | I_{\text{off}} = \hat{I}_{\text{off}} \} \times \]
\[
P \{ d_{\text{chip}} \leq d_{\text{spec}} | (I_{\text{eff}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}, C_{\text{gate}} = \hat{C}_{\text{gate}}) \}
\]

(4.37)

Meanwhile, the expected number of good chips in a wafer ($N_{\text{c,good,est}}$) can be estimated as the sum of passing probability of all chips in a wafer.

\[
N_{\text{c,good,est}} = \sum_{\text{chips}} P \{ P_{\text{chip}} = \text{pass} | (I_{\text{eff}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}, C_{\text{gate}} = \hat{C}_{\text{gate}}, I_{\text{eff}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}) \}
\]

(4.38)

\textbf{Cost Model}

The benefit of wafer or chip pruning is related to chip selling price, manufacturing cost and testing cost, which are affected by many factors. For example, the chip selling price varies due to demand and supply of a product, marketing strategy, etc.; manufacturing cost depends on manufacturing equipment, raw materials, and processing costs [229]; testing cost is affected by the number of test patterns and the testing infrastructure. Table 4.6 shows the relative costs for scribeline testing ($M_s$), front-end-of-line ($M_f$), back-end-of-line ($M_b$), and full-chip testing cost ($M_t$) for different scenarios. For cost setup 1, we obtain the ratio between $M_f$ and $M_b$ from [207]. The cost model in [207] describes a wafer process with 20 layers, and processing each layer costs $466. We assume that the front-end cost, $M_f$, includes the processing cost for the first 10 layers of a wafer, and a $81.6/wafer raw wafer cost [207]; $M_b$ includes the processing cost for the remaining 10 layers. We then estimate the testing cost, $M_t$, as 50% of the total manufacturing cost ($M_f + M_b$) [172]. Cost setups 2 and 3 are hypothetical cases to evaluate the benefit of proposed wafer pruning for different cost setups.

We assume that the scribeline testing cost is negligible in cost setups 1, 2, and 3, as scribeline measurements may be taken by a foundry as a standard procedure for process monitoring. Cost setups 4, 5 and 6 model the scenario where scribeline measurements are not taken in the standard manufacturing flow and the measurements incur additional cost. We assume that
Table 4.6: Manufacturing and testing cost setups, where the costs are represented in percentages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Setup 1</th>
<th>Setup 2</th>
<th>Setup 3</th>
<th>Setup 4</th>
<th>Setup 5</th>
<th>Setup 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scribeline test cost (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front-end cost (%)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-end cost (%)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test cost (%)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost (%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

scribeline measurement cost is lower than the final testing cost because the number of items to be measured is much less than the final testing ones.

We acknowledge that our cost model does not consider many practical aspects of semiconductor manufacturing. However, the cost model mainly affects wafer pruning threshold (WPT), which is determined by fixed cost (irrespective of pruning) and pruning-dependent cost. Therefore, we split the total manufacturing cost into four components that are fixed or pruning-dependent, and evaluate several scenarios by varying the relative values among the cost components. The actual pruning decision making and WPT will depend on variety of factors, including cost, volume demand, machine capacity, chip price, etc., detailed analysis of which are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Wafer and Chip Pruning Analysis

In the proposed wafer pruning strategy, we will prune a wafer if its expected yield is lower than WPT. Clearly, the benefit of pruning is dependent on the WPT value, which can be guided by the expected profit and additional cost to continue making the wafer. We define WPT such that we will prune a wafer only if its expected profit is smaller than additional cost to make the wafer. The WPT for two pruning scenarios are given as follows.

- Option 1: wafer pruning only

  \[
  \text{Additional Cost} = (M_b + M_t) \\
  \text{Expected profit} = N_{c, \text{good, est}} \times \text{Chip price} \\
  \text{Expected profit} > \text{Additional Cost} \\
  N_{c, \text{good, est}} \times \text{Chip price} > (M_b + M_t) \\
  \Rightarrow \quad \text{WPT} = \frac{(M_b + M_t)}{\text{Chip price}}
  \] (4.39)
• Option 2: wafer and chip pruning

\[
\text{Additional Cost} = (M_b + N_{c,\text{good}_{\text{est}}} \times M_t)
\]

\[
\text{Expected profit} = N_{c,\text{good}_{\text{est}}} \times \text{Chip price}
\]

\[
\text{Expected profit} > \text{Additional Cost} \quad \text{(4.40)}
\]

\[
N_{c,\text{good}_{\text{est}}} \times (\text{Chip price} - M_t) > M_b
\]

\[
\implies \text{WPT} = \frac{(M_b)}{\text{Chip price} - M_t}
\]

Note that we do not consider the cost for front-end processes in Equations (4.39) and (4.40) because the process has been carried out and incurred processing cost regardless of the pruning decision. The chip selling price is also a factor during wafer pruning. For example, if the chip selling price is much larger than the total manufacturing cost, then the foundry is less likely to prune a wafer because its expected profit is always greater than the additional cost to make a wafer. When we combine wafer and chip pruning, the additional cost to manufacture a wafer is lower because only a subset of the chips will be tested. Thus, WPT for combined wafer and chip pruning is less than the WPT of the wafer pruning only scenario.

4.2.4 Experimental Results

Figure 4.19 summarizes our experiment setup, which demonstrates the flow of the proposed wafer pruning method. The upper part of the figure describes procedures to obtain design-specific parameters at a design house. We use Monte Carlo SPICE simulations with the variation model specified in Table 4.7 to generate samples for $K_{\text{cell}}^i(c,t)$ and $\alpha(c,t)$ characterization. Note that the Monte Carlo SPICE simulation can be replaced by timing libraries at various process corners to speed up the characterization. We characterize $K_{\text{cell}}^i(c,t)$ and $\alpha(c,t)$ with the 45nm Nangate Open Cell library [240].

We implement a combination of ISCAS85 and OpenCores benchmark circuits with the 45nm Nangate Open Cell library. We extract the critical paths of the benchmark circuits and $G_c$. We consider all paths with nominal delay within 5% of the maximum path delay as critical paths.\footnote{Many improved critical path selection algorithms have been proposed in literature [210] [222]. We do not implement the path selection algorithms, as it is beyond the scope of this thesis.} Based on the nominal slew and load on critical paths, we compute $K_{\text{path}}^j(t)$, $W^*, R$, $|G_c|$ and $\sum_c \sum_i \{\alpha(c,t)\}$ coefficients. These compressed design-dependent coefficients will be used to estimate chip delay and leakage power for the proposed pruning strategy.
Due to the lack of foundry data, we simulate wafer and die samples based on the variation model in Table 4.7. For every benchmark circuit, we simulate 250 wafers, each of which has 657 chips. For each chip, we obtain its delay and leakage power by using Synopsys PrimeTime [254]. If the delay is smaller than $d_{\text{spec}}$ and the leakage power is smaller than $P_{\text{spec}}$, the chip is considered to be a good chip.

At the same time, we simulate PMOS and NMOS devices (high $V_{\text{th}}$ and low $V_{\text{th}}$) using SPICE to extract $I_{\text{eff}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$ (to emulate scribeline measurements). The devices have the same inter-die variation values as the chip, but there are mismatches due to within-die variation. For $I_{\text{eff}}$ extraction, we use five principal components for each device type. Based on the simulated $I_{\text{eff}}$ and $I_{\text{off}}$ we compute the $d_{\text{chip}}$ and $P_{\text{chip}}$ of every chip. We perform STA and power analysis on the chip samples to obtain actual delay and leakage power for the wafer pruning benefit calculation. To evaluate the benefit of design-dependent delay and leakage power models, we implement a design-independent approach, which equally weighs high $V_{\text{th}}$ and low $V_{\text{th}}$ devices in the delay and leakage power estimations. We assume that the design-independent delay estimation is inversely proportional to the mean of $I_{\text{eff}}$ of all device types. Similarly, the leakage power estimation is proportional to the mean of $I_{\text{off}}$ of all device types. Unless otherwise specified, timing constraints of the benchmark circuits are $110\%$ of the nominal critical path delay of the respective designs, and the leakage power constraints are five times the nominal leakage power.

Figure 4.19: Proposed delay and leakage power estimation method.
Table 4.7: Summary of variation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variation source</th>
<th>Wafer-to-wafer (%)</th>
<th>Die-to-die (%)</th>
<th>Die-to-die (%)</th>
<th>Within-die (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Systematic</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel length</td>
<td>$N(0, 2.13)$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$q_1 \cdot x^2 + q_2 \cdot y^2 + q_3 \cdot x + q_4 \cdot y + q_5 \cdot x \cdot y$</td>
<td>$N(0, 1.29)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMOS $V_{th}$</td>
<td>$N(0, 6.4)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N(0, 1.56)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMOS $V_{th}$</td>
<td>$N(0, 6.4)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N(0, 4.7)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect width</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N(0, 10)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$N(0, 10)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variation Model

We model five independent variation sources for transistors as shown in Table 4.7. $V_{th}$ variations are modeled as Gaussian distributed random variables with no spatial variation [220]. Channel length is assumed to be the only variation source, which contributes to systematic delay variation across wafer. The across-wafer systematic delay variation $\Delta d_{sys}$ is modeled as

$$\Delta d_{sys} = q_1 \cdot x^2 + q_2 \cdot y^2 + q_3 \cdot x + q_4 \cdot y + q_5 \cdot x \cdot y,$$

where $x$ and $y$ represent the coordinates of a chip’s centroid [49]. The wafer diameter is 300mm and 657 chip centroids are distributed uniformly across the wafer. Since the model is applicable from 90nm to 45nm technologies [49] [171], we obtain the values of $q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4$ and $q_5$ by matching across-wafer systematic delay variation to 65nm silicon data.\(^{59}\) $V_{th}$ variations in Table 4.7 are also extracted from the same silicon data. To model interconnection variation, we obtain $\sigma/\mu$ ratio of wire width from [231], and assume that wire thickness has a similar ratio.\(^{60}\)

Interconnect variation is modeled as random Gaussian-distributed intra-die variation [29]. In our experiments, this is implemented by perturbing unit resistance and capacitance values in the LEF files of implemented benchmark circuits.

\(^{59}\)For our model, $q_1 = 7.7e^{-4}, q_2 = 1.0e^{-3}, q_3 = -1.6e^{-2}, q_4 = -7.8e^{-3}, q_5 = 1.6e^{-4}$.

\(^{60}\)Wire thickness variation is not available in ITRS reports.
Table 4.8: Cost comparison for chip selling price = 1.5 times of the cost per chip with 100% yield (normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield). Dep., Indep. and Nom. refer to design-dependent, design-independent and no pruning experiment setups, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Cost setup 1</th>
<th>Cost setup 2</th>
<th>Cost setup 3</th>
<th>Cost setup 4</th>
<th>Cost setup 5</th>
<th>Cost setup 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C432</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C432L</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15850</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S38584</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.9: Cost comparison for chip selling price = 1.7 times of the cost per chip with 100% yield (normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield). Dep., Indep. and Normal refer to design-dependent, design-independent and no pruning experiment setups, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Cost setup 1</th>
<th>Cost setup 2</th>
<th>Cost setup 3</th>
<th>Cost setup 4</th>
<th>Cost setup 5</th>
<th>Cost setup 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C432</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C432L</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15850</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S38584</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Wafer Pruning Results**

In Table 4.8 and Table 4.9, we compare the cost per good chip resulting from the proposed wafer pruning method. The cost per good chip are defined as follows.

\[
\text{cost per good chip with no pruning} = \frac{(M_f + M_b + M_t) \times N_w}{N_{c, \text{good, act}}}
\]

\[
\text{cost per good chip with pruning} = \frac{(M_a + M_f) \times N_w + (M_b + M_t) \times N_{w, \text{good}}}{N_{c, \text{good, act}}}
\]

(4.42)

where \(N_w\) is the total number of wafer (\(N_w = 250\)) and \(N_{c, \text{good, act}}\) is the total number of actual good chips. \(N_{w, \text{good}}\) is the total number of wafers with a yield rate (ratio of \(N_{c, \text{good, act}}\) to total chips on a wafer) higher than the WPT. \(N_{c, \text{good, act}}\) is obtained by summing up actual good chips for wafers that pass the early wafer pruning. Note that \(N_{w, \text{good}}\) varies depending on the pruning method. Therefore, the \(N_{c, \text{good, act}}\) is also different across the pruning methods.

Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 show that the cost per good chip is higher than 1.0 for no wafer pruning case. This happens because the wafer yield is smaller than 100% (due to process variation). Results in the tables show that proposed design-dependent wafer pruning method reduces cost per good chip by up to 10% compared to the no pruning case when a large portion of the total cost is spent on back-end and final testing (cost setups 1, 3, 4, and 6). When wafer cost is dominated by front-end and fixed costs (cost setups 2 and 5), wafer pruning may increase the total cost. On an average, design-dependent wafer pruning can reduce cost per good chip by 6%, compared to the design-independent wafer pruning approach.

![Figure 4.20](image)

(a) Normalized chip selling price = 1.5  
(b) Normalized chip selling price = 1.7

**Figure 4.20**: Average profit per good chip of all benchmarks with different cost setups. Profit per good chip and chip selling price are normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield.
Table 4.10: Cost per good chip (normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield) for design-dependent wafer pruning based on limited sampling. Chip selling price is 1.7 times the cost per chip with 100% yield.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling ratio (%)</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 1</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 2</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 3</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 4</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 5</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost setup 6</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.20 shows the profit per good chip for different pruning approaches and cost setups.

\[
\text{Profit per good chip} = \text{chip selling price} - \text{cost per good chip} \quad (4.43)
\]

The results show that the proposed design-dependent method has a higher profit per good chip compared to the design-independent method. Early wafer pruning is beneficial when wafer cost is dominated by back-end processes and final test cost (cost setups 1, 3, 4 and 6). However, early wafer pruning reduces profit per good chip compared to the no pruning case, when wafer cost is dominated by front-end and fixed costs (cost setups 2 and 5).

Figure 4.21 shows optimal WPT that minimizes cost per good chip varies for different cost setups. Therefore, we need to set WPT according to the cost setups. When wafer cost is dominated by back-end and test costs (cost setups 3 and 6), we need to set a larger WPT such that any manufactured wafer has enough good chips to compensate for manufacturing and test cost. When wafer cost is dominated by front-end and fixed costs (cost setups 2 and 4), we need to set a lower WPT because scrapping any wafer incurs significant losses. As chip selling price reduces, the expected profit of making a wafer also reduces. As a result, a higher WPT is needed to ensure that it is beneficial to continue processing a wafer.

Results in Figure 4.21 also show that the WPT estimated by (4.39) is a good approximation to the optimal WPT that minimizes cost per good chip. When the WPT is large than 0.5, most of the wafers will be pruned even if there are many good chips on a wafer. As a result, the cost per good chip increases along with WPT.

To reduce the scribeline testing cost, we study the impact of randomly sampling chips for delay and leakage power estimation (instead of measuring every chip on a wafer) on wafer pruning quality. In this experiment, we estimate the delay and leakage power based on the
Figure 4.21: Average cost per good chip of all benchmarks with different wafer-level pruning strategies. Cost per good chip and chip selling price are normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield.
Table 4.11: Cost per good chip (normalized to the cost per chip with 100% yield) of benchmark C432 for different measurement/test structure setups. Chip selling price = 1.7 times the cost per chip with 100% yield.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ne</th>
<th>Nd</th>
<th>Cost setup 1</th>
<th>Cost setup 2</th>
<th>Cost setup 3</th>
<th>Cost setup 4</th>
<th>Cost setup 5</th>
<th>Cost setup 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

randomly sampled chips and the scribeline test cost is scaled proportionally with the sampling ratio. Table 4.10 shows that total cost per good chip reduces as the number of samples reduces for cost setups 3, 4, and 5. This implies that the proposed method can minimize cost overhead incurred by scribeline testing. Note that the proposed method can be further improved by other sampling strategies [132] [175].

To evaluate the impact of measurement noise and test structure design, we run an experiment with different Ne and Nd. Table 4.11 shows that the cost per good chip achieved by our strategy is insensitive to the measurement count and to the number of devices in test structures. Therefore, the test structures can be further optimized to reduce measurement time and scribeline area.

Chip Pruning Results

Figure 4.22 shows the chip pruning benefits of the proposed strategy for the C432 and MIPS benchmarks as described in Section 4.2.3. The y-axis shows the percentage of chips that are bad and pruned. The x-axis shows the amount of yield loss that results from chip pruning. The plot is made by varying delay and leakage power guardbands, i.e., we scale the chip’s delay by ζd and the chip’s leakage power by ζp. For some points on the plot, we indicate the scaling factors in the parentheses, i.e., (ζd, ζp). The values in each pair of square brackets are the prune percentage and the yield loss. Figure 4.22 shows that there is a tradeoff between the percentage of chips pruned and yield loss. Note that a very large percentage of bad chips can be efficiently pruned at the cost of very small yield loss, which results in significant savings on the costly tester time. For example, we can prune almost 70% of bad chips with less than 1% yield loss. This corresponds to almost 15% savings on the tester time. Effective chip pruning is only possible if false positive cases (pruned chips are good chips) are less likely to happen compared to true positive cases (pruned chips are bad chips). This happens when the probability of estimation
error reduces sharply as the magnitude of estimation error increases (e.g., a normal distribution).
Table 4.12 shows that experiments on other benchmark circuits show similar chip pruning results.

Figure 4.23 shows that chip pruning can achieve about 5% cost reduction compared to the design-independent approach. Meanwhile, the cost reduction compared to the no-pruning case varies from -1% to 10%, depending on the cost setup. The higher cost of design-independent chip pruning implies that inaccurate performance estimation in the design-independent approach can cause losses when it prunes a good working chip.

Table 4.12: Prune percentage and yield loss of benchmark circuits. The last column indicates total bad chips (%) in all wafers (without wafer pruning).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Guardband</th>
<th>((\zeta_d, \zeta_p))</th>
<th>((\zeta_d, \zeta_p))</th>
<th>((\zeta_d, \zeta_p))</th>
<th>Bad chip %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.06, 1.20)</td>
<td>(1.12, 1.30)</td>
<td>(1.18, 1.40)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prune %</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>15.78</td>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>38.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YL %</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS</td>
<td>23.17</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>9.94</td>
<td>32.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S15850</td>
<td>20.28</td>
<td>12.12</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>26.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S38584</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>11.29</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>27.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C432L</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>22.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4.23: Cost per good chip of the average of all benchmark designs using different
chip-level pruning strategies. The timing and leakage power guardbands used for chip pruning
are 12% and 30%, respectively. Chip selling price is 1.7 times of the cost per chip with 100%
yield (WPT = 0).

Figure 4.24: Cost per good chip of the average of all benchmark designs using different
design-dependent pruning approaches. The chip pruning timing and leakage power guardbands
are 12% and 30% of the design’s specifications, respectively. Chip selling price is 1.7 times of
the cost per chip with 100% yield.

Wafer and Chip Pruning Results

For combined wafer and chip pruning, the cost per good chip is given as follows.

\[
\text{cost per good chip} = \frac{\{N_w \times (M_s + M_f) + N_{w,good} \times M_b + N_{c,good} \times M_t\}}{N_{c,good,act}}
\]

(4.44)

where \(N_{c,good}\) is the total number of estimated good chips on the wafers that pass WPT. Figure
4.24 shows that when we combine “wafer and chip pruning”, the cost per good chip is lower
than the no pruning scenario, except in cost setup 5, where most of the cost happens at the early
manufacturing stage. In all cases, applying chip-level-only pruning can further reduce cost per
good chip by 1% to 3% compared to applying wafer-level-only pruning because it has a finer pruning granularity. In cases where back-end manufacturing cost dominates the total manufacturing cost (cost setups 3 and 6), wafer-level-only pruning is very effective as it has a similar cost per good chip as that of the wafer and chip pruning method.

4.2.5 Conclusions

We present a novel approach for design-dependent process monitoring. Since the process monitors are placed on wafer scribelines and they can be tested after M1 fabrication, we can perform early chip-performance and wafer-yield estimations for the current process condition (as opposed to long-term process condition statistics). We use the estimations for cutting short the production of obviously bad wafers (i.e., where the wafer yield is too low to cover manufacturing/test costs) and avoiding testing of obviously bad chips. The wafer-pruning approach based on our method can reduce cost per good chip by up to 10%. Using our method, chip pruning can prune almost 70% of bad chips with less than 1% yield loss. Combining the wafer- and chip-pruning methods, we reduce the cost per good chip by 1% to 3% (compared to the wafer pruning only).

4.2.6 Appendix A: $I_{eff}$ Within-Die Variation

We assume that every measurement is repeated $N_e$ times and the scribeline test structure has $N_d$ devices connected in parallel. Only the sum of device currents and capacitance of every chip are measured, i.e., the mean $I_{eff}$, $I_{off}$ and device capacitance per unit width are obtained. The mean of measured $I_{eff}$ for a chip is denoted as $\hat{I}_{eff}$, and it is given as

$$\hat{I}_{eff} = \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \frac{\bar{I}_{eff}(m)}{N_d}$$

(4.45)

where $\bar{I}_{eff}(m)$ is the sum of $I_{eff}$ for $N_d$ devices at the $m^{th}$ measurement and $N_e$ is the total number of measurements. Considering measurement noise, $\bar{I}_{eff}(m)$ can be expressed as

$$\bar{I}_{eff}(m) = (1 + Z_{eff,m}) \sum_{s=1}^{N_d} [I_{eff} + I_{wd,s}]$$

(4.46)

where $I_{eff}$ is the exact (unknown) value, $I_{wd,s}$ is the effect of within-die variation on the $s^{th}$ device, and $Z_{eff,m}$ is the $m^{th}$ normalized measurement noise.
Combining Equations (4.28) and (4.46),

\[ I_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\hat{I}_{\text{eff}}}{1 + \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} Z_{\text{eff},m}/N_e} - \frac{1}{N_d} \sum_{s=1}^{N_d} I_{\text{wd},s} \]

\[ \therefore \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} Z_{\text{eff},m}/N_e \ll 1 \]

\[ \therefore I_{\text{eff}} \approx \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}(1 + \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} Z_{\text{eff},m}/N_e) - \frac{1}{N_d} \sum_{s=1}^{N_d} I_{\text{wd},s} \]

Since \( I_{\text{wd}} \) and \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) are Gaussian random variables, \( I_{\text{eff}} \) is also a Gaussian random variable with its mean and variance given by

\[ \mu_{I_{\text{eff}}} = \hat{I}_{\text{eff}}, \quad \sigma^2_{I_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{\hat{I}_{\text{eff}} \sigma^2_{I_{\text{wd}}}}{N_d} + \frac{\sigma^2_{Z_{\text{eff}}}}{N_e} \]

where \( \sigma^2_{I_{\text{wd}}} \) and \( \sigma^2_{Z_{\text{eff}}} \) are the variance of the within-die variation and measurement noise for \( I_{\text{eff}} \), respectively.

### 4.2.7 Appendix B: \( I_{\text{off}} \) Within-Die Variation

Equation (4.32) shows that we need to know \( Y_g \) to estimate total leakage power, which is derived from measurements. As mentioned earlier, we take \( N_e \) measurements of the current of \( N_d \) devices in test structures. Considering measurement noise and within-die variation, the \( m \)th measured \( I_{\text{off}} \) of a given device type \( t \) is modeled as

\[ \tilde{I}_{\text{off}}(m, t) = \sum_{s=1}^{N_d} I_{\text{off}, \text{nom}}(t)e^{Y_g(t)+Y_{rt}(s,t)}(1 + Z_{\text{off},m}) \]

\[ \approx N_d I_{\text{off}, \text{nom}} \mu_{rt} e^{Y_g(t)}(1 + Z_{\text{off},m}), \]  

where \( \tilde{I}_{\text{off}}(m, t) \) is the sum of \( I_{\text{off}} \) for \( N_d \) devices at \( m \)th measurement, \( Z_{\text{off},m} \) is the \( m \)th normalized measurement noise. From Equations (4.31) and (4.33), the estimated \( Y_g(t) \) is given by

\[ \hat{Y}_g(t) = \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \ln\left( \frac{\tilde{I}_{\text{off}}(m, t)}{N_d I_{\text{off}, \text{nom}} \mu_{rt}} \right) \]

\[ = Y_g(t) + \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \ln(1 + Z_{\text{off},m}) \]
where \( Y_g(t) \) denotes the exact value, \( \hat{Y}_g(t) \) is the estimated value. Since the normalized measurement noise \( Z_{off,m} \) is much smaller than 1, Equation (4.48) can be simplified as

\[
\hat{Y}_g(t) = Y_g(t) + \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} Z_{off,m}, \text{ or}
\]

\[
Y_g(t) = \hat{Y}_g(t) - \frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{m=1}^{N_e} Z_{off,m}
\]

From the above equation, we observe that the exact inter-die variation \( Y_g(t) \) is a random variable centered at \( \hat{Y}_g(t) \). Since \( Z_{off,m} \) are Gaussian random variables, \( Y_g(t) \) is a Gaussian random variable given \( \hat{Y}_g(t) \) is a Gaussian random variable. The mean and variance of \( Y_g(t) \) are

\[
\mu_{Y_g(t)} = \hat{Y}_g(t) \\
\sigma^2_{Y_g(t)} = \sigma^2_{Z}/N_e.
\]  

(4.49)

Since each \( Y_g(t) \) is a Gaussian random variable, \( e^{Y_g(t)} \) is a lognormal distribution. From Equation (4.32), we find that \( P_{chip} \) is the sum of lognormal distribution. Thus, we can apply Wilkinson’s approach [173] to approximate the sum of lognormal random variables as another lognormal random variable by matching the mean and variance.

### 4.3 BEOL Layout Decomposition with LELE Double Patterning

In litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) double-patterning lithography (DPL), layout patterns are decomposed into two masks – denoted henceforth as Color 1 and Color 2 – such that all polygons on a given mask satisfy an inter-polygon minimum coloring spacing requirement. If a spacing violation, or coloring conflict, arises during decomposition, a polygon (net) can be split into two different-color segments to resolve the violation; this introduces a stitch where the two segments are overlapped to avoid disconnection due to overlay and/or line-end shortening. Each segment has different parasitic resistance (\( R \)) and capacitance (\( C \)), and a stitch also affects total RC delay values of the net, depending on its color, geometric dimensions, overlay, stitching location and length, etc.

We study the impact of stitch insertion on interconnect RC as well as on circuit performance. Our motivation is that Color 1 and Color 2 interconnect segments have independent CD distributions (bimodal CD distribution) due to two independent exposures in DPL. Gupta et al.
[84] note that bimodality of CD variation on poly-silicon features causes delays across spatially-
adjacent transistors have less correlation. When a signal path passes through the transistors, its
delay variability is reduced due to the averaging of uncorrelated transistor delays. Following the
observation that bimodality of CD variation can reduce delay variability, we study the impact of
stitching insertion, which induces bimodality in interconnects.

Conventional layout decomposition algorithms [51] [52] [107] focus on solving the color
assignment problem, and ignore the impact of stitches on circuit performance. Yang et al. [213]
propose a multi-objective layout decomposition framework that accounts for circuit timing. In
their algorithm, stitching locations are defined based on the result of initial layout segmentation.
Their experimental results show that introducing more stitches (at arbitrary locations on inter-
connect) reduces circuit delay variation. However, detailed analysis for stitch insertion is not
discussed. Oosten et al. [162] study overlay margin in stitch insertion but do not extend their
work on the impact of stitching on circuit performance.

Our studies using 45nm (commercial) and 22nm (ITRS) technology parameters show
that 3σ delay variation varies by as much as 5% when a stitch location is swept along an inter-
connect. We notice that delay variations are higher when the stitch is located at the driver or
receiver end, but lower in the middle. This is because the split segments have different colors
and their RC values deviate differently under lithographic variations. Due to the averaging effect
across the segments, the delay deviations compensate each other and reduce overall delay vari-
ation of the interconnect. This result suggests a design guideline whereby timing-critical routes
in dense patterns should preferentially receive stitches to reduce delay variation in the regime of
combined CD bimodality and overlay error.

4.3.1 Resistance and Capacitance Variation Model

Ghaida and Gupta [79] study the impact of overlay on parasitic RC but they do not
clarify the impact of stitching location. Here, we study RC variation of VLSI interconnects with
layout configurations as illustrated in Figure 4.25. For each layout configuration, we define an
interconnect under test as the victim and other interconnects as neighbors. $T$, $W_{1,2}$, $S_{L,R}$ and $H$
are respectively the thickness, width, spacing and dielectric thickness of the interconnects. $C_s$
and $C_c$ are ground capacitance and coupling capacitance of the victim. Displacement between
interconnects with different colors is modeled as a vector $(M, \theta)$ in polar coordinates, where $M$
is magnitude and $\theta$ is polar angle of the displacement. To account for CD variation, we define
interconnect width and spacing as follows.

\[ W_1 = W_0 + \Delta W_1, \quad W_2 = W_0 + \Delta W_2 \]

\[ S_R = S_0 - 0.5(\Delta W_1) - 0.5(\Delta W_2) - M \cdot \cos \theta \]

\[ S_L = \begin{cases} S_0 - 0.5(\Delta W_1) - 0.5(\Delta W_2) + M \cdot \cos \theta & \text{for case (a) and (c) of Figure 4.25} \\ S_0 - (\Delta W_1) & \text{for case (b) of Figure 4.25} \end{cases} \]  

(4.50)

where \( \Delta W_1 \) and \( \Delta W_2 \) are width variations due to two independent CD distributions in DPL, \( W_0 \) is nominal width, and \( S_0 \) is nominal spacing. We model \( \Delta W_1 \), \( \Delta W_2 \) and \( M \) as Gaussian distributions, and \( \theta \) as a uniform distribution from 0 to 2\( \pi \). The values of nominal geometric dimensions and lithographic variation parameters are summarized in Table 4.13. \( \mathbb{E}(\cdot) \) and \( \mathbb{V}(\cdot) \) are the mean and variance functions, respectively. It should be noted that \( S_{min} \) in Table 4.13 corresponds to the minimum spacing achievable between different-color segments. Since the spacing requirements are different among the interconnect cases in Figure 4.25(a), we use \( S_0 = 2S_{min} \) for all interconnect cases to enable a fair comparison.

![Diagram](a) Three interconnects with symmetric coloring. (b) Three interconnects with asymmetric coloring. (c) Two interconnects.

**Figure 4.25:** Interconnect dimensions and displacement due to overlay.

61 A larger minimum spacing must exist between same-color segments as in the asymmetric case (b) of Figure 4.25.
Table 4.13: Geometric dimensions and lithographic variation parameters for 45\textit{nm} (commercial) and 22\textit{nm} (ITRS \cite{232}) technologies. $\mathbb{E}()$ and $\mathbb{V}()$ are the mean and variance functions, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>\textit{45nm}</th>
<th>\textit{22nm}</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>\textit{45nm}</th>
<th>\textit{22nm}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$\mathbb{E}(W_1)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_0$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$\mathbb{E}(W_2)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_0$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$\mathbb{E}(M)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$\mathbb{V}(W_1)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>21.78</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>$\mathbb{V}(W_2)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>21.78</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>$\mathbb{V}(M)$</td>
<td>\textit{nm}</td>
<td>21.78</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>$\Omega$</td>
<td>$27 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>$50 \times 10^9$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our study, we assume that the interconnects in Figure 4.25 have stitch locations as defined in Figure 4.26, where $x_1$ and $x_2$ are lengths of victim interconnects with Color 1 and Color 2, respectively. Although interconnects with different colors will overlap at stitching locations, the overlap length is much smaller than the interconnect length (e.g., 30\textit{nm} out of 50,000\textit{nm}). Hence, we do not separately model the parasitic RC of the overlapping region.

![Figure 4.26](image.png)

Figure 4.26: Top view of interconnect configurations from Figure 4.25, with stitches.

**Capacitance Formulas for Three Parallel Interconnects with Symmetric Coloring**

We use formulas from Chang \cite{41} for ground capacitance ($C_g$) and from Sakurai et al. \cite{181} for coupling capacitance ($C_c$). Then, total capacitance ($C_v$) for three parallel interconnects.
with symmetric coloring (Figure 4.25(a)) is given as follows.

\[
C_v = (C_s + C_c)
\]

\[
C_s = \epsilon_{ox} \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_1) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_2) \right]
\]

\[
C_c = \epsilon_{ox} \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right]
\]

\[
h(W_1) = k_1 + k_2 \left( \frac{W_1}{H} \right) + k_3 \left( \frac{W_1}{H} \right)^{m_1} + k_4 \left( \frac{T}{H} \right)^{m_2}
\]

\[
f(W_1) = k_5 \left( \frac{W_1}{H} \right) + k_6 \left( \frac{T}{H} \right) + k_7 \left( \frac{T}{H} \right)^{m_3}
\]

\[
g(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left[ \left( S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y \right) \frac{H}{H} \right] + \left[ \left( S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y \right) \frac{H}{H} \right]
\]

\[
Y = M \cdot \cos \theta, \quad \epsilon_{ox} = \epsilon_{eff} \cdot \epsilon_0
\]

In the above, \(k_1, ..., k_7\) and \(m_1, ..., m_4\) are unitless constants, \(\epsilon_{eff}\) is dielectric constant, and \(\epsilon_0\) is free-space permittivity. Values of these parameters are summarized in Table 4.13 and Table 4.14. To derive the impact of dimensional variations, we linearize the capacitance formulas using first-order Taylor series expansion\(^{62}\).

\[
C_s \approx C_s|_{W=W_0, \ S=S_0} + \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1} \left( \Delta W_1 \right) + \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_2} \left( \Delta W_2 \right) + \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial Y} \left( \Delta Y \right)
\]

\[
C_c \approx C_c|_{W=W_0, \ S=S_0} + \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1} \left( \Delta W_1 \right) + \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2} \left( \Delta W_2 \right) + \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial Y} \left( \Delta Y \right)
\]

Since \(C_v\) is a linear function of \(W_1, W_2\) and \(Y\), we calculate the mean and variance of \(C_v\) in Equation 4.53. We use subscript \(dpl\) to indicate that the capacitance is derived for double-

\(^{62}\)Detailed derivations for \(\frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1}, \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_2}, \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1}, \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2}\) and \(\frac{\partial C_c}{\partial Y}\) are given in Appendix C.
patterning lithography.

\[ \mathbb{E}(C_v) = C_s|_{W=W_0, \; S=S_0} + C_c|_{W=W_0, \; S=S_0} \]

\[ \nabla(C_{v, \text{dpl}}) = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \nabla(W_1) + \left( \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2} \right)^2 \nabla(W_2) \]

\[ + \left( \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial Y} \right)^2 \nabla(Y) \]

\[ \nabla(Y) = \mathbb{E}(Y^2) - \left[ \mathbb{E}(Y) \right]^2 \]

\[ = \sigma_M^2 \int_0^{2\pi} \frac{\cos^2 \theta}{2\pi} d\theta = \frac{\sigma_M^2}{2} \] (4.53)

Table 4.14: Capacitance model parameters [41] [181].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( m_1 )</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>( k_2 )</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_2 )</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>( k_3 )</td>
<td>1.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_3 )</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>( k_4 )</td>
<td>1.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m_4 )</td>
<td>-1.340</td>
<td>( k_5 )</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \epsilon_0 )</td>
<td>8.854 F \cdot m^{-1}</td>
<td>( k_6 )</td>
<td>0.830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 )</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>( k_7 )</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of conventional SPL all interconnects have identical widths and there is no variability due to overlay. Therefore, \( W_1 \) and \( W_2 \) are fully correlated, and \( Y = 0 \). The capacitance variance for SPL is given as follows, with a subscript \( \text{spl} \) to indicate the capacitance is for single-patterning lithography (SPL).

\[ \nabla(C_{v, \text{spl}}) = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \nabla(W_1) \] (4.54)
Capacitance Formulas for Three Parallel Interconnects with Asymmetric Coloring

The capacitance formulas for the asymmetric case are as follows (see Appendix D for detailed derivation).

\[ g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - (W_1 - W_0)}{H} \right)^{m4} + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m4} \right] \]

\[ C_{s,asym} = C_s \]

\[ C_{c,asym} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right] \]

\[ \mathbb{E}(C_{v,asym}) = C_{s,asym} \bigg| \begin{array}{c} W=W_0, S=S_0 \\ C_{c,asym} \bigg| \begin{array}{c} W=W_0, S=S_0 \end{array} \end{array} \]

\[ \mathbb{V}(C_{v,asym}) = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial C_{s,asym}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,asym}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_1) + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,asym}}{\partial W_2} \right) \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_2) + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,asym}}{\partial Y} \right) \cdot \mathbb{V}(Y) \]  

Note that the form of the Equation (4.56) is not changed compared to Equation (4.53), but we label all the terms with \( asym \) to indicate that the parameters are different from those in the symmetric interconnect case. Based on the equations, victim interconnects in Figure 4.25(a) and Figure 4.25(b) have the same mean capacitance value (if \( S_L = S_R \)) but different variations.

Capacitance Formulas for Two Parallel Interconnects

Capacitance of the victim in Figure 4.25(c) is different from that in Figure 4.25(a) as there is no right-hand side neighbor. Capacitance for two parallel interconnects (see Appendix E for detailed derivation) is given as follows, with a subscript \( dual \) to indicate there are two parallel
interconnects.

\[
C_{s,dual} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_1) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_2) \right]
\]
\[
C_{c,dual} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g_{dual}(W_1, W_2, Y) \right.
\]
\[
\left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g_{dual}(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right]
\]  
\[
g_{dual}(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4}
\]  
\((4.57)\)

where \(C_{s,dual}\), and \(C_{c,dual}\) are ground and coupling capacitance, respectively. Consequently, the linearized expressions for capacitance mean and variance of two parallel interconnects are as follows.

\[
C_{s,dual} \approx C_{s,dual,|W=W_0, S=S_0} + \frac{\partial C_{s,dual}}{\partial W_1} (\Delta W_1)
\]
\[
C_{c,dual} \approx C_{c,dual,|W=W_0, S=S_0} + \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial W_1} (\Delta W_1) + \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial Y} (\Delta Y) \right]
\]
\[
\mathbb{E}(C_{c,dual}) = C_{s,dual,|W=W_0, S=S_0} + C_{c,dual,|W=W_0, S=S_0}
\]  
\((4.58)\)

\[
\mathbb{V}(C_{v,dual,dpl}) = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial C_{s,dual}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_1)
\]
\[
+ \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial W_2} \right)^2 \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_2) + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial Y} \right)^2 \cdot \mathbb{V}(Y)
\]
\[
\mathbb{V}(C_{v,dual,sp}) = \left[ \left( \frac{\partial C_{s,dual}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial W_1} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial C_{c,dual}}{\partial W_2} \right)^2 \right] \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_1)
\]

**Interconnect Resistance Formulas**

Resistance variation on the victim interconnect is only affected by the width of the victim. Therefore, all interconnect segments in Figure 4.26 have the same parasitic resistance model.

\[
R_v = \frac{\rho}{W \cdot T}
\]
\[
\mathbb{E}(R_v) = R_v|_{W_1=W_0}
\]  
\((4.59)\)

\[
\mathbb{V}(R_v) \approx \left( \frac{-\rho}{T \cdot W_0^2} \right)^2 \cdot \mathbb{V}(W_1)
\]
4.3.2 Experimental Results

RC Variation Analysis

Based on the RC equations in Section 4.3.1, we calculate capacitance values of interconnects in Figure 4.25 (i.e., there is no stitching, and each victim interconnect is assigned to a single color). To compare different interconnect cases, we use $S_0 = 2S_{\text{min}}$ such that all interconnect patterns satisfy the minimum coloring spacing. Results in Table 4.15 show that capacitance variation with DPL is marginally smaller than with SPL. This is because the width and spacing variations of DPL interconnects are not correlated, as a consequence of the two independent exposures. Even though DPL interconnects are affected by overlay, the overall variation is less than the SPL case. As one would expect, the two-line interconnect pattern has smaller variance (relative to mean) than the three-line interconnect pattern. This is because the victim in the two-line interconnect pattern has less coupling capacitance that is sensitive to width or spacing variation (ground capacitance is identical for all interconnect patterns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>22\text{nm} technology</th>
<th>45\text{nm} technology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 lines</td>
<td>2 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu (aF/\mu m)$</td>
<td>SPL DPL sym DPL asym</td>
<td>SPL DPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114.3</td>
<td>114.3</td>
<td>114.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$\sigma (aF/\mu m)$</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3$\sigma/\mu$ ($%$)</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>17.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To study the effect of interconnect coloring and stitching location, we sweep the stitching location along the x-axis in Figure 4.26. Results in Figure 4.27 show that capacitance variation of DPL interconnect changes according to the stitching location. The minimal capacitance variation is achieved when stitching point is at the middle of interconnect (i.e., $x_1 = x_2$). These data suggest that

1. DPL interconnects always have lower capacitance variation (relative to mean) than SPL interconnects.

2. Redundant stitching in DPL is beneficial as it reduces capacitance variations compared to DPL with no stitching, i.e., $3\sigma/\mu$ capacitance of DPL interconnects reduce as $x_1$ changes.

\footnote{Jeong et al. [96] obtained capacitance values similar to the ones in Table 4.15 using a commercial 3D RC field solver tool (Synopsys Raphael [255]).}
from 0 (100% Color 2) to $x_1 = x_2$ (one stitch, Color 1 and Color 2 interconnect lengths are balanced).

![Graph 1](image1.png)

(a) 22nm technology

![Graph 2](image2.png)

(b) 45nm technology

**Figure 4.27:** Capacitance variation of interconnects. Normal (SPL) interconnects have no stitching, hence their capacitance values do not vary with stitching location. Capacitance variation for DPL interconnects is minimized when the stitching point is located at the middle of the interconnect.

**Delay Variation Analysis**

To study the impact of stitching on circuit delay, we simulate a testing circuit illustrated in Figure 4.28. The testing circuit consists of a pair of inverters connected by a series of RC modules, each of which represents 5% of a victim interconnect (i.e., the victim interconnect is
divided into 20 identical segments). The RC values for a given RC module are calculated using the analytical equations in Section 4.3.1, with dimensions according to its color assignment. In this study, the inverter cell is obtained from a commercial library (45nm) and predictive technology model [219] (22nm). The test circuit is simulated using Synopsys HSPICE [251] with a 50ps ramp input signal and a Monte Carlo setup with 3000 trials. The size of the inverter is scaled according to the length of interconnect, e.g., a 100μm interconnect uses a (1×) inverter while a 1000μm interconnect uses a (10×) inverter.

Figure 4.29 shows the impact of stitching location on circuit delay. Stitching location is denoted by an index from 1 to 21 which corresponds to equally-spaced discrete locations from source to sink. In particular, stitching location = 1 (resp. = 21) means that the stitching location is immediately after the driver (resp. immediately before the receiver), and the entire interconnect is assigned to Color 2 (resp. Color 1). If the stitching location = 11, the driver-side half is Color 1 and the receiver-side half is Color 2.

All testcases in Figure 4.29 show that DPL interconnect has less delay variation compared to the SPL case. As mentioned earlier, this is due to the averaging effect of DPL interconnects. We also notice that stitching around the middle of interconnect leads to minimal delay variation (long interconnect). This is expected because the capacitance variation of interconnect is minimal when the portions of Color 1 and Color 2 are equal (for DPL). Note that for all testcases, minimum 3σ/mean is attained when stitching location is slightly shifted towards the driver side. This is because circuit delay is more sensitive to RC changes on the driver side, due to the resistance shielding effect. Resistance shielding implies that driver-side capacitance has more contribution to RC delay than receiver-side capacitance. As a result, the stitching location shifts slightly toward the driver side to balance the effective RC of interconnects with Color 1 and Color 2.

To model the bimodal distribution in DPL, we perturb the mean of interconnect Color 1 by ±2nm. Figures 4.29(c) and (d) show that testcases with ±2nm ΔCD mean behave similarly to those with ΔCD mean = 0. In other words, the impact of ΔCD mean is negligible for circuit delay analysis. Similarly, the delay variation trends for 45nm and 22nm technologies (Figures 4.29(b) and (e)) are qualitatively the same. This hints that we should expect similar delay variation phenomena in future technologies. Comparing Figure 4.29(a) and Figure 4.29(b), we see that the impact of stitching location on short interconnect (100μm) is slightly less than that on long interconnects (1000μm), but the trends are similar.

---

64Small sample size for Color 1 and Color 2 CD random variables can induce additional (unwanted) mean CD shift between them. This may lead to incorrect interpretations on the impact of stitching.
Figure 4.28: Circuit to used study the impact of stitching locations. Each of the 20 RC modules represents 5% of the parasitic RC of the entire interconnect, and is assigned to either Color 1 or Color 2. There is only one splitting/stitching point along the modules.

4.3.3 Conclusions

We derive analytical RC equations for LELE DPL-based interconnects to study the impact of stitching insertion on interconnects RC and circuit performance. Our experimental results show that DPL without any stitching along victim interconnect has less delay variation compared to SPL. This suggests that layout decomposition algorithms should alternate color assignments of interconnects, such that delay variation is partially alleviated due to averaging effect. The results also show that interconnect with a stitch always has a smaller delay variation compared to interconnect without any stitch. This implies that, long interconnect should preferentially receive stitches to reduce delay variation. The results in Figure 4.29 suggest that stitching location should be placed along an interconnect such that the interconnect has equal proportion of segments. Although the stitching location is slightly shifted towards driver side, there is only a small difference between the minimum delay variation versus the case where a stitch is placed at the middle of the interconnect. Therefore, always splitting an interconnect at its midpoint could be a simple yet near-optimal mask optimization strategy for minimum performance variation.
4.3.4 Appendix C: Symmetric 3-lines Interconnect

4.3.4 Appendix C: Symmetric 3-lines Interconnect

\[ g(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4} \right. \]
\[ \left. + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4} \right] \]

\[ C_s = \epsilon_{ox} \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_1) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_2) \right] \]
\[ C_c = \epsilon_{ox} \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} = \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} + \frac{-m_4}{2H} \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right. \]
\[ \left. + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} = \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} + \frac{-m_4}{2H} \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right. \]
\[ \left. + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} = \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} + \frac{-m_4}{H} \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right. \]
\[ \left. + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4-1} \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot \frac{\partial h(W_1)}{\partial W_1} \right] \]
\[ \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_2} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot \frac{\partial h(W_2)}{\partial W_2} \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot \left( \frac{\partial f(W_1)}{\partial W_1} \cdot g(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_1) \right) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_2) \right) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot \left( \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot g(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_2) \right) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_2)}{\partial W_2} \cdot g(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_2) \right) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_c}{\partial Y} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( f(W_1) \cdot \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} \right) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( f(W_2) \cdot \frac{\partial g(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} \right) \right] \]
4.3.5 Appendix D: Asymmetric 3-lines Interconnect

\[ g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left[ \left( \frac{S_0 - (W_1 - W_0)}{H} \right)^{m_4} + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4} \right] \]

\[ C_{s, asym} = C_s \]

\[ C_{r, asym} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} = -\frac{m_4}{2H} \left[ 2 \left( \frac{S_0 - (W_1 - W_0)}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1} + \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1} \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} = -\frac{m_4}{2H} \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1} \]

\[ \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y)}{\partial W_1} = -\frac{m_4}{2H} \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1} \]

\[ \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} = \frac{m_4}{H} \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1} \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_{s, asym}}{\partial W_1} = \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1} \]
\[ \frac{\partial C_{r, asym}}{\partial W_2} = \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_2} \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_{s, asym}}{\partial W_1} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_1)}{\partial W_1} \cdot g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_1) \right) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_2) \right) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_{s, asym}}{\partial W_2} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_1) \right) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_2)}{\partial W_2} \cdot g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_2) \right) \right] \]

\[ \frac{\partial C_{r, asym}}{\partial Y} = \epsilon_{ox} \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_1)}{\partial Y} \cdot g_{asym}(W_1, W_2, Y) \right) \right. \]
\[ \left. + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_2)}{\partial Y} \cdot g_{asym}(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right) \right] \]
4.3.6 Appendix E: Asymmetric 2-lines Interconnect

\[
\text{let } g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y) = \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4}
\]

\[
C_s = \epsilon_o \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_1) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot h(W_2) \right]
\]

\[
C_c = \epsilon_o \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_1) \cdot g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \cdot f(W_2) \cdot g_{\text{dual}}(W_2, W_1, -Y) \right]
\]

\[
\frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} = \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} = -\frac{m_4}{2H} \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) - Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_2, W_1, -Y)}{\partial W_1} = \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_2, W_1, -Y)}{\partial W_2} = -\frac{m_4}{2H} \left( \frac{S_0 - 0.5(W_1 - W_0) - 0.5(W_2 - W_0) + Y}{H} \right)^{m_4 - 1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_s_{\text{dual}}}{\partial W_1} = \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_s_{\text{dual}}}{\partial W_2} = \frac{\partial C_s}{\partial W_2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_1} = \epsilon_o \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_1)}{\partial W_1} \cdot g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_1) \right) \right]
\]

\[
+ \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_1} \cdot f(W_2) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_c}{\partial W_2} = \epsilon_o \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial f(W_2)}{\partial W_2} \cdot g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y) + \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_1) \right) \right]
\]

\[
+ \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial W_2} \cdot f(W_2) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial C_c}{\partial Y} = \epsilon_o \cdot \left[ \frac{x_1}{x_1 + x_2} \left( f(W_1) \cdot \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} \right) \right]
\]

\[
+ \frac{x_2}{x_1 + x_2} \left( f(W_2) \cdot \frac{\partial g_{\text{dual}}(W_1, W_2, Y)}{\partial Y} \right)
\]
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(a) 22nm technology, length = 100µm, ∆CD mean = 0nm, inverter size = 1X.

(b) 22nm technology, length = 1000µm, ∆CD mean = 0nm, inverter size = 10X.

(c) 22nm technology, length = 1000µm, ∆CD mean = -2nm, inverter size = 10X.

(d) 22nm technology, length = 1000µm, ∆CD mean = 2nm, inverter size = 10X.

(e) 45nm technology, length = 1000µm, ∆CD mean = 0nm, inverter size = 10X.

Figure 4.29: Average delay (rising and falling transitions) of an inverter and its variation due to interconnect.
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